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1. IllTRODUCTIOH j_ EXECUTIVE SUMMAJ'Y 

1.1. Petrochemical products are not only desirable but 

also essential options in the pursuit to achieve a 

better quality of life. Products derived from petro

chemical sources, viz., plastics, synthetic fibers, 

synthetic rubbers and various industrial chemicals are 

forming a part of the resource basket supplementing as 

well as complimenting various natural products like 

cotton, wool, paper, wood, metal etc. 

1.2. These petrochemicals play an important role in the 

industrial economy of developing countries. Although in 

the world context, these petrochemicals have been ir. 

vogue for the last many decades and many of tha 

products/markets have matured. They are still in the 

nascent/developing stage in most of the developing 

countries. 

1.3. The petrochemical sector consists of six indus

tries, viz., synthetic rubbers, synthetic fibers, 

organic petrochemicals, plastics, carbon black and 

surfactants. Further, followin9 terms are defined to 

describe this field i.e. raw materials (feedstocks), 

primary and intermediate petrochemicals, petrochemicals 

end products and downstream industries. 



1.4. Raw aaterials or feedstocks used for the manufac

ture of the basic petrochemicals include liquid (crude, 

distillate and NGL) and gaseous (natural gas, LPG) 

hydrocarbons as well as coal and biomass. Production, 

ref ininq and processing of these aaterials for feed

stock purposes is not included in petrochemistry. 

Primary or basic petrochemicals are the coapounds 

manufactured from the raw materials (hydrocarbons and 

other} and include olefins, aromatics and syn gas. 

Olef ins are the unsaturated hydrocarbons like ethylene, 

propylene, and butadiene. Aromatics are the unsaturated 

cyclic hydrocarbons which include benzena, toluene and 

xylenes. Syn gas is a mixture of hydrogen and carbon 

monoxide with or without nitrogen. 

1.5, The integrated petrochemicals industry involves a 

whole range of technological processes (Fig.1.lF) and 

mostly originate from a few basic chemicals (Fig.1.2F). 

1.6. Intermediates are derived from the basic petro

chemicals. They are used for the manufacture of differ

ent er.d products or serving other industrial outlets 

These include such compounds as ethylene oxide, ethyl

ene glycol, acetic acid, alkylbenzenes, terephthalic 

acid (PTA) and dimethylterephthalate (OMT), phthalic 

anhydride, methanol, monomers like vinyl chloride 
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STRUCTURE Of THE PETROCHEMICAL fHOUSTRV 

RAW MAT~fALS 
OL FRACTIOllS NATURAL GAS 

CRACKING AHO OTHER DQOCfSSfS 

PURCHASED CHEMICAL~ 

t 
8ASE CHEMICALS 

OlEFlllS AHO AROMATICS 

CHEMICAL CONVERSION 
t 

MAUf PROaJCT GROUPS 

..,_ __ SALES TO THf _. 
CHEMICAL lfUJOSTllY 

• ntOUSTRW. CllEMCALS, • PLASTICS, * Rf.SIHS, -r EL~TOMERS 

J 
t + 

CHEMICAL PROCESS IHOUSTRIES OTHER lrtOUSTRfES 
• ALJB8ER ANO PUSnc GOOOS , * METAL , * GLASS , 
* fl6RfS , it PAINTS , - • CEtAfN'T'_. ETC. -* DfTfRGfNTS , * OVESTUff3, :* MOTOtl VEHICLES , §t TEXTILfS, 
., PHAIU.IACEOTICALS 7 ., A6110CHEMICAl.S , • PAPfR , -t fOOD PRODUCTS , 

• ADHE.S!VES , fTC. .. AGRrCDl.TURf , i:TC. 

~ ~ 
CONSUMER HEED" 

• FOOD , • CLOTlllHG HOUSJNG , 1t HULTH TllAN5PORTA TfON , ETC. 

THERE ARE TRRff MAIN STAGfS IN THE CHAIN 6fTWffN ~'4W ~'TEAIALS AND 
COttSUMERS. THE FIRST .STAGE IHVOLVES Tfff MANUFACTURE Of BA.sf CflfMICAL.S , 

USUALLY ON A VERY lARGE SCALE. THESE ARE CONVfRTED INTO A RANGf OF 
P~OUCTS WHICH ARE SD8SEQUEMTL't USED IN VARIOUS IHDUSTRlfS .50PPLYlffG 
CONSUMER GOODS. THE ACTCVJTIES Of iHf PfTP.OCHEMICALS INDUSTRY INCLUDE 

THE MANUFACTURE OF 8.46f CHEMIC.ALS, CONVERSION IH 10 THE MAIN PRODUCT 
GROUPS ANO TO SOME f.XTENT PROCESSIHG Of flNlSHfO GOOO.S IN THE CHEJdlr.AI. llfSUDTRY. 

flG. : 1 (fF) 
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MANUFACTURE Of BASE CffEMICALo 

NATURAL I fffDSTOCKS - ETHYLEIE BASE 
GAS a fTRANE. CRACKER CIBICAL3 

INDUSTRY I ,. P~llE 
• OlEFllS 

• 8UT411E 
'ETHYLENE 

• MAPITRA 

- .f GASOfl * PROPYlBfE 

• CROc-E OL 
• BUTADIEflf 

OIL AEFINERV OLEFlltS 

Rff llUNG 

t 
PYROLYSIS .~ 
GASOCllE - AROMATICS • 8ElfZEIE -

E.XlRACTIOll - • l<:UJENE -
- I I , xnEIE 

RE FORMATE 

I 
- MAPffTR.A / LPG 

t1 AMWOHIA I I SYllTllE318 GAS -MAllUFACTlllf f METRAllOL 
- I I - NATURAL GAS 

APART fROM SMAl.l GUAllTltlfS Of flf..LfHf , fROll tlflAMOl, AND 8Y·PIOJUCT 
BfNZfNE fROM COHE OV£N5, AU. fffDSTOCll f0J1 ORGAllC CIEMICM.8 IS DfRIY!O 

fAc.f Ol., ~ OR BAS LIQUIDS. THE PIORMAL ROOJE FOR THE PRODUCTION OF 01.EF .. 9 
IS TRROUGff CJAC1'ER8 DESfGNfD TO PROCESS SPECIFIC f'EEDSTOCKS. 

PROPYlfHf ~NO eurrunE MAY At.SO SE AllllA8LE DIRECTLY fROM OL REfDIJffG 
flROCESSES OR cAlf 8E Mi\NUFACTDAED IHOfPHIDEHTlY BY Rl!MOVfffG HYDROGEN 
fROM PROPANE AftD BUTANE. RHORMATE A•D PYROl.fSl8 GASOLlrlf ARE THE 
MAIH FEEDSTOCK& FOR AROMATICS. 

flG. : t (2') 
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(VCM), vinyl acetate (VAM), styrene and carbon black. 

1.7. The range of petrochemical end products are truly 

wide and diverse. There are large varieties of plas

tics, both theraoplastics and thermosets. The major 

thermoplastics are LDPE, PVC, HOPE, PP, PS & ABS. The 

thermosets are PF, UF, MF, epoxy and unsaturated pol

yestersp Besides these, there are a large variety of 

engineering plastics and speciality polyaers that have 

critical applications in areas requiring stringent 

performance criteria. The range of usage of plastics is 

also wide enough to encompass almost all facets of 

daily life as well as important sectors such as agri

culture, transportation, communication, defence, avia

tion, space research and electronics. 

1.8. The synthetic fibers from petrochemicals, viz., 

polyester, nylon, acrylic fiber have come to play an 

important role in meeting the growing clothing needs of 

the people. In many instances, they offer superior 

alternative to cotton or wool and the limited avail

ability of these would invariably force to focus the 

attention on petrochemicals. Synthetic fibers have 

taken increasing share in the clothing needs of people 

all over the world. 
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1.9. The other important class of polymers from petro-

chemical sources are various elastomers such as SBR, 

BR, Butyl Rubber etc. They form essential components 

for tyre industry as well as for manufacture of various 
• 

rubber goods for industrial and house-hold applica-

tions. T.~ quite a few applications, besides complement-

ing the usage of natural rubber, these synthetic 

products are necessary to achieve special end use 

performance characteristics. 

1.10. Some of these products have touched the very core 

of national economies. The existing availability of 

natural fibers like cotton and wool is unlikely to show 

any significant increase. It is rather going down due 

to greater pressure on land for foodqrain production. 

Thus, meeting the clothing needs of populace has become 

a major challenge which synthetic fibers from petro

chemicals can face effectively and efficiently. Simi

larly, greater usages of petrochemicals in agriculture 

would be necessary to increase producti"ity, improve 

storage and manage efficiently various inputs like 

wat&r, nutrients, pesticides etc. In housing, transpor

tation, communication and health care, various petro-

chemical products very often form essential part of our 

daily existence. 

6 
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1.11 The growth of the petrochemical end products is 

slowly getting delinked with the growth of natural 

materials like cotton, natural rubber due to the estab-

1 ished specific end use applications of both. The 

increase in the production rate of latter may not be 

promising. 

1.12 The global production of the total major plastic 

materials is expected to ~e doubled (i.e. 105 million 

MTs) by 2000 AD; a speedy expansion in production 

capacity is expected of synthetic fiber mainly due to 

tne polyester fibers; the growth rate of synthetic 

rubber will remain dependent on their demand in automo

bile sector. SBR * BR will continue to have major share 

of synthetic rubber area. 

1.13 Although commodity plastics continue to dominate, 

performance plastics have registered a high demand 

growth rate in the industrially rich developing coun

tries like Taiwan, Singapore, s. Korea and Hongkong. 

The countries like India and China nave been consuming 

large variety of these materials but relatively in much 

smaller quantities. Some of the plastics like ABS, SAN, 

Acetals, PPS ' thermoset are manufactured for captive 

consumption but their demand is largely met through 

imports. 

7 



1.14 The capacity expansion is mainly taking place in 

Asia Pacific reqion. The activities are more both in 

the countries who are rich in feedstocks (e.g. Indone

sia, Thailand, Malaysia etc) as well as those having 

more demand than production to aeet the requirement of 

huge population (e.q. India' China). 

1.15 Petrochemical plants are mostly under private 

sector in developing countries. India is one of those 

countries, where the large industries including petro

chemical sector continued to remain in public sector. 

However, to meet the huge local demand, expansion is 

taking place in private sector. The processing (convP-r

sion) industrie~ of the major petrochemical end 

products are mainly in the private sector. 

1.16 A large capacity expansion and its expected hiqh 

growth rate till 2000 AD especially in feedstock rich 

countries has brought down the prices of the major 

building blocks (like ethylene & benzene) of petrochem

ical end products. This has increased the possibility 

of more activities of global export & import of these 

primary petrochemicals with a major shift. 

1.17 Despite huge production mainly planned for ex

ports, the local per capita consumption has been in-

8 



creasing fast in middle east countries (e.g. Saudi Ara 

bia). This requires the creation of facilities for 

specialized training and building up infrastructure for 

processing and related areas to meet the local require

ments. 

1.18 Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Taiwan, Indonesia, 

Philippines, Hongkong and s. Korea will be producing 

more petrochemicals and grappling with over capacity; 

while petrochemical industry in India .11 will be 

undergoing processes of adjustment t 1 

policies. 

beralization 

1.19 Investments in first six-months of 1992 in China 

were nearly half of those during the entire 1979-91 

period. This is mainly planned to produce petrochemi

cals for captive consumption as well as limited export. 

1.20 On one side, when South American countries are 

passing through a stage of uncertainty, the East Euro

pean nations including CIS countries may take time in 

recovery due to their local problems. Hence the growth 

in the petrochemical sector in these regions will 

remain moderate. 

1.21 The global over capacity situation of both primary 

9 



and secondary petrochemical products is developed mainly 

with the speedy expansion in the east. This has been a 

threat to western exporting countries, losing market 

especially in Asia. 

1.22 Developing energy efficient and environment 

friendly technologies both for upstream and downstream 

petrochemical production is going to hold the key to 

success of the industry in future. In view of the 

exhaustible nature of natural resources which provide 

basic-feed for petrochemical units, the longevity and 

profitability of th~ industry will be under continuous 

strain. 

1.23 World over, growing economies have paid the price 

of growth by threatening environment. Issues in pollu

tion present continuous challenges before the chemical 

industry in the nations and force them to continuously 

upgrade knowledge and technology for appropriate re

sponsible care of the environment. It is certain that 

the growth of chemical industry (as expected to be high 

in East Asia) will be mainly dependent on the environ

mental needs. 

1.24 The growth of processing industries of petrochemi

cals especially that of plastics will now be mainly 

10 
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dependent on the local demand and limited export of 

finished products. The employment potential will in

crease with the development in this area. It is likely 

that the fast growing demand of plastics in developing 

countries will provide more opportunities f o: self 

employment. 

1.25 In order to avail the opportunity to import the 

low cost primary and secondary petrochemical products, 

some of the developing countries have to create addi

tional facilities for their transportation and storage. 

on the other hand, the new exporting countries like 

Indonesia are mainly dependent on developed countries 

to establish the physical and institutional infrastruc

ture for their exports. They, therefore, require to 

develop more skilled manpower for effective absorption 

of technology. 

1.26 The linkages between petrochemical sector with 

other sectors of economy are required to be strength

ened for effective and efficient utilization of the 

materials like plastics, fibers and rubbers. The new 

petrochemical rich countries in developing regions have 

to pay more attention in this direction. 

11 



1.27 The gains through interaction between petrochemi

cal industries, research organizations and engineering 

institutions have not been fully realized since aore 

dependence has always been felt to import the technolo

gy and not towards technology development. The petro

chemical industries mainly concentrate on the absorp

tion and assimilation of technology through training 

provided by licenser. Some requirements of these indus

tries are met through local development of hardware. 

The tripartite interaction is required to be enriched 

for building strong technological base. 

1.28 New and special grades of petrochemical products 

like polyester micro fiber, reinforcing grade of acryl

ic fibers, plastics for biomedical & space applica

tions, high yield catalysts and their technologies will 

continue to remain with developed countries. 

The concept to develop value added products has 

now picked up due to the heavy competition in the local 

and international market. Since this situation will 

continue in the coming years, development of speciality 

grades & quality improvement of the existing ones will 

get more attention. 

12 



1.29 The scientists and technologists have to direct 

their efforts towards fusion technologies for derived 

product ranges preferably with multiproduct sharing 

processes. Additionally, for better cooperation between 

developing countries, there is a need for strong data 

base. 

In the coming years, the global competition is 

going to grow more in the petrochemical sector. The 

over capacity situation will continue due to low con

sumption, huge capacity being built up in developing 

countries and saturation in developed countries. With 

the growing demand largely in Asia Pacific region, the 

situation may somewhat ease out by the end of 2000 AD. 

13 



.L. lllIBl lllVJP ~ ml CURllllft' STATUS MR nDU PR08-

PICT8 gf ~ DQ1rtlSTRIAJI PITROCBl)(ICAL IllDUSTRI~ 11! 

Pl!ILQPIIG WUJIDIIS ![ID SPICIAL IKPJIASIS .QI! PLMTICS, 

lIBRIS ~ SDTQTIC RUIBIRS 

2.1. Petrochemicals are regarded as the most value

added products converted from natural resources like 

hydrocarbons. While the primary usage of t-ydrocarbons 

satisfy our energy needs thus expanding it at its 

primary form; the aanufacture of petrochemicals results 

in value added products that have utilities over a 

longer time-frame and help to satisfy some of the basic 

needs. In spite of this, use of hydrocarbons for petro

chemicals forms only about 7-8 percent of the total 

hydrocarbon consumption. 

2.2 There is, a direct saving of energy through the 

use of various petrochemical products. ·A comparison of 

the energy equivalent of a few basic raw materials like 

metal, glass, paper, wood and cotton indicate that 

comparable finished products made from petrochemical 

sources result in substantial energy savings. There are 

thus dual benefits derived from the use of hydrocarbon 

for petrochemicals. 

14 



2.3 Petroche•ical products would be needed to meet the 

incremental needs of ~aterials and also where superior 

characteristics/propertie~ are required in many a 

demanding appl~~ations. In the present day competitive 

world, the d~velopiLg countries have to strive for 

better and •ore efficient usage of their natural re

sources and opt for products which are functionally 

superior and economically competitive. The petrochemi

cal industry with its wide range of a new breed of 

synthetic raw materials can satisfy the quest for more 

efficient end products for numerous applications. 

2.4. Historically, petrochemical industries have been 

located near the market in advanced industrialized 

nations. The economies now favor their being located 

near the major source of natural gas. 

2.5. The expansion of petrochemical sector in eighties 

has been due to the realization of the following f ac

tors : 

- Huge demand ' production gap in developing countries. 

- Increasing demand in developed countries. 

- The petroleum rich (oil/gas) countries realized that 

their natural resources can be convert~d to value added 

15 



products mainly for exports instead of crude oil for 

their revenue. 

2.6. The necessity to fulfill basic human needs of 

growing population without severely depleting precious 

natural resources, provides a huge potential for demand 

led growth of these industries in the developing coun

tries. This is evidenced by the current low per capita 

consumption. 

2.7. The conswnption of petrochemicals has been quite 

low in developing countries largely due to their low 

per capita GDP. It has, however, been experienced that 

in the developing countries having high per capita GDP 

and production capacities, the conswnption increases at 

a faster rate. In Saudi Arabia for example, per capita 

consumption of thermoplastics has risen from 20 kgs to 

60-80 kgs. in a short span of time (1). Similarly, the 

per capita consumption of fibres in s. Korea and Taiwan 

is much higher than other developing countries due to 

their high production capacities planned mainly for 

exports. 

2.8. The scenario of production growth of the petro

chemical products in the developing countries has 

changed in the last two decades. Countries like Saudi 

16 



Arabia, China, India, Mexico, Brazil dnd South Korea 

produce a large variety of petrochemical products. The 

expansion is continuing in the countries like India & 

China. The new entrants in this fiel~ are Malaysia, 

Thailand, Indonesia, Iran, Nigeria etc. 

2.9. In Saudi Arabia only about 11\ of their output is 

consuaed in local market and the bulk of the petrochem

icals are sold over seas (2). 

A. AVAILABILITY OF FEEDSTOCK 

2.10. In addition to pure gas reserves in Asia ~ T...atin 

American countries, the production of oil leads to the 

production of huge amount of natural gases. In each one 

million barrels of oil production 500 million cubic 

feet of gas is released. 

Total reserves of associated gas in Saudi Arabia 

alone are estimated to be in excess of 100 trillion 

cubic feet (3). The storage and processing of associat

ed gas on a large scale began only in 1982. 

2.11. In the past, the petrochemical industry has shown 

a relatively high rate of technological change. However 

proven technology has predominated in recent years. 

17 



Petrochemical plants are highly automated, continuous, 

often operating with catalytic promotion, and conse

quently requiring to be large to be economically vi

able. Petrochemical plants utilise natural gas, gas 

condensate (specifically ethane and liquefied petroleum 

gas (LPG), and oil products (specifically Naphtha) as 

both feedstock a~d energy source. Two-third of these 

hydrocarbons are used as feedstock to synthesise var

ious compounds. The remainder of supplies needed energy 

including electricity. In US 70% of ethylene produced 

comes from condensate like propane, butane, & ethane 

obtained from natural gas. In Europe and Japan, on the 

other hand, naphtha refined from oil is used as feed

stock to produce ethylene. 

B. BUILDING BLOCKS POR PETROCHEMICALS 

2.12. The technology for the production of building 

blocks of petrochemicals has been mainly b~sed on 

naphtha cracking. The availability of huge resources of 

natural gas/gas condensates has resulted in a shift 

from naphtha to gas cracker technology. This is found 

to be more cost effective and energy efficient. 

2.13. Petrochemical plants are subject to the concept 

of minimum economic size because of being capital-

18 



intensive. The level of capacity determines the unit 

cost of petrochemicals which in turn points to the 

availability of markets of a size sufficient to absorb 

the petrocheaical products. Therefore, the export 

oriented petrochemical plants of Saudi Arabia are 

relatively large. 

2.14. Almost 60t of the world's basic chemicals aanu

facturing capacity is still located in the major con

suaing centres i.e. United States, Western Europe and 

Japan. This pattern, however, has been changing fast 

with major production capacities being installed mainly 

in developing countries. 

2.15. Saudi Arabia has emerged as a major petrochemi

cals producer with 2.4 million MTs of ethylene capacity 

derived from large unutilised resource of associated 

gas. This will further grow by about 1.0 million MTs 

upto 1997. Iran & Iraq will also be the major player in 

Middle East. 

2.16. Brazil, Mexico and Argentina have built up 

combined ethylene capacity of 2 mill.ion MTs to achieve 

self sufficiency. 

2.17. In Asia Pacific a number of plants are in pro-

19 



duction, under construction or planning e.g. Thailand, 

Malaysia, India, China, Taiwan & Indonesia. The ethyl

ene capacity in the region will increase by about 44t 

in the next five year. 

2.18. Demand for petrochemicals is growing relatively 

slower compared to the past. The potential for rapid 

qrowth would be, however, concentrated in the develop

ing countries and continued dispersion of manufacture 

of base chemicals could be expected. This will affect 

the future trading patterns for petrochemicals. 

2.19. In the present scene of declining profitability 

from base chemical production and more competition from 

low cost feedstock areas, producers in the major con

suming centres are required to improve their prof ita-

bility. 

C. PRESENT SCDARIO ARD FU'l'URB TRDDS IB PBTROCBBllICAL 

SECTOR 

2.20. A drop in the demand as a consequence of the 

economic recession & over capacity situation, exist in 

petrochemical sector. Therefore, petrochemical plants 

are f acinq considerable underutilisation of their 

capacity; major cutbacks in employment levels; losses 

20 



because of higher cost of product and lower prevailing 

prices. This elicited such responses as attempts at 

process improvements and ~nergy savings to reduce 

production cost and rationalisation of their operations 

through capacity cuts, mergers, product specialisation 

and diversification. 

2.21. Closure of old and marginal plants and temporary 

idling of others, reduced capacities has been a part of 

restructuring strategies of the major producers. Be

sides adopting new technologies such as low pressure, 

low temperature processing, more efficient catalysts, 

and new technologies/ routes to develop strong technol

ogy edge, there may be ~ergers, consolidation of opera

tions, shift to high value added products and rational

isation moves. However, tighter environmental protec

tion controls, rising trade barriers, increased engi

neering costs, reduced availability of finances and 

accelerated rates of technological obsolascence have 

complicated the effort for long-term planning to turn 

around the industry to reasonable prof it levels. 

2.22. Producers in the industrialised countries are 

concentrating on improving their competitive position 

by minimising their costs, d~veloping newer and better 

products, using low cost technologies and shifting to 
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specialities and tailor made customer services. 

2.23. The qrowth potential in developing countries is 

tremendous primarily because their per capita consump

tion levels are still much lower. The growth patterns 

in these countries will be however, influenced by a 

lar~e number of factots such as the level of their 

economic development, the structure of their economies, 

their per capita income, the diversity and the intensi

ty of sectoral linkages, availability of technical and 

scientific infrastructure, availability of finances and 

government economic and monetary policies. The other 

factors would include the Jocio-economic needs of the 

country. 

2.24. Domest~c demands are far from saturation and 

hence future expansion will continue in developing 

countries. Market opportunities in the developing 

countries continue to be prorising. The availability of 

low priced feedstock in many of them like Saudi Arabia, 

Iran, Mexico, Indonesia etc. would further give them an 

edge over the traditional producers particularly for 

the production of basic and intermediate products. 

2.25. The major developing countries such as Brazil, 

~ndia, China and Mexico are moving towards self suffi-
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ciency in several commodity petrochemicals. Over capac

ity and oversupply in the international market are 

therefore likely to continue. 

2.26. The political and economic changes in the recent 

past particularly in Soviet Union and East European 

countries have opened new avenues for growth of down

stream petrochemical products. There is only one mil

lion MTs capacity in the formEr Soviet Union. It is, 

therefore, understood that there will be a significant 

growth in demand of petrochemicals in this region. It 

is likely that the demand in whole East European coun

tries will be met largely through imports. 

2.27. The demand growth in the under developed coun

tries havin9 no share in petrochemical production (like 

a few CIS nations, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Sri Lanka, 

small Middle ~ast countries etc.) may increase due to 

the easy availability and low cost in the international 

market. 

D. PLASTICS 

2.28. In the coming years, when developed countries 

will attempt for hiqh value added speciality plastic 

materials,the growth of commodity plastic will continue 
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aainly in developing regions. 

2.29. The commodity pl~stics while maintaining their 

high demand will grow about 33\ from 1990 to 1995 and 

is likely to touch a figure of 105 million MTs. 

2.30. The per capita consumption of plastics in de

veloping countries is far below (lkg to lkg/head) than 

the world average (16kg/head) providing a huge poten

tial for demand growth. The global over capacity situa

tion therefore seems to be partly absorbed in these 

regions in the next few years. The lower export cost of 

the plastic materials in the feedstock rich regions has 

compelled the developed European and Japanese market to 

import from them. However, at present it has turned out 

to be a threat to the petrochemical industries of a few 

developing countries. 

2.31. The change in the national policy in developing 

economies have resulted in liberal import of plastic 

materials in order to make their own industries more 

competitive and quality conscious. 

2.32. There exists an imbalance in plastic conversion 

capacities; on one side countries like India have their 

conversion capacities more than their demand due to low 
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per capita consumption whereas the middle east coun

tries producing huge quantity of plastics have not yet 

developed adequate infrastructure even to meet their 

local demands of plastic products. 

2.33. The technologies offered to developing countries 

are generally old and do not make them competitor in 

the international market. In order to overcome this 

situation vigorous indigenous R&D efforts will be 

required. 

2.34. Engineering/ reinforced plastics are finding 

increasing applications in industrial sector. The major 

plastics are PC, PPO, ABS, FRP Epoxies etc. The growth 

rate of engineering plastics is expected to be around 

8\. 

Although many of the developing countries are not 

producing engineering plastics and depend mainly on 

imports, they largely produce a variety of additives 

required for improving the end use performance and 

better processibility. 

z. FIBRE ' FIBRE IllTERMEDIATES 

2.35. The growth rate of major natural fibre i.e. cotton 

is far below than synthetics. The production also 
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varies since it depends on rain fall and various other 

natural factors. 

2.36. Unlike the previous years, the cost of synthetic 

fibre is coming down faster. The decrease in cost, 

better properties and high durability are aaking the 

synthet!.c fibre more acceptable to people. 

2.37. The increasing gro~...h of synthetic fibre may not 

cause a threat to the natural fibre growers as synthet

ics is complementing the growing demand of fibres. 

However, in case of high cotton production; export 

possibilities have to be explored. 

2.38. South Korea & Taiwan developed huge capacities in 

seventies for the_ production of synthetic fibre mainly 

for export, both as fibre and its finished products. A 

large capacity expansion is takinq place in China, and 

ASEAN countries, to meet the growing domestic demand of 

basic human need of clothing. 

2.39. The capacity growth of fibre & fibre intermedi

ates have not kept pace with the economic growth in 

developing countries. This has resulted in price reduc

tion, marginal profit/losses and under utilisation of 

their capacity. However, full capacity utilisation is 
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expected by the turn of the century. 

F. RUBBER 

2.40. The total rubber (natural ' synthetic) production 

is expected to grow @ J.4t annually and exceed 18.8 

aillion MTs by 1995. Synthetic rubber will continue to 

have its one third share of the total rubber production 

in the world. However, its growth will not affect the 

natural rubber aarket and on the contrary, supplement 

the growing demand of rubber in industrial and domestic 

sector. 

2.41. The present world production capacity of all 

types of synthetic rubber is about 12.1 million M'l's, of 

which USA accounts for 22.lt, CIS countries for 21.4t 

and Japan 12.St. France, Germany, UK, Italy, Nether

lands, Canada, Brazil ' Rumania hold 28.3t. The balance 

of 15.4t production capacity is held by developing 

countries. 

2.42. The developing countries may have problems if 

they go for the synthetic rubber business to compete 

with the developed countries in export markets. The 

mere possession of low cost oil or even of monomeric 

building blocks does not justify setting up of a new 
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plant. Expansion of synthetic rubber production in 

developing countries mar not satisfy the objective of 

•aximising employment because of its high capital cost 

per unit labour. 

2.43. With the economic and financial integration of 

European comaunity mcrkets, trade ' export in a few 

developinq countries ma7 face stiffer competition fr.:>m 

both East European countries as well as rapidly de

veloping Asian countries like Singapore, s.Korea, 

Thailand, Malaysia, Taiwan. China. 

2.44. Tyre industries consume rubber to the extent of 

59\ of the total production. 10\ goes to mechanical 

goods such as belts, hoses and gaskets for industrial ' 

general applications. Tyres ' tyre products are expect

ed to account for more than 61~ of total new rubber 

consumption in 1995. Other applications, will account 

20\ for footwear, constniction ' as adhesives etc. 

2.45. There is a need to create a stable base for rubber 

industry using R&D efforts to maximise operating f lexi

bili ty, improving process effectiveness for achieving 

better raw materials & energy utilisation; minimising 

process waste ' pollution and development of more 

efficient catalysts. 
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2.46. With the projected growth over the next decade it 

will be advisable to create an integrated planning 

policy at international level to forefeet the interest 

of developing countries and also take into account the 

widening technology gap created by computer controlled 

plant and machinery to meet international standard. A 

concerted effort is required between industry, academic 

institutions and other research centres to bridge the 

technological gap and improve the product quality and 

range. Industry need to be highly selective, if rapid 

progress is to be made in innovation, invention & 

exploitation of new technology. 
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~ APPLICATIORS ~ POTllJTIAL OSAGES QZ DOWHSTRIAK 

PftlOCJllllJCAL PRODUCTS D! DIVILOPIRG C01JllTRIBS 

The industrialisation in soae of the developing 

countries is taking place at ~ faster rate. One of the 

aajor contributors in this growth is petrochemical 

industry. The demand of commodity materials and its 

production is growing speedily. This is unlike the 

developed countries, who are going for more of special-

ity materials. 

The commodity materials fulfill the basic human 

need in the developing countries. The demand of such 

petrochemical products i.e. polymer is driven by the 

-consumption in a few key end use segments. The perform-

ance of these segments is dependent on the growth 

pattern of the industries to which they are catering. 

Therefore, it can be said that there are certain core 

markets of polymers, the performance of which decide 

the growth in demand. 

Plastics share is very high amongst the petrochem

ical products. Fig. 3.lF shows the global plastic 

consumption by market. The major application areas and 

potential usage of petrochemical products in developing 

countries is discussed in this chapter. 
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Mech. Engineering (2.3%) 

Building (18.8%) 

Clothing (0.7%) 

Housewares (7.2%) 

Toys & Leisure (1.1%) 

Ela:trical (6.9%) 

Agriculture (2.4%) 
·~ ------

Pacltaging (J0.0%) 

Other (20.1%) 

Medical (0.3%) 

Furniture (4.1%) 

Other Tran.' (0.8%) 

Automoti\."C (5.3%) 

Fig. 3.1 F: Plastics consumption by market 
IPDA 1989 
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3.1 AGRICULTURE Alm WATER KAJIAGEKEllT: 

The use of petrochemical products especially 

plastics and other chemicals for manufacturing of 

pesticides etc. have turned out to be a boon for in

creasing the food productivity, early harvesting, 

unseasonal crop and developing more land for crop 

cultivation. 

Commodity plastics like PE, PP and PVC are largely 

used in this sector. The plastic products used are 

mainly extrudates as films, sheets and pipes. Some of 

the injection moulded products are also used in the 

assembly of irrigation systems etc. The use of these 

plastic products not only increase the food productivi

ty but also help in economising the cost of production 

through controlled water supply in irrigation, restrict 

the evaporation of water and protect the seeds and 

seedlings. 

The use of plastics in agriculture got a boost in 

developing countries in early eightees. The beginning 

was with the use of LOPE in this sector which attained 

a major share amongst all plastics with its use in 

canal lining, irrigation and water management, growth 
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of fodder, milk packaging etc. The area under plasticul-

ture in the world is shown in Table 3.1(1) and sectoral 

use of plastic in Table 3.1(2). 

TABLE -3.1(1) 

DEAS UllDBR. PLASTICUL'l'UllB WORLD STATISTICS 
(Area in hectare) 

--------------------------------------------------------
COUNTRY DRIP 

IRRIGATION 
MULCHING GREEN 

HOUSES 

--------------------------------------------------------
CHINA 

USA 

EGYPT 

INDIA 

SPAIN 

JAPAN 

EUROPE 

aruNGARY 

MOROCCO 

CANADA 

ISRAEL 

AFRICAN 
CONTINENT 

15,00,000 

90,00,000 

2,50,000 

55,000 

ENTIRE AREA 

28,70,000 1,82,000 

1,50,000 30,000 

5,000 9,000 

1,000 25 

1,00,000 45,000 

1,33,000 1,07,000 

1,00,000 1,15,000 

5,000 

4,400 

4,000 

2,000 

15,000 

--------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE 3.1(2) 

SECTORAL USE OF PLASTICS IN AGRICULTURE 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
USER SEGMENT PRODUCT PROCESS LD/ HOPE PVC 

LLD PE 

---------------------------·--------------------------------------
IRRIGATION CANAL LINING EXTRUSION x 

FILMS 

FOODGRAIN CAP COVERS " x 
STORAGE 

NURSERIES NURSERY BAGS " x x 

HIGH VALUE DRIP LATERALS " x x 
CULTIVATION 

GREEN HOUSE UV STABILIZED n x 
FILMS 

VEGETABLE LOW TUNNELS n x 
CULTIVATION 

GENERAL MULCH FILMS 
AGRICULTURE BLACK & WHITE " x 

DIRECT STANDARD LOPE CO-EXTRUSION x x 
COVERS FILMS 

HORTICULTURE BOXES, CASES TO 
TRANSPORT STOCK 
VEGETABLES AND INJECTION x x 
FRUITS POTS & MOLDED 
PROPAGATING BOXES 

----------------------------------------------------------------------

The World wide consumption of plastics film for 

agriculture and horticulture currently estimated to be 

in the range of one million MTs per annum. This remark-

able figure has been achieved after many years of joint 

development efforts by the horticulturists and plastic 

industries. There is an increasing recognition for 
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plasticulture in developing countries, specially South 

East Asia, China, India and some Latin American coun

tries. Generally the growth pattern indicates spectacu

lar development in some applications specially suited 

to the agronomic and climatic conditions of a particu

lar country or zone. 

In Western Europe for example, during the last 

five years the use of plastics has increased in the 

land area from 15,00C to 20,000 hectares. The share of 

polyolefin (LOPE, LLDPE, EVA) films for agricultural 

application is about 3,00,000 MTs. These estimates do 

not include films used for packaging harvested 

products, fertilizer bag, etc. The market is unevenly 

distributed in Europe with France, Spain and Italy 

alone consuming about 65' of agrif ilms. The main appli

cations are silage (40,), green houses (28,), mulch 

(17\), and low tunnels (7,). The other applications are 

direct covers, energy screen, pond liner and film for 

soil disinfection. 

Germany is a highly developed industrialised 

country whose economy is strongly geared towards ex

ports. Only 2\ of its gross national product derives 

from agriculture. The country produces about 9.3 mil

lion MTs of plastics. About 0.372 million MTs is the 
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share in agriculture and more than half of it goes for 

packaginq purposes (fertilizer bags, pesticide cans, 

pots and containers for plants etc.). Nearly 70,000 MTs 

of LDPE, mainly in form of film is used for green 

houses, mulching, silage, covering of bulk goods like 

straw, hay, sugar-beets, lining of reservoirs, and 

other products include nets, meshes and mattings, pipes 

and tube~ as well as pots and containers of various 

shapes. About 40,000 MTs of PVC is used in the form of 

films and pipes for coverings, linings and transporta

tion of water and other liquid products. PP is used for 

non-wovens, mats and nets. HDPE is used for ducts 

(water transport, irrigation, soil heating) and all 

sorts of containers. Polystyrene (6,000 MTs) is mainly 

processed for plant-pots, trays and other devices. 

Expanded polystyrene is used as insulating material in 

greenhouses, livestock-buildings, cold storage, plant

pots and as soil conditioner in landscape-gardening. 

Mulching has more popularity in U.S.A. states 

having the greatest concentration of mulched vegetables 

are Florida with 40,000 hectares, south Carolina with 

5,060 hectares, North Carolina with 2,800 hectares, 

Georgia with 1640 hectares, and Louisiana with 760 

hectares. In the Mid Atlantic area, Delaware, Maryland, 

and Virginia have a combined total of about 4,000 
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hectares of mulched veqetables. Tennessee, Texas, and 

Kansas have a total of 1300 hectares. In the northeast, 

the total area mulched is estimated to about 4,000 

hectares. 

Japan has been mainly cultivating vegetables 

(78\), flowers (lOt) and fruits (llt) with the use of 

plastic products in horticulture over a land area of 

about 0.2 million hectares (Table 3.1(3)). 

TABLE 3 .1 (3) 
USE OF PLASTICS FOR CULTXVATIOH OF AGROPRODUCTS 

ARD LAND AREA COVERED J:H JAPAK 

(Area in hectare) 

Plastics house 
Rain Shelter 
Tunnels 
Mulching 

Vegetables 

30,856 
4,750 

57,018 
120,332 

Flowers 

3,848 
517 
568 

Fruits 

4,762 
3,583 

Total 

39,466 
8,850 

57,586 
120,332 

In South East Asia particularly Malaysia, a rapid 

increase has taken place in the use of rain shelter for 

the cultivation of temperate climate vegetables. In 

India applications like canal lining, reservoir lining, 

cap covers for outdoor food grain storage and drip 

irrigation have been growing fast. 
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As regards China, in 1985, 23.4' of all plastics 

products have been used in agriculture field. The main 

products include plastics film, sprinkler and drip 

irrigation systems, pipes for water transportation, 

tubing for mar~h gas, fishery facilities, farm machin

ery parts and accessories, etc. Because the cultivated 

land average value per capita in China is only about 

0.1 hectare, plastics films have been widely used in 

the development of Chinese agriculture for vegetables, 

fruits, grain and industrial crops. In 1987, the land 

area covered for green house and mulching was about 

70, 000 hectares and 2.3 million hectares respectively. 

In India, the use of plastics and its growth in agri

cultural sector has been modest as compared to China, 

w. Europe, Japan and Israel. 

In Eastern Europe, Bulgaria had its consumption of 

plastics abo~t 30,000 MTs in the agriculture sector 

till 1990. The major applications of plastics in this 

region are green house, mulching, irrigation, storage, 

cattle housing and packaging of agricultural goods. 

3.1& IRRIGATION A!ID WATER MANAGEMENT: 

Growing demand of water for industrial and domes

tic use has made it more scarce and expensive for 
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agricultural purposes. Water suitable for human con

sumption and livestock is limited. Precipitation and 

ground water are the only sources of all fresh water 

and it varies from place to place, season to season and 

year to year. There is an urgent need to scientifically 

manage water resources to meet the future demands. The 

worl~ water usage figure as estimated by F.A.O. (1977) 

suggest that its use for agriculture is expected to go 

down from so percent in 1967 to a projected 53 per cent 

by 2000 AD. 

Agriculture being the backbone of all developing 

countries, irrigation plays an important role in main

taining high yield level and stability of production. 

Out of the total 172 million hectares of gross culti

vated area, only 40 percent of it is irrigated (60-70 

million hectares) in India and it is projected by 

National Commission on Agriculture (1976) that by 2025 

A.O. it is possible to increase the area under cultiva

tion to about 210 million hectares and maximum poten

tial area under irrigation can be only 105-110 million 

hectare. However, by adoption of efficient irrigation 

management practices, this figure can go up. 

In India, agriculture takes major share of water 

accoun~ing to 85-90 per cent of the total water usage 
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due to the conventional methods of flood watering being 

employed in this sector. However, this figure is likely 

to come down to about 75 percent or less in the next 30 

to 40 years. Further, the quality of water available 

for aqriculture is also getting inferior due to indus-

trial pollution. Thus, with reduced availability of 

water for irrigation, efforts are being made to utilize 

the available resources more efficiently. Annual rain-

fall is the only source of fresh water supply and the 

quantum of surface flow has been estimated to be 144 

million hectare mt. per annum in a study carried out in 

India. Table 3.1(4) shows the demand projection of 

water in India. 

TABLE 3.1 (4) 
PROJECTED DEKAND POR WATER BY 2000 AD Ilf IJIDJ:A 

(Fig. in Million hectare meters) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Type of 
Resource 

Utilizable 
resource Irrigation 
of water 

Other uses Total 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Surface water 66.6 
(Major, medium 
and minor schemes) 

Ground water 20.4 

45.6 3.44 to 9.8 49 to 55.4 

21.0 4.5 to 6.5 25.5 to 27.5 

----------------------------------------------------------------
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(i) CANAL LINING 

The use of plastics in irrigation, and water 

management have proved to be a boon to increased water 

use efficiency, decreased water logging and soil salin

ity. Plastic films have been successfully used in 

irrigation as a lining material. Heavy duty HOPE film 

has been found most suitable for this application. Use 

of plastics film lining has offered several advantages: 

Seepage losses would be almost totally prevented, 

considerable cost saving due to reduction in section of 

brick or concrete lining, better strength recovery of 

masonry as well as concrete. 

PVC, HOPE as well as LOPE pipes and tubings have 

continued to play an increasingly important role in 

Tubewell/well irrigation, and in adoption of sprinkler 

irrigation schemes. A research study on the "Economics 

of Sprinkler irrigation" indicated that the installa

tion of Sprinklers on the farms not only improves the 

water use efficiency but also adds to the net irrigat

ed area and has thus enhanced the cropping intensity on 

the farms. 

Prudent application of advanced methods of irriga

tion, viz., drip and sprinkler irrigation has made 
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possible the utilization of scarce water resources most 

beneficially in the desert, arid and semi arid regions. 

Intensive development efforts are necessary which would 

give direction for better utilization of plastics in 

agriculture in general and irrigation in particular. 

(ii) DRIP IRRIGATION 

Drip irrigation is described as regulated and slow 

application of irrigation water around the root zone of 

the crop, through a network of plastic pipes and emit

ters. 

Though simple in concept, the wide spread use of 

drip irrigation is of recent origin. The concept had 

its beginning in Israel with the finding that better 

growth of the plant takes place near the leaking 

faucet and for the first time this system had its 

commercial use in late 60s for vegetables. The agricul

ture in Arava Valley (Israel), which is a desert area 

with brackish water, became progressive and profitable 

with the use of this new irrigation method, with much 

higher productivity. The concept spread to other areas 

with normal conditions. Presently, drip irrigation is a 

common practice in Israel agriculture. 
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Another important factor which really gave micro 

irrigation a fillip is the breakthrough in the field of 

material scene; when the petrochemical products like 

LOPE, LLDPE, HOPE, PP, PVC etc. were found to be most 

suitable in the modern drip irrigation components. The 

improvement in the process technology and the recent 

introduction of LLDPE which exhibits greatly improved 

strength and stress crack resistance, have resulted in 

producing tough, flexible and excellent quality drip 

lateral pipes. When suitable additives including an-

tioxidants, stabilisers and carbon black are added to 

clear polyethylene, a durable and economical product 

for micro irrigation becomes a reality. The large scale 

commercial 'lSe of the system, understandably has been 

more extensively used in Israel, USA, Australia and the 

Middle East; which have traditionally suffered from 

shortages of irrigation water (Table 3.1(5)). 

TABLE- 3.1(5) 

DRIP IRRIGATION: All IllTERJIATIOllAL SCENARIO 

Countries 

USA 
Israel 
Egypt 
China 

Area (million hectare) 
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Drip irrigation had its beginning in the seven

ties, though its widespread adoption was only after 

mid-eighties. In the early years, the adoption level 

was very poor in developing countries like India due to 

lack of awareness, non availability of good system, the 

high initial investment, lack of financial assistance 

from the govermaent as well as co111Dtercial banks. Early 

eighties saw the launching of sustained promotional 

campaigns. The future for drip irrigation is quite 

bright in all developing countries. This sector is 

predicted to grow at an annual average growth rate of 

30\ in the coming years. 

(iii) SURFACE COVERED CULTIVATION (MULCHING) 

Mulching is the practice of covering the soil 

arour.d the plants to make conditions more favorable for 

growth and conserve the available moisture. Natural 

mulches such as straw and compost have been used for 

centuries. The advent of synthetic mulches have altered 

the methods and benefits of mulching. Paper mulches 

attracted much attention in the 1920s but were not 

adopted for commercial vegetable production due to 

paper failure and cost of material. The sixties and 

seventies saw the introduction and growth of plastics 

mulches. 
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Mulches can increase yield and improve product 

quality by conserving soil moisture, protecting soil 

structure and modifying soil temperature. Black mulch

es, being opaque, prevent weed growth, while reflective 

mulches repel certain insects. Over the years, mulches 

have gained acceptance for such crops as strawberries, 

tomatoes, muskmelons, cucumbers, squash, peppers, egg 

plant and watermelons. In Spain out of a total area of 

1,46,175 Hec~are under plasticulture 100,000 Hectare is 

under mulching mainly for straYberry, asparagus, melons 

and now cotton. About 0.2 million hectare is under 

mulch in Europe. U.S.A. has about 0.15 million hectare 

under mulches. 

China has been the forerunner in the use of plas

tic mulches. The area under mulching has shown a stu

pendous growth during the last 10-12 years, from a mere 

79 Hectare in 1979 to a massive 2.87 million Hectare in 

1989. The major crops being covered are cotton, melon, 

corn, rice, vegetables and peanuts. LOPE film of 14 

micron thickn~ss are mainly used. Thinner film of LLDPE 

(8-10 microns) have also proved to be as effective as 

thicker LOPE film at a lower price and are becoming 

popular. The land area for mulching in various coun

tries is shown in Table 3.1(6). 
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TABLE 3.1(6) 

llOLCJIIHG : All IllTERHATIONAL SCEllARIO 

-----------~----------------------------------------

Country Area (million hectare) 

--------·---------------------------------------------
China 
Rest of Asia 
Western Europe 
N.America 

2.9 
0.4 
0.2 
0.15 

-----------------------------------------------------

(iv) PROTECTED CULTIVATION (GREENHOUSE, TUNNELS) 

Greenhouse cultivation is the method of growing 

crops under protected and controlled environment condi-

tions. Use of glass houses is more or less restricted 

to a limited number of countries in North Western 

Europe. In contrast, plastic green houses have rapidly 

gained global importance. Greenhouse, by trapping of 

heat and carbon dioxide, aid in improved photosynthetic 

activity and thereby help in providing better crop with 

high yield. In extreme weather and off-season, by using 

appropriate control systems, greenhouses can help in 

successful and profitable cropping. 

Polyethylene films with UV stabilisation are found 

to be the most suitable cladding material for green-
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houses. Other glazing materials are fiberglass, EVA etc. 

Newer materials like acrylic sheets and engineering 

plastics like polycarbonate are now being tried but 

their technical promise is offset, at present due to 

high cost. 

The adaptation of greenhouses are also directly 

linked to the agroclimatic and socio-economic condi

tions, prevalent in a location. Large areas are found 

in the Mediterranean region, China and Japan. The 

greenhouses in Spain along the Mediterranean coast have 

huge structures without much of control mechanisms. 

Nylon meshing is provided all around to provide venti

lation during day time. About 28,000 Hectare are under 

greenhouse cultivation in Spain and about 17,000 Hec

tare under low tunnels. Western Europe has around 

61,0bo Hectare under greenhouses. 

In Asia, especially China and Japan have made 

steady progress in cultivation through green houses. 

About 0.182 million Hectare is under greenhouse in 

Asia. In China, the area under greenhouse and tunnels 

have grown from 16,000 Hectare in 1978 to 0.112 million 

Hectare in 1988. Polyethylene film with a life span of 

about 2-3 years are commonly used. Cucumbers, tomatoes, 

garlic and Chinese Cabbage are the major crops. More 

recently, plastics greenhouses are being used for 
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growing flowers, condiments, some fruits and interest

ingly for sheltering live stock. Greenhouses for 

production are not generally heated but are designed to 

make the best use of solar energy like lean-to-wall 

greenhouses. 

In Japan, a1-out 42,000 hectare land is under 

greenhouse, of which 77t is used for vegetables. Plas

tic film also finds an effective use there as rain 

shelters covering. Interestingly, PVC is being used 

extensively for plastic houses and tunnels in Japan. 

African and Middle East countries have also resorted to 

green houses and tunnels with about 20,000 - 25,000 

hectares. The land area being used by developing and 

developed countries through green houses is given in 

Table 3.1 (7). 

The potential advantage for plasticulture is now 

more widely recognised in the world and development 

taking place within the industries and research insti

tutes is expected to lead an increasing demand for 

plastics. Environmental issues particularly rubbish 

disposal necessitate immediate consideration. Techno

logical improvement in the material used for green 

houses, silage, land drainage and packaging of products 

are bound to have considerable impact. 
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TABLE 3.1(7) 

PROTECTED CULTIV.TI~B : Alf IllTEIUIATIOllAL SCBllARIO 

--------------------··--------------------------------
countries Area 

(hectares) 

-----------------------------------------------------
Greenhouses 

Tunnels 

Asia 
(Mainly China, Japan) 
Western Europe 
Africa/Near East 

Europe 
Italy and Spain alone 
Egypt 
Japan 

1,82,000 

61,000 
15,000 

54,000 
27,000 
8,800 

55,000 

------------------------------------------------------
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3.2.BOUS~MG AND SHELTER: 

Amongst the three major petrochemical products, 

this sector largely consumes plastics. One of the 

largest consumer of plastics next only to packaging is 

housing & shelter (Fig.3.lF). The consumption in this 

sector ranges from 13 to 22\ in developed countries 

(Table - 3.2(1)). About 20\ of the total world produc

tion of plastic constitute only about 2\ (by value) of 

total building materials. Some of the major areas of 

consumption of plastics in building and construction 

are pipes and fittings, conduits, resin bonded boards, 

insulation, panels and sidings, flooring, profile 

extrusions, glazing & sky - light, vapour barrier, 

plumbing, lighting fixtures decorative laminates, wall 

covering etc. (Fig. 3.2 (lF)). Extent of the use of 

different plastic products for building application is 

shown in Table - 3.2 (2) which gives a comparative idea 

of plastic products consumption in developed countries 

(USA) and developing countries (India). A large variety 

of plastic materials are available globally but only 

about a dozen are important from the building industry 

point of view. These are listed in Table - 3.2(3) 

alongwith standard abbreviation. 
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d. PANELS AND SIOIN3 

t. PROFILE EXTRUSION 

h. VAPOUR BARRIERS 

J LIGKTING FIXTURES 

WALL COVERINGS 



TABLE - 3.2 (1) 
CONSUMPTION OF PLASTICS IN BUILDING 

{1985) 
(Fig. in million MTs) 

Total Consumption in the Building 

Western Europe 
Japan 
USA 
Canada 

consumption 

13.8 
7.0 

18.4 
1.2 

Table - 3.2(2) 

sector 

2.76 
0.91 
3.92 
0.26 

APPLICATION WISE CONSUMPTION OF PLASTICS IN 
BUILDING IN USA VIS-A-VIS INDIA 

Consumption(1983-84) 
U.S.A. INDIA 

'OOO MTs •ooo MTs 

(%) 

20 
13 
21 
22 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Pipe, fittings, conduits 1847 40 43 86.2 
Resin bonded Boards 1028 25 
Insulation 437 10 0.25 0.5 
Panels & Siding 259 6 0.53 1.1 
Flooring 197 5 3.0 6 
Profile Extrusion 132 4 0.39 0.8 
Glazing & Skylight 98 2.5 0.12 0.24 
Vapour Barrier 90 2.0 0.03 0.06 
Plumbing 87 2.0 0.64 1. 3 
Lighting Fixtures 45 1.0 0.76 1. 5 
Decorative Laminates 35 0.8 
Wall Covering 26 0.5 0.18 0.36 

* percent of total plastics used in building and construction 
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TABLE - 3.2(3) 
MAIN PLASTICS FOR USAGE IN BUILDINGS 

Name of Plastics 

Polyethylene 
Polyvinyl Chloride 
Polypropylene 
Polystyrene 
Polymethyl Methacrylate 
PolyvinylAcetate 
Melamine-Formaldehyde 
Urea-Formaldehyde 
Phenol-Formaldehyde 
Polyester 
Epoxy 
Polyurethane 
Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene 
Glass Fibre Reinforced Polyester 

Abbreviation 

PE 
PVC 
PP 
PS 
PMMA 
PVA 
MF 
UF 
PF 
PE 
EP 
PU 
ABS 
GRP 

The demonstrated potential of polymers in replacing 

conventional materials is the result of their outstand-

ing properties listed below : 

High strength to weight Ratio 
Reduced energy consumption 
High corrosion resistance 
Ease of fabrication / Mass production. 
Ease of colouring, shapes and sizes 
Excellent electrical and thermal insulation 
Can be tailor made 
Ease of maintenance 

Plastics are 2-3 times better than steel and 

aluminium and several times better than other building 

materials like brick and concrete in weight to strength 

ratio. Metals use 2.5 to 7 times more energy units on a 

volume basis. Further unit volume of plastics replaces 
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3-8.units metals by weight. The light weight property 

of polymers is a key factor in their cost compe~itive

ness with alternative materials. Table - 3.2(4) shows 

the comparative properties of plastics with convention

al material i.e. metal used far housing application. 

The traditional building materials like wood, 

cement and steel are generally in short supply and the 

methods of construction for practically all the tradi

tional building materials are based on manual labour 

and large amount of water for curing, taking a long 

time to set. The growth demand for housing all over the 

world has forced everyone to think about reducing the 

time for construction of building. This is possible 

only by prefabrication in factories and with materials 

suitable for mass production. 

3.2.1 IMPORTANT APPLICATIONS OF PLASTICS IR ROUSING ' 

SHELTER : 

The overall applications of plastics in housing & 

shelter are listed in Table - 3.2(5). In developing 

countries, the use of plastics in housing & shelter was 

recognised much later than developed countries. The 

application wise consumption pattern of plastics is 
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CA 

TABLE 3.2(4) 
CXM»ARISICN OP PIPE PROPERTIES Pl.ASTICS VERSUS MrrAL 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sr. 
No. 

Characteristics 
LOPE 

Plaetice pipes 
HOPE PVC 

Conventional pipe• 
CI/GI AC 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1. 
2. 
3. 

4. 

s. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Specific Gravity 
Tensile Strength Kg/cm2 
Young'• Modulus 
10, "g/cm 
Thermal Conductivity 
L Cal/m hr. c 
Coeff. of Thermal 
Expansion - per c 
Flexibility 

Available eizea (mm) 

Common jointing methods 

Application 

Effect of low temp. 

Dependence of working 

0.91-0.93 
115-170 

1. 3-1. s 

0.288 

16-18 
Highly fle
xible, pipe 
can be 
coiled 
12 to 140 

Insert type 
joint• and 
Compre•eion 
fittings. 

Ir:-igation, 
water die
tr ibut ion 
etc. 

Good low 
temp. pro
pertie• 
unaffected 
by large 
no. of freeze 
thaw cycle• 

Yee 

0.94-0.96 
265-280 

8.0-9.1 

0.434 

1. JS-1. 4S 
445-600 

24-31 

0.12!:i 

7.2-7.8 
1400-4000 

2100 
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12-16 S-6 1.0-1.2 
Lesa flexible Relatively rigid Rigid 
than LOPE 

10 to 400 

Compression 
fittings, 
fusion wel
ding thread
ed joints. 
Water distri
bution etc. 

same ae for 
LOPE 
low temp. 
with 

Yee 

16 to 315 

Solvent welded 
joints, welded 
joint• threade<:I 
joints. 

SO to 31SCI 
60 to 100 GI 
Threaded for 
GI Lead join 
and cement 
joint for CI 

Water dietri- Water di•tri
but ion sewerage, bution CI for 
Rain water pipe• sewerage etc. 
etc. 

Tendency to be 
come brittle, at 
low burst temp. 
possible hand
ling problem, 
repeated freezing 
& thawing reduces 
working pressure. 

Likely to 
bu rat 
at freezing 
temp. 

Yea ~egliyible 

2-2.8 
100-400 

0.24 

Rigid 

50 to 315 

Cement 
joint• 

Water 
main, 
rain 
pipe•, 
sewerage 
etc. 
Likely 
to burst 
at free
zing 
temp. 

Neqliqible 



TABLE- 3.2(5) 
WORLD WIDE APPLICATIONS OF PLASTICS IN BUILDING 

APPLICATION 

bcavation 

Land drain 

Floor 

Damp courses and floor underlays 

Damp-proof membranes for solid 
concrete floors 

curing membranes 

Thermal insulation 

Retaining structures 

Low friction bearing pads 
for bridges and pipe lines 

Primary Elements and accessories 

Air supported structures 

Structural gaskets and water 
stops 

Masonry Plugs 

Self-drilling screw fasteners 
for fixing sheet & panels 

Wall tiles 

56 

MATERIAL 

HDPE/UPVC/PP/NYLON/FABRIC 

PE Film, Pitch, Polymer 

Rubber/bitumen compound 
backed with PE film 

PE film 

Polyurethane foam, Rigid PVC 
foam 

PTFE 

PE film or PVC coated fabric 

Plasticised PVC - extruded, 
rigid PVC, foamed PVC & PU 

Nylon, PE or PP 

PE, PVC 

Urethane foam, Marble chips 
& PMMA 

Table -3.2(5)-- continued 



Table- 3.2(5)-- continued 

Frame supported structures 

EXternal Wall 

curtain walling-infill panels 

Walls for solar heat collection 

Wall coping 

Shading device 

Internal Walls Partitions 

Interior and exterior panels 

Shaped interior Panels 

Interlocking translucent 
extrusions 

Acoustic sealing battens 

Building Panels 

Panel joints 

Partitions 

Thin wall parts 

57 

PVC coated fabric 

UF, Urethane rigid foam cored, 
UPVC foam 

Exolite-double skin acrylic 
sheet 

UPVC 

GRP coated with Vinyl 

Profiled or flat, translucent 

opaque or clear 
reinforced PVC, UPVC 
coated steel, UPVC, 
foam core. 

PVC and acrylic 

UPVC 

Polyurethane foam 

sheet, 
foam, PVC 
Urethane 

PVC, PVC & Steel concrete 
reinforced PUR foam, FRP 
sheet, PVC laminated with 
honey comb. 

UPVC, Silicone sealants, PU 
sealants 

UPVC coated panels, Melinex/ 
UPVC coated, Lamindted 
plastics 

Foam 

Table -3.2(5)-- continued 



Table -3.2(5)-- continued 

r1oor1 

Form Work 

Roots 

Roof Sheet 

Multipanel system 

Mansard roofs 

Roofing underlay (Sarking) 

Insulation & roof deck 

Combined facia/gutter units 

Eaves filler blocks 

Dry Verge system 

washers, caps and covers for 
fixing bolts 

Net Support for thermal 
insulations Under roofs 

Zoo-roofing 

Roof Membrane 
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PP 

Plasticised PVC coated steel, 

Plastics coated steel 
laminated to urethane foam, 
Painted aluminium laminated to 
isocynates, woven fibre 
glass laminated to 
thermoplastic polyester, 
Urethane foam laminated 
to various rigid water proof 
sheets. 

PUR & Steel 

Reinforced plastics 

PVC.PVC/rockwool, PE/foam, PE, 
EVA,Nylon mesh, Polyurethane 
foam board Phenolic foam. 

Polyurethane foam board, 
Sprayed, Polyurethane rigid 
foam, UPVC, foam, Metallised 
film, Urethane 

UPVC 

Flexible urethane foam, PE, PE 
foam, PVC foam 

UPVC 

PE and PP 

PE and PP 

PC 

PVC coated Polyester 

Table -3.2(5)-- continued 



Table -3.2(5)-- continued 

Structural Beam GRP 

Snow guards UV stabilised transparent PC 

Reflecting ceiling panels Chromepolyester laminated PVC 

Accessories, ~ ~ Win4ov Pittinqs etc. 

Hinges 

Integrally moulded hings 

Door furniture 

Sliding door fittings 

Window stays and fasteners 

Draught excluders for doors/ 
windows 

Window and door sub-frames and 
cavity closures 

Wall plugs fer holding frames 

Hinged draught strip for doors/ 
windows 

Garage door roller bearings 

Door closer 

Automatic gate latch 

Structural sealants 

Window operator cover and handle 

Solar attenuation film 

59 

Acetal/nylon (with spring 
action) 

pp 

Nylon, Acrylic, PP 

Nylon, UPVC 

Acetal, Nylon 

UPVC, UPVC/flexible PVC 

UPVC, UPVC foam 

PE 

pp 

Nylon 

Acetal 

Acetal and Nylon 

Foamed PVC & PV, Silicone 
building sealants 

PS 

Polyester film, UV stabilised 
polyester coated with anti
reflecting substances 

Table -3.2(5)-- continued 



Table -3.2(5)-- continued 

zxternal openings, Windows 

Window frames 

Glazing 

security glazings 

Bulls eye panels 

Bullet-resisting laminate 

Double glazing systems 

Louvre Windows 

Vertical blind louvres 

Temporary glazing 

Window sub-frame and damp 
proof fixing 

Internal openings, Doors 

Conventional doors 

Sliding doors 

Decorative 

60 

Plasticised PVC sheathed 
aluminium, steel, UPVC 
patent glazing bars, plastics, 
coated steel 

Acrylic sheet. 

Glass-PC laminated with ureth
ane foam, window grilles 

Acrylic 

PC fused with proprietary 
inter lays 

UPVC-extruded channels, 
Flexible PVC channel, Double 
skinr.ed glazing-PVC Polyester 
film with nylon fixtures, PE 
foam. 

Various plastics 

PVC 

PE film 

UPVC 

Cellular or solid cord doors 
with laminated plastics 
surfaces, UPVC clad with frame 

Acrylic panels 

Acrylic 

Table -3.2(5)-- continued 



Table -3.2(5)-- continued 

Architrave 

Complete folding doors 

Flexible doors 

Roller doors and shutters 

Metal-PVC clad 

Door sub-frame and damp-proof 

Balustrades 

Handrails 

Handrails capping 

Banister rails 

ceiling suspended 

Translucent for illumination 

Opaque 

Decorative 

Plastic frames 

Openings in roots, rooflights 

Dome lights 

Corrugated sheet 

Double skinned roofing 

Tiles 

Barrel vault covers 

61 

UPVC, foamed UPVC 

Plasticised PVC with 
insulation, UPVC 

PVC 

UPVC 

PVC 

UPVC, foamed UPVC 

Acrylic, UPVC, PVC on steel 

Plasticised PVC extruded 

Shrink on tubing - PVC 

Modular type, UPVC foil, 
plastic PVC film 

UPVC foil, Polyurethane core 

UPVC, UPVC foam 

UPVC 

Acrylic, PVC, PVC wire 
laminate 

UPVC, UPVC wire-laminate 

Interlocking translucent UPVC 
extrusions 
PVC wire laminate 

Acrylic or UPVC 

Table -3.2(5)-- continued 



Table -3.2(5)-- continued 

Patent glazing bars 

Skylights 

EXternal ~ Pinisbes 

Architectural cladding panels 

Wall cladding or siding shaiplap 

Protective coatings 
(spray or brush) 

Resin-bonded trowel finish 

Xnternal Wall Finishes 

Wall lining for tunnels, 
vaults etc. 

Washable wall coverings 

Wall tiles and cladding 

Sprayed protective coatings 
Large diameter and rectangular 
pipe for cladding of columns 
during concreting 

Acoustic tiles 

Wall seals 

Insulated wall lining 

Insulation panels 

Insulation 
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UPVC 

PC, CAB 

Acrylic, Vinyl, UPVC foam 

UPVC-extruded, UPVC foam, 
Rigid faced Aluminium or 
Steel/PVC faced 

Solvent based vinyl, 
water based vinyl 

Polyurethane/aggregate 

UPVC 

Vinyl - coated textile, Vinyl
coated paper, polyester film 
M2tallised film/cotton lami
nate, laminate cald board. 

Vinyl, UPVC foam 

Solvent based vinyl 

UPVC 

Vinyl/ UPVC 

PVC, Silicone building 
sealants, PU sealants 

Polyurethane foam, laminates, 
UPVC foam 

EPS/PP 

PUR, Polyisocynate foam 

Table 3.2(5)--- continued 



Table 3.2(5)--- continued 

Floor Finishes 

Tiles and continuous flooring 

Seamless floor coverings 

Wood lacquer and concrete seal 

Skirting, including combined 
skirting/ electrical trunking 

Semi-sprung and impact sound 
insulation, insulated 
partition fixing 

Dry screen 

carpet underlay 

Monolithic floor finish 

Treads and nosings 

ceilinq Finishes 

Ceiling tiles and roof lining 

Coving (Electrical turnking) 

122.[ Finishes 

Roofing sheet 

63 

Vinyl, foamed PVC base with 
nylon flock surface, PP nee
dle felt carpet tiles, PP 
carpet, tiles, PP carpet, 
Nylon/ Terylene tiles, 

Vinyl, Vinyl coating, Poly
urethane 

Polyurethane resin 

UPVC, formed UPVC, Plasticised 
PVC 

Plastics foam and wood/ 
fibre composites, PE 
foam 

FE foam, Polyurethane foam 

Foamed PVC 

Urethane concrete 

Plasticised PVC 

PVC plaster board laminate, 
PVC/Plaster board polyurethane 
foam, Vinyls 

UPVC 

PVC/Asbestos laminate, 
Bitumen Pitch Polymer 

Table 3.2(5)--- continued 



Table J.~(5)--- continued 

Corrugated sheet steel 

corruqated sheet-aluminium 

corruqated sheet-plastics 

Washers, caps and covers for 
f ixinq bolts 

Breather vents 

Dry verqe system and 
roof trim 

Flashing 

Mounting pads for roof 
paving slabs 

Protective coating (spray or 
Brush) 

Prefabricated plumbing units 

Refused Disposal 

Ducting and chutes 

Ref use Bags 

Ref use holders 

prainage 

Soil systems 

Water systems 

64 

Plasticised PVC-coated, 
laminated to Urethane foam 

Painted and laminated to 
Urethane foam 

UPVC wire laminate, UPVC 

PE and PVC 

UPVC and GRP,PP,UPVC 

UPVC 
Insulation Polyurethane, 
sprayed Polyurethane foam, 
PVC foam 

PVC 

PE 

Vinyl-water based, PU 

Polyurethane 

UPVC 

PE 

HDPE,UPVC 

HDPE,PP and UPVC 

Table 3.2(5)--- continued 



Table 3.2(5)--- continued 

Transparent drain trap bases 

Pipe clips, sealing rings,joint 
washers, ballon guards vent 
terminals etc. 

Underground drainage 

Fittings for Pitch/fibre and 
clay drain pipes 

sewage works fittings and pipes 

Corrugated conduits 

Spiral would pipe 

Road gulley 

Drain expansion plugs 

Rodding equipments 

Gulley grids 

Rainwater Systems 

Roof and balcony outlet 

Window wall covers 

Combined facia/gutter units 

Effluent treatment plant
packing 

Moulded pipe plugs 

Hot and cold water 

Water ... 3:ns pipes and fittings 

65 

TPX 

Various 

HDPE,UPVC,PP,PP/Nylon fabric 
for sub-soil drainage 

PP 

UPVC,UPVC,(fittings only), 
PE PP/ABS 
PVC, PE, PP & Nylon 

Nylon reinforced to PVC 

pp 

Nylon/acetal 

PE 

PP 

UPVC,PP,HDPE 

UPVC and GRP<PP & PE 

Terite Butyrate 

UPVC 

UPVC 

Nylrn, cellulose 
Acecal, PVC, CPVC, PP, 
LOPE 

UPVC,PE, PP 

Table 3.2(5)--- continued 



Table 3.2(5)--- continued 

Water service pipes 

Protection for underground pipe 

Cold water storage cisterns 

Liners for clod water storage 
cisterns 

Overflows 

Ball valves 

Valves 

Ball floats 

Silencer tubes 

stock cocks or drain cocks 

Taps 

Shower fitting; mixing valves 
roses and accessories 

Pipe clips 

Celling plates 

Pipe-thread sealing tape, 

Gasketing cord (joining cord) 
for sealing threads and pipe 
flanges 

Insulated hot water storage 
tanks 
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UPVC, PE, PP 

PE Film 

PE,PP,UPVC 

PE 

UPVC,PE,PP 

Acetal or nylon 

PP, Acetal Copolymer, 
reinforced nylon 
PP,PE,PE foam 

PE 

Acetal, Brass, Acrylic 
crosshead 

Acetal with acrylic cross 
heads, brass with acrylic 
crossheads 

Acetal 

Various plastic material 

PE 

Unsintered PTFE 

Rigid urethane foam 

Table 3.2(5)--- continued 



_able 3.2(5)--- c~ntinued 

Pipe insulation 

Plumbers' washers 

Pump 

Rigid urethane foam PVC 
covered, dispensed Polyure
thane foam, Pipesections 

PE 

Thermoplastic polyester 

~ gas coapressed air. ae4ical gases vacuum etc 

Pipe 

Fittings and valves 

Equipment control 

Governor 

Handwheels & discs 

Refrigeration 

Wall sections and foam filled 
wall panels 

Wall lining 
Insulation 

Cold Stores 

space beating 

Expansion tanks for hot water 
systems 

Pipe for slab heating 

Pipe for hot water system 
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PE,PP,UPVC, Plasticised 
PVC sheathed copper and steel. 

UPVC, PE,PP 

Acetal 

Acetal 

PE, PP 

PVC faced 

UPVC, PVC coated steel 
Polyurethane foam, PE foam 

Rigid urethane foam 
insulated structure PVC foam 

pp 

Polybutylene 

Plasticised PVC insulated 

Table 3.2(5)--- continued 



Table 3.2(5)--- continued 

Celling heating systems 

Moulding for heating system 

Insulated hot-air ducting 

Solar collector panels 

Insulation 

Absorber 
Side Channels 

Ventilation and air conditioning 

Ducting 

Extractor fans 

Louvred grills 

Mesh for grills etc. 

Ventilators louvres & airbricks 

Flexible duct connectors 

Pipes & ducts 

cover fan blade 
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Elements of conducting 
plastic materials in sheet 
form, enclosed in insulating
sheathing of moisture, 
resistant polyester film. 

EPS 

Rigid urethane foam coated 
metal work 

PC glazed, Polymers, carbon
impregnated black PP sheets, 
ERC 

Polyisocynate foam 
laminated with PVC 

Black Polysulphone 
Glass filled PC 

Blow moulded PP or UPVC,PE 

Acetal, UPVC/PP 

UPVC/PP, Acrylic 

Expanded~- perforated UPVC 

UPVC,PP o-:- uminium 

PVC 

Rigid Urethane foam insula
tion, PVA vibration damper. 

Mica/PP 

Table 3.2(5)--- continued 



Table 3.2(5)--- continued 

Conduit systems including 
turning 

Wiring conduits 
Table fan wings 

Intricate moulding 

coating for plenum wire 

Insulated cables 

Cable trays 

Cable 

Switches plugs, sockets etc. 

Wiring insulation 

Cable Clips 

Wire jacketing 

Turret boxes 

Cable fastening 

Lamp socket 

Cord guard electrical ducting 

Lighting 

Light fittings 

Circulation Fixtures 

Acoustic telephone hoods 

Signs, lettering etc. 
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UPVC, PP 

Polybutylene 
Graft copolymer 

PBT 

Flouro polymer 

Polyethylene or Plasticised 
PVC 

UPVC 

Polyamide film & EVA copolymer 

UF or acetal 

Teflon or Polysulphones 

PP,PE, Nylor., UPVC 

Polythene based PUR 

UPVC 

PP,PE, Nylon, PVC 

PET/PBT 

Flexible vinyl 

Acrylic and vinyl 

Acrylic 

Acrylic or UPVC 

Table J.2(5)--- continued 



Table 3.2(5)--- continued 

Letter box pla~es 

Light-weight mirrors 

Trolley rail 

curtain rail and fittings 

curtain pulleys 

Venetian blinds 

Venetian blind mechanisms 

Roller shutters 

Roller sun blinds 

Duck boards & safety mats 

General room fixtures 

Working surfaces, bench tops 
and sides 

Fume cupboards 

Cabinet panels 

Book case 

Shelf supports 

Hinges and door furnitures 

stadium seating 

Drawers 
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Nylon 

Metallised polyester film 

UPVC 

Nylon and acetal, UPVC 
(rail only) PVC coated steel 

Nylon 

UPVC 

Nylon, Acetal, PP, PE 

UPVC 

Coated fabrics 

PVC 

Various materials 

UPVC or PP 

PUR foam 

PUR foam 

Nylon, UPVC 

UPVC 

UPVC 

Table 3.2(5)--- continued 



Table 3.2(5)--- continued 

culinary Fixtures 

Sink, sink units 

Working surface 

Extractor fans 

Hoods 

Kitchen tools 

Kitchen mixture taps 

Dish washer sight tube 

sanitary Fixtures 

Bath (and panels) 

Complete bathroom unit 
Wash basins (single or 
multiple toilet tables 

Shower trays 

Shower cabinets 

Prefabricated cubicles for 
toilets showers and 
changing areas 

Fitting for WC cistern 

Padded toilet seats 

Toilets siphon assemblies 

Bathseats 

WC Pan connectors 
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Acrylic, Mineral reinfor
ced Acrylic 

Various materials 

Acetal 

UPVC or PP 

PP blendej with foam 

Acetal/acrylic 

Styrene methyl methacryl
ate copolyml~r 

Acrylic 

Acrylic reinforce:i with 
Polyester fibre 

Acrylic 

Acrylic 

Plastic laminates, UPVC 

PE, Acrylic, PP UF 

Plastic foams 

PE,PP 

PVC 

EVA, PP, PVC 

Table 3.2(5)--- continued 



Table 3.2(5)--- continued 

WC Flush pipes and connectors 
plugs and waste fittings F~r 
bath and basins 

Cistern pulls 

Bathroom cabinets 

PVC 

PE, PP 

PE 

Bath tubs PP, acrylic 

Bathroom accessories 
(Towel Rails, Bath racks) Acrylic 

Waste basket ABS 

Piston drive, toilet refill valve Acetal copolymer 

Cleaning Fixtures 

Sinks for laboratory 
and dark room 

Furniture 

Chairs and stools 

Chairs, settees, tables etc. 

Chairs seats 

Upholstery materials 
pipe furnitures 

Furniture padding 

Table-leg hinge 
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PVC, PP, or PE 

PVC, PP, PBT, GRP 

Acrylic 

Nylon-coated,Nylon-6 yarn 

Vinyl 
PVC 

Recycled or virgin ?ET, 
Nylon polyurethane coated, 
polyether foam, PE foam 

Acetal 

Table 3.2(5)--- continued 



Table 3.2(5)--- continued 

Site Priaary Eleaents 

Fence rails and posts 

Gates 

Fencing 

Wall coping 

Rivets fencing assembly 

Road furniture 

Grassland reinforcement and 
ground restraint 

All-weather recreational surface 

Grate 

swimming pool sides 

Structural Units: Plastics 

Non-load bearing walls 

section:Plastics 

Air fume and dust ducting 

Fence rails, wall coping 

Boxing in of soil pipes 

General extrusions as panel trim 

Skirting 

Foam sealant strip 
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UPVC 

UPVC 

Plasticised PVC-coated 
wire-mesh and chain link, 
PE mesh 

UPVC 

PE, PP, Nylon 

PE, UPVC 

PP, PE, mesh or fabric 

PU 

FRP 

PS Structural foam 

Various rigid foam lami
amtes 

UPVC, PP, Plasticised PVC 

UPVC 

UPVC 

UPVC, foamed UPVC 

Foamed PVC 

Foamed PVC or PU 
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Table 3.2(5)--- continued 

TUbes, Pipes ~ Plastics 

Metal pipe PVC sheathed 

Connectors and fittings for 
pitch fibre pipe 
pipe and f ittinqs 
pipe accessories 

Wire mesh ~ Plastics 

Plastics mesh 

Pencing 

Spacers for reinforcement bars 

Wires and ropes 

Quilts, Cellular: Plastics 

Foam 

In Situ Foam 

Inf ill panels, partitions, etc. 
pipe insulation 

Foils. films: Plastics 

Foils, films 

Film, Tap adhesive 

Wood grain: Finished film 

Water-Permeable membrane 
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pp 
PP, PE, UPVC 
Fluoropolymers 

PE, PP 

Plasticised PVC coated wire 
mesh and chain link,PE mesh 

PE, PP 

PP 

PE foam, UPVC, plasticised 
PVC polyurethane foam sheet 
block and pipe sections. 
Rigid urethane foam 

UP, Sprayed rigid urethane 
foam 

Various cores and surfaces 
Rigid urethane, PE foam 

PE and PVC 

PE 

PVC 

PP Nylon fabric 

Table 3.2(5)--- continued 



Table 3.2(5)--- continued 

overlap sheets: Metal and Plastics 

Corrugated sheet-metal 

Corrugated sheet-Plastics 

Rigid Sheets 

Coated plaster board 

Plastics sheet 

Laminates and panels for wall 
cladding, partitioning infill 
Paneling, insulation, flooring 
decoration, work tops. 

Tiles: Plastics 

Wall and ceiling tiles 

Flexible sheet: Plastics 

Flooring tile~ and continuous 
flooring 

Papers anc! fabrics: Plastics 

Internal wall finishes 

Water permeable membrane 
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PVC coated, Laminated to 
urethane foam 

UPVC 

Plasticised PVC coated, 
Melamine coated 

Acrylic,PP PL~file extruded 
board, UPVC or UPVC wire 
laminate 

FRP sheets, glass-reinforced 
polyester film. Honey comb 
plastics. RIM urethane. 

Vinyl 

Vinyl 

UPVC, Vinyl-coated paper 
and textiles 

PP Nylon fabric 

Table 3.2(5)--- continued 



Table 3.2(5)--- continued 

Thin coatinq: Plastics 

surf ace coating paints 

Fasteners: Plastics 

Masonry plugs 

Wall ties 

Architectural Iron mongery 

Rivets 

Res~n grouted anchors & 
rock bolts 

Screws, bolts etc. 

Washers for fixing bolts 

Desiga, physical planning 

Drafting film 

Scribing film and peeling film 

Drawing off ice instruments 

Planning symbols 

Protection 

Polyurethane lacquers 

Nylon, PVC, PE or PP 

PP 

Nylon and acetal 

Nylon, PP, PE, PVC 

Polyester, phenolic 

PVC, PP 

Nylon 

Polyester film-based (may be 
supplied diazo sensitised) 

Polyester film-based 

Acrylic and PVC 

Acrylic 

l"ilm for weather protection PE, F.vA & PVC 
during construction of structures 
& stores; packaging; concrete mould 
·.ini.ng; control of concrete curing; 
air or bubble houses; temporary 
glazing 

Safety helmets PP 

Table 3.2(5)--- continued 
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Table J.2(5)--- continued 

Tarpaulins 

Temporary shelters or storage 

Film for protection from solar 
radiation 

Temporary works 

Concrete shuttering lining for 
producing decorative effects 

Lumn shuttering 

RM work, floors 

Temporary access roads 

storage 

Bulk Containers, storage tanks 

Vibration insulation 

Impact insulation flooring 

sound insulation 

Acoustic sealing of panels 

Thermal insulation 

Wiring conduits 

7'/ 

PVC coated, polyurethane 
{eyeleted) 

PVC sheet on metal frame, 
PE on frame 

Polyester 

Vinyl, PE foam 

Large-diameter UPVC pipe, 
Square or rectangular UPVC 
pipe 
pp 

PP, Nylon fabric 

PE, PP and PVC 

PE foam, PVC foam, poly
urethane foam 

PVC foam & PVC chip foam, 
polyurethane foam 

Glass Fibre foam, Fibre 
Products, Asphaltic Product 
Gypsum wall boards. 



shown in Table - 3.2(6) for India as an example for 

developing countries. 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 

9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 

14. 
15. 

16 

TABLE -3.2(6) 
APPLICATION WISE COHSUKPTIOH PATTBIUf OF PLASTICS 

IR ROUSING ARD SHELTER IR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Component 

Wires anQ Cables 

Electrical Fittings 
Toilet Seats 
Water Proofing 
Roof Sheets 
Various Profiles like 
handrails, step nosing, 
expansion joints etc. 
Pipes & Conduits 
Sanitary appliances like: 
a) Flushing Cistern 
b) Toilets Pots 
c) Plumbing Fixtures 
Overhead water tank 
Floor Tiles & Skirting 
Wall Paper 
Partitions 
Thermoformed false 
Ceiling & Wall Panels 
Heat insulating film 
Sound and Heat 
Insulation 
Others 

Materials 

PVC 
LDPE 
Phenolics/PP 
PP, H!PS 
LOPE 
GRP 

PVC 
PVC 

PP/HIPS 
P"JC 
PVC 
LPDE 
PVC 
PVC 
PVC 

HIPS 
Polyester 

PS & PUR foam 

Consumption pattern 
t share 

28.79 
4.96 
0.670 
0.223 
0.074 
0.119 

0.377 
49.64 

0.29 
0.347 
0.248 
0.745 
2.929 
0.178 
0.943 

0.034 
0.049 

0.173 
0.248 

The major share i.e. 45 - 60\ in this application is of 

PVC. This material is mainly used as pipes, fittings, 

conduits, floorings, wire & cable. Plastic pipes have 

their main application in water supply & drainage. The 

other applications are in replacement of copper fit

tings with PVC syphon for automatic urinal and complete 
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replacement of chromium plated flushing system for 

urinals. The use of plastic overhead water storage 

tanks has largely replaced the conventional RCC, AC, 

G.I. tanks. These tanks are mainly consuming HOPE, 

LLDPE and GRP. GRP tanks are costly and are used in 

specific applications. Plastic tanks are light weight, 

leak proof, rust proof, hygienic, unbreakable,easy to 

install and maintenance free etc. Squatting pans and 

traps for hand pour flush latrin~s have been replacing 

ceramic in this application. 

The water supply system in developing countries is 

inadequate and therefore an imbalance exists. In order 

to achieve the target of uniform supply of this essen

tial commodity a large amount of pipe will be required. 

The requirement of plastic pipe will further get a 

boost through their extensive use in sanitary system, 

both in rural and urban areas. 

There are various other application areas growing 

in the developing countries to meet the requirement of 

building material. This attempt is to fulfill the basic 

requirement of housing for human beinq. In India alone 

a short fall of 30. 98 millio•' 1 · t•<:,".~ ~xisted in 1991 

and this will grow to 35.90 million by 1996 as reported 

in a national daily "Indian Express", Baroda edition on 

May 23, 1993. A similar situation exist in other 
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developing countries especially those having high 

population density like China etc. 

Plastics have been finding its usage in providing 

cheaper houses. The popularity is increasing for use of 

composite panels having foamed PS/PU foam for doors & 

partitions, PVC extrusion profiles for windows, FRP and 

red mud PVC sheets for roofing, acrylic/polycarbonate 

moulding and profiles insulation, PVC tiles and sheets 

for flooring and skirting, wall paper and coverings & 

products made of PVC and thermosetting materials for 

electrical applications. 

More care is needed for selection of right materi

al / formulations, in order to achieve satisfactory 

performance, and high durability for plastic products 

for housing applications. This is mainly important 

because climatic conditions are different in different 

regions. 

For t~a purpose of estimating demand for plastics 

in housing & shelter, the applications of plastics 

could be grouped in three categories depending on 

anticipated growth. The first group consists of appli

cations which are exclusively in plastics. Here demand 

would be proportional to the growth of building indus-
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try. These applications are wires and fittings, elec-

trical fittings and to;let seats. The second group of 

applications are those which are used as alternative 

building materials. The growth rate of such applica

tions can be higher than that of building industry. 

These applications are water proofing, roofing sheets, 

pipes and conduits, sanitary appliances, overhead water . 
storage tanks, floor tiles and skirting, wall papers 

and covering, foam for heat and sound insulation, 

polyester films etc. The third group of applications 

are those which are popular in developed countries but 

not in developing countries so far. These are for 

example, special profiles for windows and doors rolling 

shutters etc., drain waste vent system and opaque 

corrugated roof sheets. 

The consumption pattern and demand projection of 

plastics in housing & shelter for developing countries 

have been calculated on the basis of average .consumption 

pattern of plastics in developing countries (Table 

3.2(7). As compared to the developed countries the CARG 

for developing countries will be almost double in the 

period of 1995 - 2000 AD. 
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TABLE - 3.2(7) 
CONSUMPTION PATTERN OF PLASTICS FOR HOUSING 

IN DEVELOPING COUH'l'RIES 
(Fig. in 1 000 MTs) 

------------------·----------------------------------------------
Region 1992-93 1995 2000 

CARG, \ 
1995-2000 

----------------------------------------------------------------
South & South East 
Asia 1448 2628 6535 20\ 

Africa & Middle East 476 777 1774 18\ 

CPE Europe 960 1742 4332 20\ 

Latin America 645 1134 2700 19\ 

Other developing 
countries 260 473 1170 20\ 

----------------------------~------------------------------------* Housing and shelter includes material for building 
construction, power transmission, telecommunication, 
& drinking water supply. 

Source : Compiled from different sources. 
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3. 3 CLO"l'BillG Alli> FOOTWEAR 

3.3.1.CLOTBillG 

The basic human need for clothing is met through 

fibre in the textile sector. The natural fibre contin

ues to dominate in the textile sector; however its 

share has came down with the capturing of global market 

by synthetic fibre in early fifties. The petrosynthetic 

fibres, viz., polyester, Nylon, acrylic fibres etc. now 

play an important role in meeting the growing need of 

clothing. This is due to the fact that natural fibre 

like cotton, wool etc. is unlikely to show any signif i

cant growth in future. It would be a major challenge to 

meet the future needs of the clothing for growing world 

population. The synthetic fibre from petrochemicals can 

help in facing the emerging scenario effectively and 

efficiently; specially when synthetics offer superior 

alternatives to cotton and wool. 

There are several large producers of cotton in 

this world. Even then this has not prevented them from 

producing the synthetic fibre/yarn to take care of 

local needs. The Table 3.3(1) gives the share of 

natural and synthetic fibre in major cotton 

producing countries. 
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TABLE 3.3(1) 

SHARE OF l'ATURAL Alfi> Snrl'BETIC FIBRE Ill 

MAJOR COTTOM PRODUCillG COUMTRIES. 

(Fig. in '000 MTs) 

Production 

Cotton 1990/91 

Synthetics 1990 

Cellulosics 1990 

China 

4470 

1309 

203 

USA 

3400 

3430 

229 

CIS 

(Formerly USSR) 

2834 

914 

561 

By producing large quantities of synthetic fibre 

China has been able to achieve the following goals: 

a) Free some land from cotton cultivation for other 

crops. 

b) produce textiles for the export market, both cotton 

and synthetics, and 

c) of fer fabrics to their local population with superi

or looks, easy care and better durability. 

A similar trend is being followed in other de

veloping countries like India. The per capita consump-
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India 

2074 

433 

217 



tion of synthetics is shown in Table 3.3(2) for a few 

developing countries in early eighties. There was a 

feeling that the increased consumption of synthetic 

fibres/yarns will adversely affect the livelihood of 

the weaker section of the society who depend on the 

cotton related economy. It is now recognised that 

modern technology has created a situation where the 

traditional methods of fabric manufacture have to be 

adopted to the new socio-economic conditions. Till the 

sixties, natural fibre was the only material for cloth

ing in developing countries. With the growth of syn

thetic fibre, the share of cotton came down to about 

70% in 1985. However, the trend indicates the dominance 

of natural fibre over synthetics where cotton continues 

to take the lead. The other non-synthetics like cel!u

losics, wool and silk will have marginal share. 

The properties favouring the use of synthetic 

fibre in all types of climatic conditions has improved 

the acceptability in all the developing countries. 

Tables 3.3(3) and 3.3 (4) give a comparitive idea of 

the properties of natural and synthetic fibres. 

Polyester feels like silk or wool, nylon more like 

cotton and acrylic like wool. The salient features of 

ac~ylic fibre are summed up below 
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TABLE- 3.3(2) 

COMPARISON OF CONSUMPTION OF SYNTHETICS IN DEVELOPING 

COUNTRIES 

--------------------------------------------------------------
Country Synthetics 

Production 

1984 in 

000 meters 

Population 

in millions 

1983 

Consumption 

per Capita 

(k<?) 

---------------------------------------------------------------
China 701 1019 0.69 

Indonesia 149 155 0.96 

Phillipines 53 52 1.02 

Thailand 89 49 1.81 

Brazil 216 130 1.67 

s. Korea 746 40 18.65 

India 153 733 0.21 

Mexico 285 75 3.80 

Egypt 19 45.2 0.42 

Pakistan 17.5 89 0.196 

---------------------·------------------------------------------
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TABLE - 3. 3 (3) 

FIBRE PROPERTY COMPARISON FOR TEXTILE USAGE 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Properties Nylon Polyester Cotton Viscose Silk 

---·-------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Durability (Cotton=l) 3.0 3.5 1. 0 0.3 1.0 

Moisture Absorption • 4.0\ 0.4\ 8.5\ 14.0\ 8.0\ 

Prints Brightness :-

Initial Very Bright Very Bright Not so Bright Bright Very Bright 

00 Exposure to Sunlight Fades Does not fade Fades heavily Fades heavily Fades slowly -I 

Effect if Soap Fades Does not fade Fades heavily Fades heavily Fades 

Abrasion Resistance Excellent Very good Poor Very poor Poor 

Drape Good Vary good Average Average Good 

Wrinkle Resistance Good Very good Very poor Poor Very poor 

crease Recovery Good Excellent Poor Poor Poor 

Static Development" Moderate High -- -- Little 

Comfort/Feel" Average Poor Excellent Good Very good 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
• Disadvantage is overcome by Texturising/Crirnping and Application of finishes during fabric 

processing. 



OD 
OD 

TABLE - 3 • 3 (4 ) 

COMPARATIVE PROPERTIES OF FIBRES 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Cross Section Cotton Viscose Nylon Polyester 

------------------------------------------------------------------
Tenacity 3.5 2.1 5.0 5.0 

Elastic Modulus 55 65 24 100 

Extension 7.3 21 20 20 

Density 1. 52 1. 52 1.14 1. 38 

Moisture-Regain S.5 11 4.2 0.4 

Wet-Dry Ratio 110 50 90 100 

Refractive Index 1. 557 1. 534 1. 550 1. 630 

Imbibation of Water 

Relative Percentage 45 100 13 5 

Friction Coefficient 0.22 0.43 0.47 0.58 

------------------------------------------------------------------



- superb soft touch and silky appearence 

- dye brilliancy 

warmth from high bulk yarn products incorporating 

shrinkable fibre 

- low shrinkage or washing 

- good crease recovery 

- low pill formation 

- long lasting pleats and folds 

owing to the easy dyeability and bulk characteris

tics synthetic fibre offers application possibilities 

in a wide range of woven and knitting textiles like 

dress materials, sarees, blended sui~ings, single and 

double knits. 

Polyester fibre is largely used for blending with 

cotton commonly in the ratio of 60:40 and adequate 

processing facilities are available in developing 

co11ntries to process the material as per their require

ment. As regards acrylic fibre, the spinning does not 

pose any special difficulty in cotton system spinning. 

On the contrary, it is easier to process this fibre in 

the cotton system compared to the other synthetic 

fibres. In addition to the modified cotton system 

s~inning using 64 mm long acrylic fibre also facili

tates manufacture of bul~y hand knitting & hoisiery 
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yarns. The processing of these synthetic fibre on con 

ventional mechines for cotton have also encouraged the 

processors to easily opt for this material. 

The applications of synthetic fibre in clothing 

are enumerated below : 

i) Nylon filament yarn (NFY) is mainly used for sare~s 

and knit wear garments due to its lower de~sity as 

compared to polyest~r filament yarn (PFY). It has 

higher moisture absorbance and has higher bulk in 

crimped yarns giving a better cover. Lower deniers, 

including monof ilaments, can be produced easily which 

help in reducing the fabric weight per meter. NFY 

attracts lower processing cost. 

(ii) The PFY is preferred in men's wear due to its •uch 

higher crease recovery and wrinkle resistance, better 

drape, longer retention of prints and colour, better 

abrasion and pilling resistance compared to both NFY 

and polyester staple fibre (PSF). The use of PFY in 

ladies wear like sarees has picked up at a faster pace 

since the development of crimping, twisting, texturis

ing and wet processing technology has rendered a lot of 

manoeuvrability in design, patterns, fashion, etc. It 

has also increased the air permeability which overcomes 

the inherent defect of low moisture absorption. 

(iii) In the case of PSF the major use is in shirting, 
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dress materials and suitings, since it can be blended 

with cotton, wool and viscose to give a dull and smooth 

feel. This blending helps in increasing the moisture 

absorption. However, since the spinning of higher 

counts is both difficult and costly, its usage in 

sarees is negligible. The process of carbonising was 

developed to reduce the weight. Only where carbonising 

process is used, it has some applications in sarees. 

(iv) Acrylics are poised to replace wool due to their 

superior properties. In the world, the main end use of 

Acrylic is in hosiery, knitwear, suitings etc. The non 

wear clothing areas of application are blankets, car

pets, tapestry etc. However, due to cost factor in 

developing countries, use of Acrylic has remained 

restricted to only sweaters, pull overs etc. Acrylic 

lacks the properties to penetrate woven fabric market 

and therefore has restricted growth potential. 

Some of the indicative factors for the high future 

demand of synthetic fibre f~r clothing in the develop

ing countries are given below 

a) The quality consciousness has increased in the 

people of developing countries. Earlier the craze was 

more for imported synthetic garments but with their 

indigeneous availability, these are more in demand. 

b) The increasing competition in the mar!cet has result-
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ed in better and newer designs of textile products. 

c) Some of the developing countries are exporting ready 

made garments fibre & yarn to developed countries and 

earn valuable foreign exchange. 

d) Because of the over capacities of synthetic fibres 

in countries like Taiwan and South Korea, the cost 

competitiveness has increased. The lower cost will take 

the synthetic products to the lower income group peo

ple. 

e) The labour is cheap in the developing country, hence 

the finished products will be more in demand. 

f) The per capita consumption of synthetic fibre is 

very low which not only indicates that the consumption 

will increase in the coming years but it will largely 

substitute the natural fibre. The consumption trend of 

synthetic fibre and its share for clothing is shown in 

Table 3.3(5). 

As an example the demand estimate for textiles and 

fibres in India is shown in Table 3.3(6). This gives an 

idea about the future requirement of clothing and the 

share of synthetics and cotton in this sector. 

3.3.2. POOTWEAR: 

Footwear is one of the commodity items of all 

common man. Leather and the natural rubber were the 
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'l'AB:.B - 3. 3 (5) 

'l'HB CONSUMPTION TREND OP SYNTHETIC PIBRE ' ITS SHARE IN CLOTHING IN DSVBLOPING COUN'l'IRBS 

(Figur~ in '000 MTS) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1984 1990 1995 2000 

--------------------------------------·--------------------------------------------------------------
Total Clothing Total Clothing Total Clothing Total Clothing 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----

China 703.11 421.86 843.73 506.24 140.60 84.36 2812 1685 

Indonesia 148.80 89.28 107.14 64.30 2~·,·. ··0 178.56 596 360 

Philipines 52.04 31. 22 62.45 37.50 104.08 62.40 208 125 

Thailand 88.69 53.21 106.43 63.88 177.40 106.44 356 215 

Brazil 172.01 103.20 206.41 123.84 344.00 206.40 690 415 

South I<orea 746.00 447.60 895.20 537.12 

India 153.93 92.36 370.00 110.82 680.00 184.00 1080 370 

Maxi co 285.00 171. 00 342.00 205.20 570.00 342.00 1140 684 

Egypt 18.98 11. 50 22.75 13.65 40.00 24.00 75 45 

Pakistan 17.44 10.46 12.50 7.50 35.00 21.00 68 40 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------·---------------------------



'IABLB- 3.3(6) 

DmmJID BS'f':ID'IE POil '.fEft:ILES DD FIBRES Ill IllDIA 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
1989-90 1994-95 1999-2000 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Population in million 

Total per capita demand (mts) 

Total requirement of cotton 

cloth (aill mts.) 

Total requirement of non cotton 

cloth (mill mts.) 

Total cloth requirement for 

domestic consumption (mill mts.) 

Add for export of cotton cloth 

@1st (mill mts. ) 

Total cotton cloth required 

(mill mts.) 

Possible 

Viscose (mill kgs.) 

Wool ' Silk (mill kgs.) 

Nylon (mill kgs.) (20\) 

Acrylic (mill kgs.) (15t) 

Polyester (mill kgs.) (65\) 

83-t 

14 .158 

8340 

3468 

12160 

1251 

10696 

902 

15.830 

9020 

5259 

14279 

1353 

11793 

fibre profile 

150 150 

20 25 

54 89 

40 67 

176 289 

972 

17.933 

9720 

7710 

17430 

1458 

12798 

150 

30 

138 

100 

445 

~----------------------------------------------··--------~-------------



materials used in footwear application before the entry 

of synthetic polymers. The entry of synthetic polyaers 

have larqely reduced the share of leather in this 

applications due to its superior end use perfor11ance. 

The availability of large quantities of natural rubber 

in countries like India and Malaysia has been quite 

favourable for the growth in this sector. synthetic 

polymers have helped in iaproving the design and quali

ty of footwear. 

Rubbers are extensively used for the aanufacturing 

of footwears. Even in leather footwear the soles are 

manufactured from rubber besides PVC. canvas shoes are 

wholly manufactured from rubber. Natu~al rubber is 

mainly used in this sector though various qeneral 

purpose synthetic rubbers like SBR, BR are also used 

for the manufacturing of soles alongwith NR. For the 

manufacturing of microcellular sheets, hiqh styrene 

resin (SBR) is used extensively. Table 3.3(7) shows the 

consumption trend of rubber in footwear application. 

Though, there are a few organised manufacturers in this 

area like M/S. Bata etc, a large number of small and 

medium scale manufacturers are also producinq more than 

60' of the requirement of footwear. Hawai Chappals are 

mostly manufactured out of natural rubber. Synthetic 

polymer i.e. EVA has also gained popularity for this 
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TABLE 3.3 (7) 
RUBBER COllSUllPTIOll PD ITS 811llB Ill POOTWDR 

APPLICATIOll IB DBVELOPillG COOftllIBS 

China/Asia CPBC 
i} Synthetic Rubber 
ii) Natural Rubber 
iii) Total New Rubber 
iv) Non Tyre sector 
v) Application in 

footwear out of total 
vi) Average growth rate 

in footwear 

Ba•t•rn Europe 
i) Synthetic Rubber 
ii) Natural Rubber 
iii) Total New Rubber 
iv) Non tyre sector 
v) Application in foot 

wear out of total 
vi) Average qrowth rate 

in footwear 

(Fig. in •ooo M'l's/Year) 

1989 

350 
590 
940 
329 
103 

1990 

380 
630 

1010 
354 
354 

1991 

403 
668 

1071 
375 
375 

1995 

508 
843 

1351 
475 
475 

<--------------12t------------> 

3020 3060 3120 3400 
342 368 383 413 

3362 3428 3503 3813 
1176 1200 1225 1335 

370 377 385 419 

<-------------4.2t------------> 

TABLE 3.3(8) 
REGIOll-WXSE PVC COBSOJIPTIOB Alll> ITS SJIARE Ill 

POOTWEAR APPLICATIOll Ill DEVBLOPillG COUlft'RIBS. 
(Fiq. in •ooo MTs) 

1990 1995 

-----------------------------------------------------------------Consumption Share in 
Footwear 

consumption Share in 
Footwear 

-----------------------------------------------------~----------CPE Europe 2100 231 2371 355 
Latin America 1261 140 1698 230 
N.Africa ' 
Middle East 610 55 1084 108 
South Asia 144 15 189 21 
south East 1985 235 3113 345 
Asia 

Other Developing 432 35 559 38 
countries 

----~-----------------------------------------------------~------Does not include Centrally Planned Asia Economies. 
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type of chappals in developing countries. About 24\ of 

EVA produced in India and Indonesia is consumed in the 

production of footwear. The use of EVA has also given 

popularity to sports shoes which have fancy appearance, 

a wide choice of design and more durability. 

Soft PVC is one of the major thermoplastics for 

footwear industry. The reprocessability of PVC is the 

reason for reduction of consumption of virgin PVC. 

currently PVC footwears have established markets with 

different price and buyer segment •. Whereas virgin PVC 

sandals and monsoon wear are used by the middle and 

upper class of urban populationi reprocess~d PVC foot

wear is perhaps the.only alternative available to the 

poor class. The consumption trend of PVC in this appli

cation is shown in Table 3.3(8). 

In addition to the use of rubber and PVC in shoe 

sole making, polyurethane (PUR) has made its place in 

the footwear industry due to high flex resistance, 

abrasion r£sistance and thermal insulation properties. 

Out of the total urethane market world over, 5.2, share 

goes to footwear industry. Urethane market ,hare is 

relatively small in the developing countries due to the 

high cost and their limited indigenous production. Only 

a few developing countries like India, S.Korea, 
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Singapore ' Taiwan produce polyurethane, whereas most 

of the demand is aet through imports. However, there is 

a steady growth trend of this polymer in new footwear 

applications. 

Till 1989, PUR chemicals consu.ption for footwear 

application, in the world market reached about 1,30,000 

M'l's - equivalent to 400 million pairs of soles. The ICI 

report on the world soling •arket in 1983 {as reported 

in Popular Plastics of February edition of 1988 ) is 

given below : 

PVC 19\ 

Rubber 35\ 

Leather 15\ 

Polyurethane 5\ 

Other materials 6\ 

Unidentified 20\ 

The major footwear producers and exporters are 

S.Korea and Taiwan, accounting for over 40\ of world 

footwear exports ; fast growing are China, India, 

Brazil, Mexico, Middle Eastern Countries and East 

E\1rope. 
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3.4 HEALTH CARE: 

The use of polymers in health care has been very 

little as compared to other applications. About 0.3\ of 

plastics and even smaller share of rubber are used in 

this sector. Application wise, a large variety of poly

mer products are used in this sector. These have not 

only substituted the conventional materials but also 

given a new turn to the medical science. Polymer appli

cations in this sector include their use in intracorpo

ra l, paracorporeal, hospital & home care products, 

disposables and pharmaceuticals.Table 3.4 (la-ld} 

covers the list of applications where polymers are 

used. 

Speciality grades / formulations of biocompatible 

polymers having permissible limits of nontoxic addi

tives are used for biomedical applications. It is also 

essential to sterilise polymeric products to be used 

for medical applications to obviate the possibility of 

induce~ complication/rejection reactions. There are 

mainly two methods employed for the sterilization. 

(i) Ethylene oxide (ETO) sterilization 

(ii) Radiation sterilization. 

Sterilization by 1-radiation is more commonly 

used. This essentially requires the material to be 

stable to these radiations. Hence selection of polymers 
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also requires this factor to be considered. Table 3.4 

(2) lists the polymers alongwith their applications, 

which are T-radiation stable. 

In developing countries the use of polymers in 

health care is much smaller than developed countries. 

Although the progress of medical science in developing 

countries is satisfactory especially in a few Asian and 

East European countries but the indigenous availability 

of products required in this area are very limited. 

A large variety of hospit~l, home care products 

and disposables are being produced in developing 

countries consuming speciality grades of commodity 

plastics like PVC, PP & UHMHDPE. A few of these coun

tries also p~oduce and consume other m~terials like 

polyurethanes and polymer composites for artificial 

body parts. Since biocompatible, nontoxic grade of 

polymers have limited production, a large amounts of 

finished products and polymeric materials are imported 

from developed countries. Engineering plastics like 

polycarbonate, PPS, PPO etc. required in this sector 

are not produced in these countries. The machines / 

equipments and other requirements like moulds / dies 

are also imported in developing countries. A list of 

commonly produced plastic products in developing coun

tries and the material used for them is given in 
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Table 3.4(3). 

Other than plastics, elastomer like silicon rubber 

& natural rubber find medical applications due to their 

inert nature. Natural rubber is widely used to meet the 

demand of more contraceptives required for birth con

trol in highly populated countries like India and China 

and now this device is more popular for the control of 

disease like 'AIDS' all over the world. Natural rubber 

is also used in the manufacturing of surgical gloves. 

Despite the increasing use in this sector the percent

age share of rubber will continue to remain very low. 

Looking towards the existing trend, it can be 

understood that developing countries will continue to 

produce bulk cormodity plastics but not much of special 

grade of material/speciality polymer for medical appli

cation and hence it is likely that these countries will 

be largely depending on developed countries to meet 

their requirement of polymers and finished products to 

be used in this sector. 

Although the actual figures of polymer consumption 

are not available for developing countries, the present 

trend indicates that the demand will continue to grow 

several folds in this sector in the coming years. 
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TABLE- 3.4 (la) 
llEPLACIMNr <F 11DY Tl SSIFS 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Body part Norm of polymer 
coneumption and 
polymer(•) ueed 

Important functional Conventional 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
l. Cardiac aeeiet 

devicea: aaca 
-they collect the 
blood from the 
heart & pump it 
to tha aorta. 

2. Heart valve 

Polyurathane baaed 
polymers. Polyether 
baaed Biomer Norm: 
Half a gram per aac. 

Blood compatability 
To prevent adheaiona by the 
protein• and fate on it• 
surf ace to avoid throumbue 
formation and •ubeequent 
veeeel blockage or tieeue 
damage. smooth blood 
contacting aurface. 
Mechanical characterietice1 
Strength & durability, long 
la•ting flexibility, 
raaiatant to wear and 
fatigue 

Ch~mically modified 
ailiconea 

;; replacement a 
Polyurethane and 
graphite aubatrata 
coated with 
pyrolitic carbon1 
Norm 20 gma. per 
valve 

To prevent blood ~lot 
formation Stainle•• ateel 

and ailieone 
rubber, 
Chemically 
modified animal 
tieeuae. 
Pyrolytic carbon 

w 

3. Artificial blood 
veaaela 

4. Body housing 
ventricle 

PTFE or Dacron Norm: 
50 gme ..,.r meter 

Biomer with Dacron 
meeh ••ndwiched 
between layera Norm: 
25 gm/houein9 each. 

Machanical 1tren9th 

Blood compatibility 

Poroeity leading to a •table, 
biological approximation of a 
natural lining to prevent 
blood clot formation. 
Flexibility & durability 
Biocompatibility 
Durability with minimum 
requirement•. 

"·"· 

N. A. 

Tabl• 3.4(1•1 continued 
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Table J.4(1a) continued 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Body part Norm of polymer 
conaumption and 
polymer(•) uaed 

Important functional conventional 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------s. Opening to veeael• 
from heart 

6. Ventricle baae 

7. Ventricle 
Diaphram 

8. Ventricle asaist 
device• 

9. Synthetic blood 

10.Prostheaes 

Polyurethane Norm: 
10 gm per opening 

Injection moulded 
polyurethane 

Four layer• of 
Biemer with 
graphite in between 
Norm: 30 gm• per 
diaphram. 
Textured material 
of polyurathane 
Norm: N.A. 
Perif luoro carbon 
Norm: N.A. 
Carbon fibre 
reinforced 
polymer• 

Polymer based 
compoaites •. 
Norm:200 gm/ 
aq. mtr. 

Compatibility with blood & 
vessel• 
Long lasting flexibility 
under conatant atr••••• and 
atraina. 
Biocompatibility with heart & 
blood 
Durability 

Intern••• 
Flexibility 
Durability 

Paeudointima 

To tranaport oxygen and 
nutrient• 
Strength 
Should not f ructure 
& loosen 

Biocompatlble at the implant 
aite. 
Blood compatibility 

able to tran•fer atr••• 
frcm implant to nearby bone• 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

N.A. 

rluoael 

Hatala for both 
orthopedic• and 
dentiatry. 
(Titanium alloy• 
made of chromium 
& cobalt) 
Bi.oactiv• ceram
ic•, gla•••• & 
gl••• ceramic•. 

Table 3.4(1a) continued 
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TABLE 3.4 (la) continued 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Body part Norm of polymer 
coneumption and 
polymer(•) used 

Important functional Conventional 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11.Tendon & Ligament 

repair 

12.Synthetic 
replacement 
to human skin 

13.Encapsulation of 
pancreatic islet 
of langerhans 

14.Intraocular lens 
implant 

15.Casts 

Kevlar 
Dacron 
PTFE 
Pyrolized carbon 
fibres 
Norm: N.A. 

Porous Polymers 
derviced from 
bovine collagen 
fibres 
Silicon rubber 
Norm: N.A. 

Composite material 
consisting of amino 
acid polymer, & 
polysaccharide 
polymer derived 
from seaweed. 
Norm: N.A. 
PMMA 
Silicone rubber 
of hydrogel 
Norm: 250 mg per 
lens. 
Polyurethane 
Norm: 200 gm/ 
aq. mtr. 

Biocompatibility 
Strength 
Should encourage new 
tissue growth 
Ease for a surgeon to handle 

To resist infection to body 
and retain water in body 
Biodegradable 

Strong encapsulation 
Should permit outflow of 
insulin and inf low of 
glucose 

No negative reaction 
to eye• 
Should not get discoloured 
by UV light 

Strength 
Low weight 
Resistant of wetting and 
breaking 
Should allow pati~nt to move 
with greater freedom and to 
~athe more eaaily. 

N.A. 

Polymeric substi
tute 

N.A. 

N.A. 

Plaster of Paria 

Ta~· .... 4(la) 
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Table l.4(la) continued 

Body part ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Norm of polymer 
consumption and 
polymer(a) used 

Important functional Conventional 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
16.Suturea 

17.Leg Braces 

Glycolic acid 
polymers & 
copolymer a 
Polypropylene 
Norm: N.A. 

Polyphenylene 
sulfide 
Graphite fibres. 
Norm: 

Should elicit minimal 
tieeue reaction 

Enable physician to perform 
microsurgery 

High etrength to weight ratio 

Ease of fabrication 

Cat-qut eutur•• 

Metal 
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TABLE - 3.4(1b) 
RBPl..ACIMNI' <F llJJY' PAKl"S 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Functional requirement• conventional material 
Part• Polymer/material Ii remark• 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Facial proethe•e•, 

ear implant, falee 
teeth. 

2. Arm• and Hand 
proeth•••• 

J. Hair. 

• 

Silicone 

Plaetic rorm ' 
Hetalwire 

Acrylic hair 

Silicon• 

Bon• cell• •hould naturally 
cling to the •urface of 
titanium facilitating eur9eon• 
to implant permanent fixtur•• 
into patient• remaining bon••· 
Silicone proth•••• can then be 
clipped on ' off a• deeired. 
The artificial arm• of future 
would be roboti~I computer 
controlled device• capabl• of 
doing anything. Late•t model of 
mechanical hand• involve 
"myoelectric control in which 
impul••• from remaining 
muecel•• into electric •i9nal~ 

Hnli~n control in us~ make a 
mor~ ~obu•t model of elbow, 
whirh allow• people to 
continue doing heavy work. 
Acrylic hair• are feared to 
be dangeroue 
But ti••u• expansion in 
which th• ecalp i• •tretched 
by a eilic one naloon under 
the akin the bald patch i• 
removed and the expanded 
area of •calp which do•• 
have hair replaced it. 

Developed by Nobel 
pharma the Sewdi•h 
Company. Succe•• 
rate for operation ii 
hi9h. 

Th••• proeth•••• are 
mainly co•metic. 

Natural hair tran•
plant are not 
eat le factory 

Table 3.4(1b) continued 
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Table 3.4 (lb) continued 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Part• Pol~r/materhl Functional requirement• Conventional material
' remark• 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. Larynx replacement 

s. Male genital 
organ 

6. Foot and Leg 

SJ(ELETON KEY 

1. Bona 

Silicone Bio-Sin
gerproethet ic voice 
valve to be ueed in 
conjun-ction with 
plaetic tracheoetowa 

Silicone implant 

Glaee Fibre & 
reein 
Ultra Roelite leg 
i• made up of 
carbon fibre with 
duralumin joint•. 

Compoeite of 
polyethylene 
reinforced with 
hydroxyapatit• 

Are as good •• real larynx 
Trachroetoma ia ueed to 
prevent accidential euffo
cation. However, it'• life 
is about three month• becauee 
of food intake. 
To help man euf fering from 
impotence. 
Silicone implant• range 
permanently erect ' bendable 
Should be light and •table 
Quantum foot look• and work• 
like a real one. 

They ehould be long laeting. 
The big advantage of 
polyethylene composite i• that 
it encourage• natural bone• to 
9row toward• it. 

Japan••• have 
developed "myo
electrie" and 
robatic lege, but 
they are heavy. 
JI Hanger 
launched a "Quan
tum root made of 
two eprung plate• 
compoHd of 62 
wafer-thin layer• 
of gl••• fibrea of 
gla•• fibre ' resin 

Titanium and cobalt 
chrome alloy• but 
their draw back• are 
diecomfort,infection 
and wear ' tear 

Table 3.4(lb) continued 
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Table J.4(lb) continued 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------·---------------------------·---------------------Part• Polymer/material Functional requirement• Conventional material
' remark• 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

8.Elbow 

9.JCnee 

lO.Li9ament• 

Cobalt Chrome alloy 
fitting into a 
polyethylene cup. 

Cobalt chrome alloy 
fitting to polyure
thane liner on the 
t:bial platean. 
Polye•ter/Teflon 

••pecially in the 
youn9 and active. 
They woar loo•• 
after 18 month• in 
the youn9, 8 to 10 
year• in elderly. 

There are about a do~en different elbow• on the 
market, none of them entirely •ati•factory. They tend 
to be pro•thetic joint• made. They u•ually wear 
out after ten year• and are un•uitable for heavy work 
or •port•. They do provide relief for elderly 
patient• •ufferin9 from rheumatoid arthriti•. 
There are aome 200 de•i9n• on th• market, 
Current re•earch focu••• on more durable material• 
- and on the po•aibility of tra~•planta. The world'• 
fir•t knee tran•plant w&• performed durin9 1987. 

: 11.Artif;;,cial fingers Sila•tic •ilic~n• 
rubber 

Thi• i• the mo•t favoured material today. 
Conventional material• • •ilk, kan9aroo tail tendon•, 
and carbon fibre. 
They are l••• than perfeec1 they tend to break, and 

joint•, and 
knuckle. 

12.Hip replacement• 

13.Tendon• 

14.Muecle 

Polyethylene 
ceramic• and alloy•. 

Polye•ter fibre• 
with •ilicone 
rubber coating. 

Polymer Pro•the•e• 

do not provide full movement. us manufactu~•r• produce 
th••• metacarpophalanqeal and interphalanqeal joint•. 

Artificial hip made ot polyethylene, ceramic• and 
alloy• can improve the live• of arthriti• •uffarar• 
dramatically. An injection moulded pla•tic hip 
initiate• the machanica of a natural joint and 
i• held in place by titanium filament•. 
Tendon• made of polyeater fibre• with silicon• rubber 
coatin9 are •ometime• uaed to mend dama9ed fin9er1. 

People who looae muacl•• throu9h accident• or 
dieea•e are often given polymer proathe••• which help 
th• r•m~ining muacl•• to work normally without actu
ally working themeelvea. 

Table 3.4(1bt continued 
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Table J.4(lb) continued 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··---------------------------------------Part• Polymer/material Functional req~irement• Convention1l m1teri1l• 
s remark• 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
15.M&IM\arian 9land• Silicone, 

polyurethane 

. 
The late•t •ilicone implant uaed both for vanity and 
to eompeneate for lumpectomica include a "port" 
throu9h which eilicone fluid can be added or taken 
away. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------··------------· 
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Product 

1. Joint• i.e. Hip 
replacement• 

2. Recon•trution of 
larynx, trachea, 
urethra, 
e•ophagu•, 
artificial akin, 
etc. 

3. Surgical Appln•: 
- patching 
blood 
ve••el• 
- repairing 
ventricular 
outflow tracks, 
- •awing fing• for 
artificial heart' 
valves etc. 

4. Ti••ue fixation 

Hateriah 
characteristic• 

Ultra high molecular 
weight polyethylene 

Thermopla•tic• 
polyester -
Polyester fibre 
me•he• 

Thermopla•tic 
polyester 

Polye•ter reinforced 
Silicone. 

TABLE -3.4(lc) 
OIHER INl1tMDlPCJmAL PlrDrl"S 

ru~ction•/material 
and remark• 

Should not di•integrate under 
wear & tear of human body. 
Should la•t long for u•• 
dur.ing remaining life of the 
per•on. 
According to Royal National 
Orthopaedic Ho•pltal, London 
the joint• made with th••• 
material would la•t many 
year•. 

They are employed for 
reconetruction •urgery 
Biocompetability and 
mechanical functional 
requirement•. 

Biocompatibility 
MechanicAl functional 
requirement•. 

A• m••h backing for solid 
•tructure to permit ti••u• 
fixation. 

Competing material 

PTFI 
Th• material even
tually dieintegrate~ 
under the wear & 
tear of human body. 

__________________________________ _. _________________________________________________________________ _ 
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TABLE - 3.4(ld) 
IDPITAL, tOB:'.ARE AN> P~ PRCDX:rS 

---------------------------------·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· Conventional mate
rial and remark•. Products Material(•) ueed Important propertie• of 

material & functional 
requirement• of product 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
1. Blow moulded 

ve•••l• for 
medical and 
pharmaceutical 
use. 

2. Flexible blood 
handling acce
seorie• : 

Low den•ity 
polyethylene 

2.1 Collection/etora9a PVC 
hag• and tubing• 
for IV and othnr 
u•••· 

2.2 IV drip chamber• PVC 

LOPE i• alternative 
to PP. 
LOP! u•ed for ve ."tel• 
where •teriliz.~ion 
temperature doe• not exceed 
110 c. 

Flexible, toughn•••, clarity 
and chemical r••i•tance 
characte•tic• of the material. 
Should be re•i•tant to 
•terilization induced 
discolouration. 
Goodrick'• recent gamma -
re•htant grade. 
The critical chamber •••l• 
•hould remain air tight under 
heavy flexible action. 
Flexible toughne••, cl••• VI 
USP de•ignatlon and 65 •hore 
hardn••• are the main 
character•tic• 

Polypropylene 

Table 3.4(1d) contin~ed 



Table J.4(ld) continued 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Product• Material(•) uaed Important properties of 
material ' functional 
requirement• of product 

Conventional mate
rial and remark•. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2.3 Moulded device• 

2.4 Blood tubing ' 
other medical 
equipment, pump 
tubing• for 
cardiac aurgery. 

PVC 

PVC 

PVC Urethane alloy 

Gamma •tability 
To inject medication into IV 
solution lines. 
The com~und permit• eolvant 
weldinq of the IV device• to 
flexible vinyl tubing. 

Softneaa ' controlled 
etitfnes11 
Kink-free aoft drop• charac
teri•tic• and elimination of 
static build up. 
Clarity & low friction aufrace. 
Resistance to extraction by 
common aolvente. 

- J. 
Injection Moulded 
product• : 

PS ' PP gamma 
reaiat. 

PP ia radiation aenaitive, PS 
i• better. -N 

4. 

P•tri Dhh 
Inoculating loop• 
Pipetting ayatema 
& ayringea. 
Centrifuge tube• 

IV container• 
and ealine 
eolution bottle• 
Cryoviala 

PP 13RlSA 

PP Homopolymer 

It allow• hotter moulding. 

Gamma reaiat PP product• are 
deaigned to overcome embrittle
ment and diacolouration problem•. 
Moulding grade homopolymer of 
PP a 20 MFl low flexural 
modulu• grade. 
To atone sperms, blood and 
other biological• at extremely 
low temp. (-13s0 c & 196°C). 
PP ha• non-wetting properti•• 
and •uitability for precision 
mould to en•ure full aample 
retrieval 

PVC 

Table 3.4(1d) continued 
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Table J.4(ld) continued 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Product• Material(•) uead Impor~•~t propartiee of 

material & functional 
requirement• ot product 

conventional mate
rial and remark•. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
S. Tissue culture 'Breathable' 

Flask Polyolafin based 
polymer alloy. 

6. Surgical tra1• Polyaryleulfone 

1. Microfilteration Polyeulfone• 
api:aratus 

Doe• not require to be open to 
the atmosphere. The alloy in 
renwal'• blow moulded or formed 
flasks i• highly ga• permeable. 
Must survive intact under 
sterilization without crazing 
& craking problems. 
Chemical reeietanca and 
tran1parancy. 
Rapid immunoaeeaye and 
nucleic acid hybridization. 
Developed by Bio-Rad known 
a• Bio-Dal. 

Moulding PS roller 
bottles. 

polyaulfone 
polyetherimide 
polyethereufone 

t:; 8. Body of a reusable Polyeulfonea 

Starilizability, transparency 
and close tolerance mobility. 
Suitability to work with 
toxic or otharwiee hazardoue 
biological reagent•. 
Starilizability by at•am Stainl••• •teel 

En99. resins tubex injector to 
hold diepoeible 
cartridge/needle 
unit. 

9. Moulded handles Polyeulfonee 
for an electrical 
ecalpel 

10. Components of Polyethereulfone 
percuaaionator 
respirator 

It coeta 25\ aa much aa 
atainl••• eteal, li9htar. 
can withstand hot-air-
ster i l izat ion tamp. upto 1800 
c. Exhibitin9 dimensional 
stability & hydrolysis 
resistance. 
To withstand tamp. more than 
204 c. 
Inertness to chemical attack. 

Table J.4(ld) continued 
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Table 3.4(ld) continued 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Product a Material(•) used Important properti•• of 
material & functional 
requirement• of product 

Conventional mate
rial and remarks. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11. Flaspack 

sterilization 
tray system. 

12. Health Care 
products. Lenses, 
Fkg. trays, covers 
for food war~.ers, 
safety shield • 

13. Cardiotomy 
reservoir 

Polyetherimide 

Polycarbonate 

Polycarbonate 

Ultem provide• greater 
reaiatance than aulfone 
baaed material• to atr••• 
crazing & cracking under 
repeated autoclave condi
tion• at 130 c. 
Flaahpack i• a pr•••ure 
activated container that 
flash sterilize• it• cont
entai surgical inatrumenta. 
~utoclavability, aterili
zability, impact •trength 
& chemical reaiatance. 

Although polycarbonate can
not match all the perfor
mance peaks of resins like 
aulfonea, polyetherimide, 
PC offer• coat/performance. 
Phyaical characteri•tica. 

For a heart lung ayatem uaed 
during aurgery to collect 
blood and atart filtering it 
before it i• pumped to the 
ayatem•' oxygenerator. 
Dimen1ional stability under 
negative preaeure i• 
important. 
Optical propertiea parti
cularly elimination• of pera
iatant black •peck problems. 
Moldability and aterili&ation 
by ethylene o~ide. 

Sulfonea. 

Table J.4(ld) continued 
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Table 3.4 (ld) continued 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Product• Material(•) u•ed Important propertie• of 

material & functional 
requirement• of product 

Conventional mate
rial and remark•. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
14. Diapoeable 

artho•copic 
cannula (•urgical 
tube) 

15. Inj. Moulded 
latch mechanism 

16. Poeitive locking 
IV connection 
device; hou•ing 
latch & inj.cap. 

17. Very •mall inj. 
moulded transfer 
device (6 gm•) 

18. Add-A-Vial 

19. Ortho Pack 
lator (100 gm•) 
Other moulded 
producta: 

Pol)•carbonate 
(Galll'lla reai•tant) 

Polycarbonate 

Polycarbonate 

Polycarbonate 

Polycarbonate 

Polycarbonate 

The cannula protect• soft 
ti••u• ~round knee joint• 
from damage during aurgery by 
functioning aa a tough 
a leave. 
To preaent unexpected needle 
separation & conaequent inte
rruptlon of drug flow in IV 
ey•tema. 
Optical clarity 

High •trength & •tiffn•••· 
Ability to tolerate flexing 
and repeated intentional 
connects and disconnect•. 
High productivity. 
Inertne••· 
Optimum coat/performance 
Thia unit i• inserted between 
sealed drug vial and IV 
container to mix the drug 
with diluent at th• patient• 
bedside. 
Easy flow characteristic• of 
PC, and tough ply•ical 
properties. 
A medical device that u••• 
electrical current generated 
by a 9-volt alkaline battery 
to promote healing of bone 

Conventional PC 

Tabl& 3.4(ld) continued 
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Table l.4(ld) continued 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· Product• Material(•) ueed Important propertie• of 
material & functional 
requirement• of product 

Conventional mate
rial and remark•. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· mounting clip 
window cape 
elect. pad• 

20. Moving Parts such 
aa IV spikes and 
stopcocks. 

21. Component• uaed 
in sophisticated 
medical eqpta. 
drip chamber 
cartridge 
Tubing aet 
parts 
Male ' Female 
connection a 
Artorial and 
venous slide 
clamps 
SEATTIE 
Foot 
Inner 
spring 

22. Equipment 
component a 
Opthalmic 
products 
Spacially 
medical pkg. 

Thermoplastic a 
polyeater. 

Thermoplastic 
Polyeeter Kodar PET 
G 6763 copolyeater 

Urethane 
Foam 

acetal homo 
polymer 
Nylon 6 and Nylon 
6/6 reeina 

fracture. 
The light weight high impact 
material reeiata current 
dissipation and has very good 
insulating propertiee, thua 
helping to ensure aite cons
tantly receives the 
specified electrical eignal. 
Excellent lubricity 
Chemical resiatance 
Withatand EO & Gamma 
eterilization. 
Close tolerance mouldability 

Strain energy absorption and 
timed thrust/life effect 
Foot is proethetic device that 
replicate• the recoil & epring 
of human muscle 
These have been principal 
applications historic•lly. They 
cannot be used aa permanent 
implant• aa they looee etrength 
and rejected by the body tiaeue. 

Table 3.4(1d) continued 
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Table 3.4 (ld) continued 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Product a Material(•) uaed Important properties of 

material & functional 
requirement• of product 

Conventional mate
rial and remarks. 

------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------
23. Transparent 

body of a 
drip counter 

24. Holter cardiac 
Monitor 

25. Soft contact 
le'\se caaea 
and side-by-aide 
heaters 

26. Housing panels 
of blood 
analyser 

27. Lab Eqpta. & 
disposable 
aur-gical 
instrument a 

Special unnuoleated 

Nylon - 6 

Nylon-12 

Nylon/ABS 

Polyaulfone, 
Polysulfone 
alloys (second 
polymer is most 
probably thermo
plaat ic polyester) 
Modified PP~ 
Structured toam 

Modified PPE 
resin 

T1 .... a ia used to control blood 
transfusions. 
The part ia moulded in a 
chilled mould Cryatal growth 
is eliminated reaulting in a 
highly amorphous part with 
good clarity. 
Thia induced transparency 
diminiahea by increaae in 
thickneaa. 
Thia resins ia relatively 
9conomical as compared to 
Nylon• modified to retard 
cryatalline growth which are 
uaed for thicker parta 
demanding cla~ity without 
manipulation of moulding 
conditions. 
It weighs around 250 gma. 
includir.g caaaettee tape & 
batteries. It record• 
aynchronoua movement of heart 
over 24 hour period helping to 
detect heart abnormalities. It 
is wurn on the hip conventional 
materials 1 Plaatica & Metal 
For storage and diainfection of 
soft contact lenaea 
The alloy ia claimed to be better 
and leas costly as compared to 
straight polyaulfone. 

Coat reduction and butter 
appearance/eathetic qualities 
like round edges & varied 
texture. 
Withstand ethylene oxide and 
gamma radiation aterilization. 
used for both moulded and 
extrusion products. 



TABrn - 3.4(2) 
So-£ RADIATlffi STABLE PCLMitIC .lt\1Bt.IALS AN> 

1HEIR REPCJrIID USE. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
Vinyl 

Olefins 

Styrene 

Polyamides 

Flurocarbon 
polymers 

Polyester 

Epoxide 
resins 

Natural and 
Silicone 
rubbers 

Acetala 

Thermo
setting 
materials 

Unplasticised PVC 
(rigid) 

Plasticized PVC 
(flexible) 

Polyethylene-low 
density, high 
density 

Poly (methyl 
pentene): 

ethylene/vinyl/ 
acetate 

Polystyrene 

Nylons 

Polv trifluro
ethjlene, 
fluorinated 
ethylene/ 
propylene resins 

Polyethylene 
terephthalate 

Polycarbonate 

Phenol 
formaldehyde; 
Urea formaldehyde 

Anaesthetic airways, 
endotracheal tubea, 
tracheostomy tubes, M-tc-M 
double airways, mounts and 
adaptors containers. 

Tubings, catheters, cannulae, 
infant feeding tubings blood 
blood giving and taking sets, 
blood and plasma bags, aprons 
and other sheetings. 

Implants, osscicles, 
artificial tear ducts, tubing, 
film espe~ially bags for 
containing sterile ar~icles, 
film laminates. 

Syringes, connectors, tubings, 
and 

plungers 

Hypodermic syringes, sponges 
and phials. 

Sutures, gauze filters, 
intravenous tubing, cannulae, 
ureteric and angiography 
catheters, connectors, 
adaptors, film for packing. 

Transfusion sets, chambers, 
filters, implants specialised 
cannuale, woven yarn/fabric 
for aortic valves and arterial 

Film and film laminates, 

Electrical insulation such as 
for cardiac pacemakers. 

Tubings, implants, 
hydroacephalous valves, 
arteriovenous shunts. 

Oxygenators, syringe 
components 

Bottle caps & closures 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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TABLE - 3.t(3) 
PLASTIC IN MEDICARE PRODUCTS BEING GEHERALI.'f 

PRODUCED IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

------------------------------------------------------------------Plastic 
used Plastic products Approx. Wt. 

of plastics per 
piece (gm&) 

------------------------------------------------------------------
l Crutch Tips/Shoes 70 PVC 

2 Gripper 160 ABS 

3 Wheel Film 220 ABS 

4 Pulley Wheel 80 Nylon,66 

5 Disposable Syringes 20 pp 

6 Ampules 1.5 LOPE 

7 PVC containers and PVC 
tubings for IV solution (non toxic) 

8 I.V. sets 30 PVC 

9 Blood Adm. Set 35 PVC 

10 Blood Donor Set 16 PVC 

11 Scalp Vein Sets 5 PVC 

12 PVC Pouches for IV 25 PVC 
fluids 

13 Eye droppers 1.5 LDPE 

14 Cap for dropper 0.2 LDPE 

15 Poly bag for dropper 0.2 LDPE 

16 Spoon for taking 2.5 pp 

medicines 

17 Reel for sutures 13.5 PP 

18 containers for 75.0 pp 

ointments 

19 Spool 8.5 pp 

20 Cups (10 ml.) for 
taking medicines 

1.8 pp 

21 Hearing aids 3.5 pp 

35.0 ABS 

12.5 Nylon 

------------------------------------------------------------------
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The packaging sector consumes largest share of 

plastics i.e. JO\ in developed countries (Fig.J.lF) and 

36.si in developing countries. Commodity thermoplastics 

i.e. LD/LLDPE, HOPE, PP/PPCP, have their major share in 

this sector. 

The packaging area will continue to dominate among 

the various end-use segment. A careful analysis of the 

end-use pattern shows that within the packaging sector, 

textiles and garment packaging, food packaging includ

ing milk are dominant. The demand of woven sacks is 

driven by the demand of fertilizer & cement industry 

and bulk commodities. Table-3.5 (l) shows the user 

segments and plastics used for their packaging. 

By providing cheap packaging material, plastics 

have a role to play in reducing the effective cost of 

basic items of consumption such as food grains, edible 

oils, milk, sugar etc, to the consumer. Packaging in 

conventional materials such as jute, glass, wood and 

paper is not only expensive but will always be inade

quate even to meet the exploding demand for bulk pack

aging alone. Other than lower cost, use of plastics in 

packaging is widely accepted due to the technical 

reasons i.e.(i) light weight hence, low energy required 
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N -

TABLB - 3 • S ( I ) 
PAOV\OINJ PR<llOS A1'D USID PATIERN OF PLASTICS 

--------- -----------------------------. -------. ---. . -------. --. --. . . . . . --. --. -. -. . . . . . . . -. . . --. . -. . -. 
User Segment Products lD/LlDPE HOPE PP/PPCP PVC PS 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • - - - - - - - W - - - - - - W - - • - - • - • • - - - - - • p • W • - - - - - • - • - - - • - • - - - M - • • -

FLF,X I BlcE TYPE 
Liquid Mi ?k 
Processed Food 
Textile & Garments 
Woven Sacks 
Unit Packaging System 
Cereals Salts, Sugar 
Detergent 
Carrier Shopping Bags 
Industrial Products 

Consumer Products 

RIGID 1YPE 
Mi 1 k , f r u i t s & 
vegetables 
Pharmaceutical & 
house hold 
Bulk chemicals & oils 
Solvents & thinners 
Re t a i l l i q u i d s 

Multilayer Film 
Multilayer film & composites 
Fi Im 
Raffia Tapes 
Film 
Fi Im 

Mono/multilayer Film 
Loose liner films 
Shrink/stretch wrap film 
Coated Raffia 
Laminated products 
Speciality films & sheets 
(Formed sheets, Bubble 
film, wavelock, Minigrip, 
laminated films). 
General Purpose films & 
bags 
Confectionery 
BOPP fi Im 
Sutli/strapping 

Crates 

Lids, caps & closures 

Blow moulded containers 
Blow moulded containers 
Blow moulded containers 
Containers 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 
x Cosmetics - --- --- ---- ------------ ------. - - ---------------------. --------. . . -----. . ---. ---. ---. --. . ---. . . -. -. . . . 



for handlinq, (ii) hiqh permeability resistance to 

qas/moisture which helps in increasing the shelve life 

of packed product ' (iii) easy and economical process

ing. 

As a result of qrowth in production of basic items 

of consumption, the packaging needs for these items 

would be enorao~s by 2000 AD. There is a misconception 

that plastic packaging would displace the conventional 

packaging material such as jute, paper and wood. This 

belief is unfounded as the acreage under forests and 

jute is not keeping pace with the increasing need of 

packaqing industry and productivity increase is unlike

ly to be adequate to meet the rising demand (Table-3.5 

(2)). 

TABLE - 3.5 (2) 
DEllAllD-SUPPLY GAP OP JUTE Alll> THEREBY REQUIREHEIJT OP 

PLASTICS IB IIJDIA 

1984-85 2000 AD 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

Total sacking requirements 
Total jute sackinq available 
Demand Gap 
Equivalent quantity of 
HOPE/PP required to meet 
supplementary demand 

Mn Nos. 
Mn Nos. 
Mn Nos. 

Tonnes 

1960 
1600 

360 

39000 

4500 
1900 
2600 

286000 

------------------------------------~--------------------------
Mn - Millions. 

The packaging sector mainly consists of four areas 

i.e. Industrial, consumer, processed food and pharma-

ceuticals. The developing countries like China dnd 

India are the large agro based economies requiring 
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about 63-67t of plastics packaging share in non-indus

trial area (Table-J.5(3)). The compound annual growth 

rate in these Asian countries between 1984-85 to 1989-

90 bas been 8\ and this is expected to be about 18-20\ 

upto 1995 due to their faster economic growth. The 

other agrobased developing countries like Malaysia, 

Indonesia and Thailand, will show a similar growth 

trend in packaging sector. The countries like Taiwan, 

Singapore, and S.Korea have been expanding their tex

tile and other industrial establishment much faster 

hence their consumption in packaging sector is more 

towards the industrial packaging. The demand of some of 

the packaging p~oducts in developing countries is met 

through imports from other countries. The exporters are 

India, Indonesia etc. for the products like woven 

sacks, bags etc. A mixed growth trend is expected in 

Latin American countries, whereas Middle East countries 

will require more material in packaging of consumer 

goods. The present trend and expected future growth of 

plastics in packaging in developing countries is shows 

in Table-3.5(4). 

The packaging products are mainly divided into two 

types i.e. flexible and rigid. The consumption of 

flexible packaging is many times more than rigid by 

volume. 
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TAB!.E-3.S (3) 

P~INf STAWS (~tM'Tl<N) ANl De.WV PROJECTICN OP PLASTICS IN PACXAGIKJ ~ INllA &. Oii~ 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
1992-93 199S 2000 AD 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· Packaging LO/LLD HOPE pp PVC PS Total LL/LLD HOPE pp PVC PS Total LO/LLD HOPE PP PVC PS Total 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Industrial 142.8 329 73.S 23.S 30 S98.8 71. 3 41S 120 27 JS 668.J 336 816 178 48 80 1458 

Consumer 238 43 336.8 8.8 - 626.6 28S.6 S2 390 10.2 - 737.8 S60 110 790 18 - 1478 

...., Processed food 272 ~8 84.2 s.8 - 430 326.4 S3 85 6.8 - 471. 2 640 134 200 12 - 986 
~ 

Other a 27.2 - s 11.9 - 44.1 32.64 - lS 14.0 2 63.64 64 - 22 24 - 110 

Total 680 430 499.S SO 30 1689.S 816 520 610 S8 37 2041 1600 1060 1190 102 80 4032 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· CARG, \ <-----------------10.70\--------------><----------------15\------------"---> 

• compiled from different aourcea 



TABLE - 3.5(4) 
PRESENT TREND Alfi> EXPECTED FUTURE GROWTJI OF PLASTICS Ill PACDGilfG 

Ill DEVELOPilfG COUNTRIES 

(Fig. in '000 MTS} 

CARG, \ 

Region 1992-93 1995 2000 AD 1995-2000 

Asia/Pacific 4384 5700 10260 12.5\ 

Middle East 520 650 1250 

Eastern Europe 2352 2822 4860 11.5\ 

Latin America 1445 1806 3110 11.5\ 

Africa 490 612 1175 14\ 

* Compile from different sources. 

** This includes polyethylene and polypropylene only. 
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The materials used in packagir.g and their use 

pattern in developing countries are as follows : 

3.5.1. LD/LLDPE : 

The demand of LD/LLDPE is primarily driven by the 

packaging sector. Among the various segments of packag

ing, food items including liquid milk ·and processed 

food packaging are the primary drivers of growth. 

The liquid milk requires mainly flexible packag-

ing. This depends on the amount of milk production 

brought under organised sector. The value added milk 

products.consume a large quantity of flexible packaging 

materials. These are mainly used in the form of satch-

ets, replacing cans and glass bottles. In India, during 

1985-90, the relative share of satchets have grown from 

49.8\ to 74\ and the share of cans and bottles have 

gone down by 24\ as shown in Table-3.5(5). 

TABLE - 3.5(5) 

RELATIVE SHARE OF PACKAGING POR HILK(%) IH INDIA. 

------------------------------------------------1985 1990 

------------------------------------------------
LD/LLDPE 49.8 74 
Sachets 
cans 18.5 6 
Bottles 17.5 6 
Bulk· vending 14.2 14 

------------------------------------------------
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In developing countries there has been a signif i

cant development in the packaging of processed food 

from mid of eighties. Sophisticated processing capacity 

have been established to meet the growing demand of the 

processed food industry. Multilayer films involving a 

good share of LOPE is preferred for this application. 

A variety of industries use LOPE film in the 

formet rolls, liners, bags and extrusion water sub

strates for intermediate packaging. The output of these 

industries are intermediate to the industrial sector 

itself. The usage of LOPE in packing for bulk chemi

cals, drugs, machine tools, spares, engineering indus

trial components, plastic raw materials, automobile 

parts and appliances have been all grouped in this 

segment. 

LOPE is also in growing demand for unit packaging 

of soaps & detergents. The consumption of LOPE in 

extrusion coating has largely grown from the last few 

years. This is required for coating on metal foils, 

woven sacks, jute bags, paper and cloth. The shelf life 

of essential commodities and processed food is improved 

by using these packaging products. 
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3.5.2. HIGH DENSITY POLYETHYLENE (BDPE): 

The demand for the woven sacks is linked to the 

demand pattern of fertilizer, cement, sugar, salt and 

other bulk colDJllodity packaging requirements. This has 

been mainly replacing/complimenting the jute and cloth 

bags in a few Asian countries. The largest producer of 

jute in the world is India. But the jute production has 

been more or less stagnant for nearly more than a 

decade (Table- 3.5(2)). The demand of synthetic sacks 

is mainly for the packaging of fertilizer and cement. 

Fertilizer production is based on nitrogen, potas

sium and phosphatics. Packaging of fertilizer is mostly 

done in jute fabric laminated with LLDPE/HMHDPE film. 

Jute sacks are used for packaging of nitrogenous and 

other mixed fertilizers in jute producing countries. 

Woven sacks of HOPE are used for packaging of phosphat

ic fertilizers because of superior chemical resistance. 

sacks made from PP/HOPE have many advantages over jute 

sacks - better stress and abrasion resistance, better 

moisture resistance etc. But they have the disadvantage 

of difficulty in stacking due to slippery surface. 

Among synthetic sacks, PP sacks can be stacked higher 

than HOPE due to better coefficient of friction. 

In order to protect the jute industry Indian 
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government reserves a certain areas for jute bags 

i.e.foodgrains, urea, sugar & cement. The government 

imports it and supplies to fertilizer plants for unit 

packaging and feeding the market. 

Polymer consumption in fertilizer packaging is 

calculated assuming sot of nitrogenous fertilizers to 

be urea which is necessarily packed in jute bags. The 

remaining 2ot and the entire phosphatic are assumed to 

be packed in synthetic sacks. 

Each synthetic bag consists of the outer sack and 

inner liner. The sack made of HOPE weights 110 gms 

whereas the linear made of LOPE weights 25 gms. Based 

on this the polymerwise breakup can be taken as 

70:20:10 for HOPE:LDPE:PP. 

Cement industry uses different packaging materials 

i.e. jute, multiwalled paper bags and synthetics. Jute 

dominates in India in cement packaging. Synthetic bags 

have several advantages over jute. 

(i) They are stronger than jute 

(ii) They are lighter and hence transportation and 

handling costs are lower. 

(iii) Seepage from synthetic bags is very low (0.3%) 

compared to jute bags (5%). 
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Hen~e there is a strong preference of synthetic 

sacks. Amongst synthetic materials PP is preferred over 

HOPE. PP has lower density than HOPE hence higher 

yield. Secondly PP can withstand higher filling temper

ature i.e. upto ioo0 c as compared to so0 c for HOPE. 

Produr.tion of cement, fertilizer and other consum

er products will continue to increase in developing 

countries. Hence the growth rate of the packaging 

material will also be driven with the increasing demand 

of these items. The use of conventional packaging 

material will continue to decrease due to various 

advantage of synthetic material. This will give a boost 

to the demand growth of synthetic materials. 

In the area of rigid packaging blow and injection 

moulded items are used for toiletries, vegetable oil, 

ghee, lube oils, pharmaceuticals and chemicals etc. 

However, LLOPE is capturing market in rigid packaging 

products in place of HOPE. The HMHOPE f ilMs and bags 

successfully removed paper from most of the consumer 

retail shops. 

3.5.3 POLYPROPYLENE: 

One of the major contributors for th'J growth of 
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polypropylene in the market is packaging film especially 

~he tubular quench (TQ) and biaxially oriented films 

(BOPP). 

TQ PP film accounts for t 1e largest volume sale of 

polypropylene. Textile over wrap and export garaent 

packaging are the key sectors of use of TQ films. The 

second largest end use of TQ films is in the general 

purpose packaging sector. 

The BOPP film represents one of the special appli

cations of the polypropylene. This has captured signif

icant markets from cellophane for cigarette wrapping, 

lamination, packaging of confectioneries, bakery 

products and other processed food items. 

In rigid packaging PP/PPCP shares the market 

requirements of crates, blown bottles and containers 

for packaging & transportation of unit packs of perish

ables, pharmaceuticals, toiletries & chemicals. PP also 

shares the market of HOPE in woven sacks. In addition 

to this PP twines and strappings have been largely 

replacing jute and metal strip for unit packaging. 
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3.5.4. POLYVINYL CHLORIDE : 

Rigid PVC film is used in the textile industry for 

overwrapping of garments. However, PP film has pene-

trated into this sector and resulted in a slower growth 

of rigid PVC films. However, twist wrapping of sweets 

and candy have been still retained by PVC. The calender 

foil market has been finding increasing use particular-

ly in pharmaceutical and consumer products such as 

razor blades, toys etc. 

Blown bottles ~f PVC have market for packaging of 

edible oils, fruit juices, mineral water and highly 

carbonated drinks. 

3.5.5. POLYSTYRENE : . 
Thermoformed polystyrene containers are the major 

packaging products. The injection moulded containers 

for cosmetics and other similar applications have also 

gained importance. 
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3.6 INDUSTRIAL COMPONENTS AND ENGINEERING PRODUCTS. 

The use of petrochemicals especially plastics and 

rubber in industrial components and engineering 

products has not only helped in modernisation of indus

tries but also given birth to new products in the area 

of electronics, telecommunication and computers. Engi

neering plastics replaced metals mainly in three 

areas: 

(i) Working parts in a form of compact thick sections , 

replacing die cast mouldings. 

(ii) Large component housing replacing metal sheets. 

(iii) Load bearing structures. 

3.6.1 ENGINEERING/ SPECIALITY PLASTICS. 

The ~orld wide share in consumption of engineering 

plastics in 1985 was only 2.1% of the total plastic 

material. The two largest consumer industries for 

engineering plastics were electrical/electronics and 

automobile. The share of major engineering plastics in 

developed countries during 1985 is shown in Table 

3.6(1). 
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TABLE 3. 6 (1) 

CONSUMPTION OF ENGINEERING PLASTICS IN DEVELOPED COUNTRIES-1985 

(Fig. in •ooo MTs} 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Type W.Europe U.S.A. Japan 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
PA (All types} 275 200 100 

ABS 410 480 450 

PC 90 140 50 

POM 68 50 70 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Amongst the developing countries like India the 

consumption pattern of engineering plastics was about 

16000 MTs per annum (including PMMA). However, based 

on emerging demand trend, it is expected that in 

addition to ABS and Polyamides; Polycarbonates, Pol

yacetals, PET/PBT and PTFE will also be required in 

reasonably good quantities with the induction of 

advanced technologies from leading manufacturers of 

developed countries particularly in automobile, elec

tronics and telecommunication sectors. The present 
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global consumption of major engineering/performance 

polymers is given in the Table J.6(2). 

'l'ABLB 3.6(2) 
GLOBAL COHSUKPTIOR OF BRGIHBBRIRG PLASTICS 

-------------------------------------------------------
Products Global Consumption 

(million MTs) 

-------------------------------------------------------
ABS 1.65 

PMMA 0.85 

PET 1.80 

PA 0.80 

POM 0.40 

PPS 0.20 

PBT 0.20 

PF 0.30 

UF/MF 0.15 

PE 1.40 

*EPOXY 0.96 

---------------------------------------------------
• Consumption of epoxy for reinforced plastic 

applications are not available. 

The sector wise consumption share of these materi-

als is as follows: 

(i) Automobile sector - 40% 

(ii) Appliances - 25% 
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(ii) Telecom 

(iv) Textile 

(v) Other 

-· 15\ 

- 10\ 

- 10\. 

Different engineering polymers have got some 

specific features such as PMMA - optical clarity, 

polycarbonate - high impact strength, SAN - high chemi

cal resistance and ABS - better blend of mechanical 

properties. In view of this, properties and applica

tions of different performance plastics are discussed 

in the following sections. 

3.6.1.1 ACRYLOllITRILE, BUTADIEllE, STYRENE (ABS) 

Made from a continuous phase of styrene, Acryloni

trile (SAN) on to which a dispersed elastomeric phase 

of polybutadiene is grafted; ABS offers combination of 

toughness, rigidity and surface properties. These 

coupled with its excellent processibility make it the 

largest volume performance engineering polymer. The 

global consumption is estimated to be in the range of 

1.65 million MTs and is growing at the rate of 4.5\ per 

annum to reach the production levels of approximately 

1.95 million MTs in 1995. The major application area of 

ABS are automotive, business machines, appliances, 

telecommunication and consumer electronics. In all 
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these areas the product is used for interior non-load 

bearing panels and housing. It is also used in blends 

with PVC and polycarbonate. 

3.6.1.2. POLYJIETllYL llETllACRYLATE (PllllA) 

Commonly known as Acrylic, PHMA, made from He

thylmethacrylate monomer; is distinguished by its 

excellent clarity and a good impact resistance under 

normal handling conditions. The product is easily 

depolymerised to its monomer and can again be polymer

ized, making it possible to obtain cast sheets from 

regenerated monomer with very little investment on 

plant and machinery. The current global consumption of 

virgin polymer is estimated to be 0.85 million HTs and 

is likely to reach one million HTs by 1995. 

The major application of PMMA sheet is in the glow 

sign market followed by glazing market in the building 

industries, fabricated novelty products and for automo

tive applications in public transport system. The mold

ing grades of resin are used for automobile, lenses, 

dials for instruments, and consumer electronic 

products. 
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3.6.1.3 POLYETHYLENE TEREPllTJIALATE (PET) 

Made from condensation polymerization of ethylene 

glycol with dimethyl terephthalate/ terephathalic acid 

is dominated by its usages in the textile industry as 

the most widely used synthetic fiber. Different grades 

depending on the degree of crystallinity, are also used 

for blown bottles, insulation films and to a limited 

extent for moulded appliances. 

Nearly 1.8 million MTs PET was used globally for 

bottles and film applications in 1991. Of this 55% was 

used for production of bottles for beverages, drugs, 

cosmetics, and edible oils. The balance quantity was 

used in films for packaging, magnetic tapes, strapping 

etc. Polymers which have higher mechanical properties 

and better temperature resistance are primarily used in 

industrial applications requiring structural perform

ance at elevated temperature. Besides this it retains 

its inherent plastic properties of being insulating 

medium to electrical and thermal energy. 

3.6.1.4 POLYBUTYLENE TEREPBTBALATE (PBT): 

Polybutylene Terephthalate (PBT), made from 

condensation reaction of 1,4 Butanediol with dimethylte-
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rephthalate, is predominantly used in moulding. Small 

quantities of PBT is also used in moulding applica

tions, but its contribution to the total engineering 

plastic products is quite low. Thermoplastic Polyester 

is also used as an alloying material with Polycarbonate 

for automotive impact bearing applications. 

Excluding the fibre, bottle and film applications, 

of PET, the consumption of PET and PBT for moulding is 

estimated to be 0.25 million MTS and is likely to reach 

0.3 million MTs by 1995. Due to its crystalline nature 

it imparts good chemical resistance, superior electri

cal properties, excellent heat resistance and dimen

sional stability in the filled form. Thermoplastic 

polyester is widely used in electrical, electronics and 

domestic appliance applications. 

3.6.1.5 POLYAKIDES (PA) 

While there are a number of Polyamides commercial

ly developed;the usage is dominated by two major types 

i.e. Polyamide 6 (produced from polymerization of 

caprolactam) and Polyamide 66 (produced from condensa

tion reaction of hexamethylene diamine and adipic 

acid). The physical and mechanical properties are 

largely determined by the degree of crystallinity. 
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Though Polyamides were initially developed as a 

synthetic fibre material, over the years they have been 

used for fi.llll and moulding applications as well. Fibre 

applications even now constitute the primary usage. 

Being crystalline polymers, Polyamides offer very good 

solvent resistance and in the filled form mechanical 

properties are substantially improved. Due to relative

ly lower cost compared to other engineering thermoplas

tics, the global consumption is also highest and is 

currently estimated to be 0.8 million MTs which is 

likely to reach one million MTs by 1995. 

The moulding markets account for 55\ of the resin 

consumption and are broken up into automotive (11\), 

electrical (11%), engineering (14%), textile (7\), 

hardware items (3%), and miscellaneous applications 

(9\). The balance 20\ is made-up of extruded rods, flats 

and film applications. 

Bulk of the Polyamides used by the industry is in 

the transportation sector. This is followed by usages 

in the electrical, electronics, industrial machinery, 

appliances and consumer items. Significant volume of 

Polyamide is also used for monof ilament and film 

applications. 
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3.6.1.6. POLYCARBONATE (PC) 

Amongst the major engineering thermoplastics, PC 

is perhaps the fastest growing polymer in terms of its 

usages. The general purpose grade of PC is a linear 

polyester of carbonic acid in which the dihydric phe

nols are linked through carbonate groups. Addition of a 

small amount of polyhydric phenols can enhance flame 

retardancy, melt strength and other properties. The 

consumption at present is estimated to be in the range 

of 0.6 million MTs and is expected to reach one million 

MT by 1995. The material has its demand in safety 

shield and helmets, bio-medical area, electronics and a 

large variety of engineering products. 

3.6.1.7. POLYACETALS (POK) 

Polyoxymethylene (POM) commonly known as Polyace

ta l is available as a homopolymer made by polymeriza

tion of formaldehyde and as a copolymer from polymeri

zation of trioxane with small amount of comonomer which 

randomly distributes the carbon-carbon bonds in the 

form of oxyethylene groups. The oxyethylene units in 

the polymer chain help to prevent thermal, oxidative 

and chemical attacks on the polymers. 
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The global presence in the polymer is dominated by 

DuPont manufacturing, homopolymer grades (Delrin) and 

Hoechst-Celanese manufacturing copolymer grades {Cel

con). The present estimated consumption is approximate

ly 0.35 million MTs which is likely to go up to 0.4 

million MTs by 1995. The material has got its applica

tion in electrical, industrial, irrigation and engi

neering products. 

3.6.1.8 MODIFIED POLYPBEllYLEME OXIDE/ETHER(MPPO/MPPE) 

Polyphenylene oxide is made by oxidative coupling 

of substituted phenols with elimination of water mole

cule. 1n its pure form PPO is characterized by high 

heat resistance but poor thermal stability. To make it 

amenable to conventional ~hermoplastics processing 

techniques it is suitably alloyed with Polystyrene. 

This process of modification made it the first commer

cially successful alloy in the world. 

Modified PPO market is dominated by GE Plastics, 

the originator of the alloy. The present global con

sumption is estimated to be 0.2 million MTs which is 

likely to reach 0.25 million MTs by 1995. 

Due to its excellent electrical properties, good 

mechanical properties and flame retardancy, mPPO is 
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widely used in business machine, telecommunications, 

electrical and electronic applications. It is used in 

the automotive field for heat resistant interior parts 

and as an alloy with Polyamide, for on-line paintable 

exterior body panel applications. Due to high hydrolyt

ic stability, mPPO is also used for various fluid and 

environmental engineering applications. The present 

consumption is estimated to be 300 MTs which is likely 

to reach 3,500 MTs by 1995 and, 7,300 MTs by 2000 AD. 

3.6.1.9 POLY TETRA FLOURO ETHYLENE (PTFE) 

PTFE is widely used in industrial applications due 

to its excellent chemical resistance, heat resistance 

and good mechanical properties. The global estimated 

capacity is 44,000 MTs which is likely to go up to 

55,000 MTs shortly. The self lubrication properties and 

high heat resistance is the reason for its acceptabili

ty in many industrial components. 

3.6.1.10 POLY PBENYLENE SULFIDE (PPS) 

PPS has very high temperature resistance and 

almost zero mould shrinkage coupled excellent mechani

cal properties and chemical resistance. It is being 
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used in small quantities for critical applications in 

electrical, electronic, business machines and consumer 

novelty items etc. The current global consumption of 

PPS is estimated to be 15,000 MTs. 

3.6.1.11 POLY SULFOllE 

Due to their high heat resistance and transparency 

polysulfones are also used in small quantities for 

medical applications r~quiring repeated sterilization 

and components for da~ry equipments which need the 

property for visual inspection of internal content or 

flow of products. The global consumption is estimated 

to be 11,000 MTs; bulk of this goes for medical appli-

cations. 

There are a large number of other low-volume, 

high-value thermoplastic resins that ara used in indus

trial applications, requiring specific performance 

criteria. This includes polyetherimide, polyethere

therketone (PEEK), polyarylate, polyimide, poly-amide

imide and liquid crystal polymers. 

3.6.2 THERMOPLASTIC ALLOYS ' BLENDS: 

Thermoplastic alloys and blends have high develop-
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mental cost associated with invention and commerciali

zation of new polymers. With the substantial progress 

achieved in the field of comptibilizer technology, a 

wide range of alloys and blends are being commercial

ized to clinch market in specific application segments 

where a single polymer is either functionally deficient 

or economically unattractive. Use of engineering 

thermoplastics and speciality polymers in this area has 

made substantial progress. 

The commercially successful list of alloys and 

blends include AL/PVC, ABS/PPO, PC/ABS, PC/PBT, PC/PE, 

PPO/PA, PPS/PTFE, ABS/Polysulfone, PBT/Polysulfone, 

polysulfone or polyethersulfone with PTFE etc. In most 

of these areas thl compatabilizer technology is closely 

guarded resulting in few successful manufacturers able 

to offer these alloys. 

3.6.3 TBERMOSETS 

Details of global consumption of thermosets col

lected from different industrial sources has been shown 

in Table 3.6 (2) and their main applications are shows 

in Table 3.6 (3) 
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TABLE 3.6(3) 

APPLICATIONS OF TRERMOSETS 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
End Use Applications Percentage 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
1. Electrical accessories, plugs, switches etc. 

2. Electronic parts (connectors), switchgear 

and other related electrical components 

including telecommunication components. 

J. Non-electrical domestic appliances 

e.g. Pressure cooker haudles, Knobs etc. 

4. Electrical appliances-household 

end use applications 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Automobiles (e.g. Distributor Cap) 

Defence Applications 

Textiles-Garments Indu~try 

Novelty items (ashtray) 

Household items; Toilet seat 

10. Miscellaneous (Ind. trolley, Railway (signal 

relayst) Industrial parts. 

29 

25 

10 

5 

7 

2 

5 

1 

2 

14 

100 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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3.6.3.1 PHENOL FORMALDEHYDE (PF) 

The consumption of PF had been growing at a very 

low pace over the past few years. The main reason could 

be low technological improvements both in the produc

tion as well as the processing areas. The growth rate 

expected to be 2.5\ per annum during this decade to 

reach a level of 16,500 MTs during 1995 and 18,700 MTs 

in the year 2000 AD. 

3.6.3.2 UREA FORMALDEHYDE (OF)/ MELAMINE FORMALDEHYDE 

(MF) 

UF moulding powders are mostly used in the elec

trical industry (80%) and for production of buttons 

(15%). Small quantities are also used for manufacture 

of toilet seats and for novelty items. MF is mostly 

used for moulding of tablewares (95\) and a small 

quantity for electrical applications, as industrial 

laminates. 

The current consumption of UF/MF is likely to grow 

at a more rapid pace compared to that of PF. The demand 

is estimated to reach 12,000 MTs by 1995 and 19,000 MTs 

by 2000 AD. 
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3.6.3.3 UNSATURATED POLYESTER 

Unsaturated Polyesters are versatile thermosets 

offering a wide range of products and enormous varie

ties of application possibilities, made from a mixture 

of phthalic anhydride, maleic anhydride, propylene 

glycol, ethylene glycol and styrene monomer these are 

used primarily with reinforcing materials like glass, 

aramid and carbon fibre. The reinforced applications of 

unsaturated Polyester account for 80% of the total 

usages. Advances made in the areas of Sheet Moulding 

Compounds (SMC), Bulk Moulding Compounds (BMS) and 

Dough Moulding Compound (DMC) have enabled to overcome 

the processing draw back of the thermosetting resin at 

the same time availing of its property benefits. 

The primary usages of reinforced unsaturated 

polyester is in the electrical and electronic industry. 

Automotive and transportation sectors also use substan

tial volume followed by industrial applications. 

The major processes involved are hand laying up, 

compression mo~lding, SMC, OMC, filament winding, 

pultrusion, continuous impregnation, casting etc. 
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3.6.3.4 EPOXY RESIN 

Widely made by condensation of epichlorohydrin 

with bisphenol-A, diphenyl propane; epoxy is primarily 

used for coating, bonding and to a very limited extent 

for specialized reinforced plastic applications. In the 

latter category, bulk of usages are in the electrical 

laminates for printed circuit breakers. The global 

consumption of epoxy in the reinforced application is 

estimated to be 3.36 million MTs. 

The growth in consumption of engineering/ spe

ciality plastics would entirely depend on the demand of 

the end user industries. The extent to which these 

plastics either in prime form or as compounds, alloys 

and blends proved to be cost/performance effective, 

alternative to the existing materials of construction. 

There is an ample scope in developing countries with 

the diversified applications of these plastics. 

Engineering/speciality plastics are high cost, low 

volume materials. The consumption pattern of the major 

ones is given in Table 3.6 (4) for developing countries. 

Materials like ABS, Nylon, PPS, PMMA, PET, PBT, PTFE 

etc. are manufactured in the countries like India, 

China, Mexico, Argentina and s. Korea etc. The large 

consumers are Hongkong, Taiwan, s. Korea, India and 
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TABLE 3.6 (4) 
CONSUMPTION PATTERN OF ENGINEERING PLASTICS 

(%) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Polyamides Polycarbonates Polyacetals PET/PBT ABS PTFE 

Transportation 4-5 4-5 10-15 8-15 12-15 

Teletronics 18-20 25-30 40-45 25 25 

Electrical 4-5 10-15 15-20 - Neg. 10 

General Engg. 45-50 15-20 15-20 12 15 75 

Others 15-20 35-40 5 40 40-45 10 

(monof ilaments/ (consumer/ (consumer/ (refrigerator/mixie 
bristles/ domestic) domestic) housing) 
consumer) 

Misc. 5 5 5 5 4-5 5 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



materials, these countries largely depend on import. 

Capacities building is also planned for PC and polyace

tals in developing countries. 

Taiwan and Hongkong are large producers of consum

er electronics, computers and telecommunication 

products mainly for their export. These countries have 

adequate infrastructural facilities for the processing 

of engineering and speciality plastics. They have also 

gained expertise in this area. The blends/alloys re

quired for special end use applications are also pro

duced and adequate facilities for their compounding 

have been created. 

Some of the speciality materials and thermosets 

are used in defence, aerospace and other high tech 

applications. Countries like India and China have 

expertise in the application development of these 

materials. Their material requirement is partly ful

filled by local production. Fibres like PP fibre, 

acrylic have gained its market in automobile and indus

trial sectors. Indigenous rubber production partly 

takes care the requirement of industrial and engineer

ing components like tyres, gaskets, seals, belts etc. 
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4.0 EXPERIENCE GAINED FROM THE PEVELOPMENT PATTERNS OF 

DOWNSTREAM PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES IN INDUSTRIALISED 

COUNTRIES AS APPLICABLE TO THE CONDITIONS PREVALENT IH 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES: 

The development of downstream petrochemical 

products has surpassed the traditional materials not 

only in terms of economics but also in performance. 

These products are substituting as well as supplement

ing the natural materials which are mostly found in 

short supply and could not fulfill the.basic human 

needs. The existence of certain products in electron

ics, electrical, telecommunication, transportation and 

business machines is only due to petrochemical 

products. The increase in the standard of living is 

largely due to the availability of these products as 

per demand in developed countries. 

While discussing the experience from industria

lised countries and their applicability in developing 

countries , some of the general f e~tures of the latter 

are necessary to be covered here. 

In general, the overall situation is quite differ

ent in developing countries than the developed ones. 
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Hence, the experience gained from industrialised na

tions can be used in developing countries by taking 

into consideration their geographical situation, cli

matic conditions and local needs. 

Huge population and its uncontrolled growth in 

certain developing regions is one of the major causes 

of concern. Today's planning, therefore, cannot hold 

good for tomorrow and an uncertainty prevails at all 

levels of bureaucratic and political sphere. The speedy 

economic growth in general is only possible by an 

effective control on population. This will provide 

better opportunities of education & development of 

people, and improving the standard of living, effective 

utilization of resources with the diversification of 

attention towards overall modernization. 

Political scene is different in different develop

ing countries. The decision changes with the change in 

power in democratic countries and policy decisions are 

delayed or modified for political gains which result in 

huge losses. The programmes therefore are modified and 

take either long time for implementation or dropped, at 

times. On the other side, stability is more in de

veloped countries and the decision of national interest 

are efficiently implemented and they remain unchanged 
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even with the change in political situation of the 

country. 

Another drawback in the developing countries is 

the lack of managerial skill. This becomes one of the 

reasons of imperfection in planning, delay in decision 

making and implementation of programme at all stages. 

The developed countries on the other hand are strong in 

this aspect and therefore have succeeded in fast eco

nomic growth. 

Some of the developing countries, although rich in 

their natural resources are unable to utilize them 

effectively due to various direct or indirect problems 

generally of short duration but of varied nature and 

arise in succession. This is mainly due to poor organi

sational structure and lack of problem solving skiil in 

decision makers. 

The technology development has mainly taken place 

in developed nations i.e. USA, Japan and Western Eu

rope. They have succeeded in this attempt with joint 

efforts and strong interaction between institutions, 

industries and research estdblishments. As it stands 

true that necessity is the mother of invention, most of 

the developments in the petrochemical sector had taken 
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place at the time of the world war II. Early realisation 

of need for synthetic material, high managerial skill, 

perfect planning and uninterrupted speedy implementa

tion of science and technological programmes are a few 

facts for the success of developed countries. The 

growth in this area has therefore mainly taken place 

there • on the other hand, developing countries have 

always concentrated in fulfilling the basic human needs 

for their large population. This has compelled them to 

give more thrust on the agricultural sector without 

much of modernisation. The long term planning has 

helped the developed countries to effectively use and 

specify the usage area of their resources. 

The demand of petrochemical products in developing 

countries grew at a faster rate in so•s, as a result of 

which huge capacity expansion plans were made. A number 

of new plants have already gone on stream and many are 

in offing. This expansion is not only for the captive 

consumption in these countries, but also to export a 

good amount of petrochemical products due to the avail

ability of huge reserves of feedstock especially in 

Asia/Pacific region. 

It is most likely that low cost of petrochemical 

products will not be the only reason to compete in the 
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export market but the grown up over capacity demands 

more efforts for the development of value added 

products and activities for new application development 

for better marketability. In developed countries, group 

of experts constantly work to keep the demand of their 

material growing whereas developing countries opt for a 

technology for only the production of the materials but 

do not give a serious thought for their better reputa

tion in the market. They also lack in their efforts for 

better market development. 

The fast changing scene where the developed coun

tries keep modernising and developing new technologies, 

developing countries are not able to keep pace and the 

technologies imported by them from developed countries 

become obsolete. The new technologies involve more 

automation and energy efficiency, lower cost of produc

tion, and are generally eco-friendly. In developing 

countries more concerted efforts are required for 

effective absorption and necessary modification of the 

technology to suit the local conditions. Contribution 

of scientists and technologists has to be more in this 

direction. It also requires a good technological data 

base and better information technology as in developed 

countries having huge production capacities for petro

chemical products. Some of the developing countries 
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having high production capacity for petrochemical 

products do not even have the facilities for research 

and development in this area. In their long term plan, 

they are therefore required to create these facilities 

to meet the challenges in future. Countries who have 

built up their capacities mainly for export may face 

problem with the development of new technologies in 

developed nations providing petrochemicals at lower 

cost. This makes it important to continuously update 

their technology through in-house research facilities 

as experienced in developed countries. 

The education system in developing countries 

generally has less relevance to the needs of the econo

my. The training / education programmes are less prac

tical oriented/job oriented. Experience gained from 

industrialised nations have to be utilized for modify

ing the education system so that more self employment 

opportunities are created. The job knowledge is neces

sary for the new entrants so that they keep interest in 

updating their knowledge especially in petrochemical 

sector. Countries like India and China have created 

facilities for the practical oriented training in this 

area to meet their local demand for manpower. Moderni

zation of the existing facilities and setting up of 

institutions for such training will be required in the 
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developing nations. 

The aim of a social security system is to make 

sure that buying power is equitably distributed among 

the er.tire population so that every one in a country 

has money to buy goods and services that will keep the 

whole work force employed in manufacturing goods and 

providing services. It should also ensure that wages, 

incomes and prices are controlled so that the law of 

supply and demand is not allowed to depress wages in a 

surplus labour market or drive up prices in a country 

of chronic shortages. Most of the highly populated 

countries are economically backward. Buying power of 

most of them is not such that they can even afford the 

minimum required for daily life. It is therefore under

stood that the per capita demand growth of petrochemi

cals will remain low. Therefore the setting up of new 

petrochemical plants should be more need based and as 

per the expected growth rate. Simply going with the 

equation that "standard of living is linked with petro

chemical products~ does not hold good for a few de

veloping countries. such countries have to carefully 

look for the availability of natural resources meeting 

the requirement of human needs before planning for 

highly capital intensive new petrochemical plants. 
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The growing unemployment in developing countries 

does not favour automation; as a step to modernization 

which is more in industrially developed countries. A 

difficult situation arises when a compromise is to be 

made for control of production cost through automation 

and provide more oppor~unities for employment alonqwith 

import liberalization. An experience of developed 

countries cannot be fully practiced in this situation 

of developing countries. However their experience can 

be used as guidelines in economising the production 

cost of petrochemical products and develop cost con

sciousness amongst producers. 

The environmental problem due to more industriali

zation has been felt globally. The chemical industries 

are largely responsible for the pollution. It is also 

expected that the Asia/Pacific will be the growth 

centre for production of chemicals and petrochemicals 

in the coming years. Many of the industries are however 

suffering due to the environmental problem. It is there 

fore necessary that before the new technology selection 

for future expansion, a careful thought has to be 

given on this aspect. 

The research ac~ivities in developed countries are 

mostly in groups where scientists and technologists 
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make joint efforts not only to develop materials, 

catalysts or chemicals but also see that it is scaled 

up and a technology is developed for the production. In 

developing countries on the contrary, the efforts made 

are more on basic research for self gain in term of 

enhancing basic knowledge instead of applied work as a 

group activity. Hence the research activities are not 

targeted towards development of new materials or tech

nology but mor~ or less left as laboratory activity. 

The experience gained from developed countries is 

required to be used in developing countries in order to 

make the efforts of scientists more in the direction of 

applied research leading to scale up and production. 

The basic research will in no way be in line for ful

f i 11 ing the local needs. The new research areas in 

which activities are going on in the developed coun

tries are opted, but they are not aimed for development 

of technology/materials. 

Petrochemicals as synthetic materials are stable 

to biological attack. They have long life and cause 

waste disposal problem. Developed countries have been 

consuming very large quantities of plastics, rubber, 

fibre a-.~ other petrochemical products but the pollu

tion caused by them is a major concern. In developing 

countries the consumption of these materials will grow 
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over a period of time and to help in protecting the 

environment they have to contribute in selection/ 

developing such products/technologies which can help in 

avoiding this nuisance. 

Some of the developed countries have been discour

aging the use of polymers like PVC and PS for certai~ 

applications like food packaging mainly due to envi

ronmental pollution. The developing countries on the 

contrary have not yet paid much attention to this 

problem. A careful thought is to be given to diversify 

the applications of such materials in other sectors 

leaving a place for other products which are more 

compatible to environment. 

International agencies through their expertise 

have been providing the services for the economic 

growth of the developing countries. UNIDO has played a 

big role by helping all the developing and developed 

nations to bring them to a common platform by providing 

the expertise in technology selection, training and 

setting of new establishments of petrochemicals. It is 

also expected that their experience and expertise will 

further help in deciding the future course of action 

for the growth of downstream petrochemical products in 

developing countries. 
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The experience gained from industrialised coun

tries has been largely useful as guideline to the 

developing countries for the growth of petrochemical 

industries since they differ from each other in terms 

of availability of natural resources and geographical 

location. However, in future, developing countries have 

to make a strong infrastructure for providing technical 

support to their local petrochemical industries through 

indigenous efforts of application development, 

strengthening of training facilities, more activities 

in research and development of applied nature and 

strengthening linkages between industries, R&D centres 

and academic institutions. 
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5.0 IDENTIFICATION OF llAJOR CQNSTRAINTS IQ Alm OPPORTV

RITIES FOR THE PROMOTION OF DOWNSTREAM PETROCHEMICAL 

.INDQSDIES I!! QEVILOPING COUJITRIIS 

The reality of our existence on this earth is that 

all the nations have been clubbed under the heads 

dueveloped, developing and under-developed. Indian 

ethos give far broader out-look by saying that "entire 

world is one family". 

Developing nations have many of their constraints 

in common originating from within the nation and/o~ 

sometimes imposed upon by dynamic forces of other 

nations. The net result is slow/checked national 

growth. One of the indicators of national growth is 

growth of social fabric of the citizen through science 

and technology {S&T). Therefore in all developing 

nations S&T needs to form a respected part of national 

planning leading to its implementation. Based on 

regional infrastructure, feedstock, energy and human 

resource skills, developing nations must make their own 

long term technology forecast that can be suitably 

adopted. This needs to take care futuristic technical 

environment. Petrochemical industry is more volatile 
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vith respect to life cycles of technologies of a 

product. 

5.1. JIBED POR TBCJDIOLOGY CllAllGES : 

In the field of petrochemicals, it is the custom~r 

who ~ictates the specific product requirement in to

day's scenario. 

Since these needs are changing rapidly, the new 

technologies evolved are of fusion in character rather 

more time and money consuming "break-through" type. 

such needs arise primarily due to: 

Competition - for improved processes 

(productivity, efficiency) 

Financial Crunch - for low fixed and 

operating cost. 

Energy crunch - Limited resources. 

Safer Routes/Chemicals - More safety awareness. 

Eco-friendly - New environmental restraints 

(Emission levels and Biodegradability) 

Standardization - Swing technology with 

respect to feedstocks and product grades. 

Obsolescence - Unit process/Unit operation 

changes with new concepts. 
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Plant Compactness - Land scarcity. 

Once the need for change is established, there is 

normally a constant debate between developing or ac

quiring such technologies. This is decided based on the 

knowledge of repetitive/non-repetitive or guarded tech 

nologies. To-day's technologies aim for optimum usage 

of hydrocarbons. 

5.2. PETROCHEMXCAL COMPLEX - MOTHER PLANT AND DOWJl

STREAM UNITS : 

Productwise, petrochemicals are characterised as 

primary building blocks, intermediates and end 

products. It is the techno-economic integration of the 

above that leads to the combination of units called 

"PETROCHEMICAL COMPLEX". These complexes can be : 

Aromatic Complex 

Olef ins Complex 

The mother plant of an aromatic complex called 

"Xylenes plant" is invariably fed with High Aromatic 

Naphtha (HAN). It gets reformed in p-xylene (beside 

ortho and meta xylenes) and benzene as building blocks. 

P-xylene is used for the production of synthetic 
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fibre intermediates like DMT and PTA which in-turn are 

used for making synthetic fibres like PSF. and PFY. 

o-xylene can be used for making phthalic anhydride; 

benzene is the main feedstock to produce an intermedi

ate like caprolactum which is used to make NFY and 

nylon tyre cord, benzene is also used to manufacture 

styrene, phenol, LAB etc. 

The mother plant of an olef ins complex is called 

"Cracker", when it is fed with Low Aromatic Naphtha 

{LAN) the unit is called naphtha cracker. When it is 

fed with c2 /c3 fraction of the natural gas, the unit is 

called gas cracker. 

A complex based on naphtha beside ethylene and 

propylene gives other co-products like butadiene, 

benzene, c5 & c7 . A gas cracker yields more ethylene, 

propylene building blocks with very limited co-products 

of c4 , c5 , c 6 carbon numbers. It has the advantage of 

low capital investment, low energy requirement and can 

be located away from refineries or gas fields. 

A very large number of products can be made by 

putting downstream units from building blocks and co-
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products as stated above. 

5.3. AGONY AND JOY OF PROMOTING D01fllSTREAK PETROCHEMI

CAL UBITS : 

The conventional concept is to have mother unit 

along with downstream unit together. Due to rising 

prices and high capital cost to set-up mother units, 

invariably downstream units are conceived first based 

on distant sources of feedstocks. Mother unit setting

up is deferred. This is done to take advantage of low 

global prices of building blocks produced from world 

size large units. Thus complexities of setting-up down

stream petrochemical complexes are unique for develop

ing nations. The said downstream units are limited for 

intermediates or products. Figures 5.4(1) to 5.4 (6) 

give significant possible petrochemical products from 

various building blocks. 

The agony and joy with respect to constraints & 

opportunities to promote downstream petrochemicals can 

be better dealt through following: 

a) To face the reality of the situation, the nations 

have to develop human resource for work and on 
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advisory panel. More thrust on a~plied research using 

fusior. technologies approach is a must. one has to do 

market seedi~g prior to large dumping of the products 

from various downstream units. For this greater econom

ic assistance can be provided from various developing 

nations itself rather than getting the same from de

veloped nations at high cost and lavish terms. 

b) Protected economy allows a nation to be within her 

domain, liberalization is the only way to come out and 

face the world. 

c) sometimes the Government Laws in terms of taxes 

and statutes are not conducive to the basic spirit of 

industrialisation. 

d) Realise your own regional needs, possible value 

addition, present and fut~re market potential to decide 

product mix rather than taking a leap for conventional 

r.. ~de. 

e) Strategically, sometimes it ; ~- ~·~i"'f :-red to avoid 

stiff competition and go for non-existing product mix 

so that the country is master of the main market. 

f) It is a better approach to establish po1·t-termi-
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nals for taking price advantages of building blocks 

through international market and also establish rela

tively large size units close to the terminal to facil

itate export. 

g) Decide unit sizes (and MES) based on local condi

tions with respect to location, feedstock availability, 

financial position rather than guided by world size 

units. 

h) Choose a technology that can be absorbed/ 

adapted/assimilated with ease at the desired location 

and the available operating skilled staff. Occasionally 

technologies offered are for initial testing (imparted 

in the name of being latest at high cost) or when it 

loses its regional value at which it continues its 

existing operation. 

i) Developing nations have to catch-up and incorpo

rate the concept of inherent safety during plant design 

to minimise the risk. They also need to go for 

Hazop/Hazan type checks for critical areas for improved 

plant and personnel safety. 

j) Port terminals help in easy exports, thereby 
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avoiding large hydrocarbon movement by road/railways. 

They are not ever burdened and available for better 

public utility. 

k) Today's customers are more product quality con

scious. This needs additional efforts funding in and 

market intelligence. 

l) Concern for improving present environment and 

betterment in future takes good amount of finances. 

Each individual unit has its primary effluent treat

ment facility rather than only one common centralised 

facility. Real value addition of feed streams is rea

lised by promoting downstream units in petrochemicals. 

Scientists and technologists have to direct their 

efforts towards fusion technologies for desired product 

ranges preferably with multiproduct swing processes. 

Human skills need to be developed along with industri

alisation of a developing nation to design, erect, 

commission and smoothly operate the technologies. 

Industry needs encouragement from local Government. For 

better co-operation between developing countries, there 

is a need for strong data base and directory of experts 

in various fields for technical exchange. 
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6.0 ELEMENTS OF A SECTORAL STRATEGY FOR THE - -- ----
GROWl'H OF DOWHSTRF.AJI PETROCHEMICAL IMDUSTBIES 

!!!.. DEVELOPING COUN'l'RIES 

6.1 FEEDSTOCK AVAILABILITY, KANUFACTURIHG CAPACITIES 

DEMAND CHARACTERISTICS AND GROWTll ASSESSKEKT FOR DOD-

STREAM PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS. 

6.1.1 SCENARIO OF ~ORLD CHEMICAL INDUSTRY : 

The total market of the world chemical industry 

today is estimated at dollar 1.1 trillions. The world 

chemicals market is dominated by Western Europe & North 

America with 29\ & 27.5\ share respectively. Over the 

years, the overall share in the world's chemical busi-

ness has been changing. The Asian chemical industry has 

been expanding generally in the field of commodity 

chemicals. The share of world's chemical production of 

US has dropped by over 20\ whereas that of Japan has 

risen from 5.5\ in 1960 to about 15\ in 1990. It has 

been forecasted that Asia/Pacific's market share of 

the chemical sectors will be the world's largest by 

2002 increasing from 26\ to 35\ with the value oi 

industry production more then double, i.e. $ 604 bil-

lion (4). 

The Asia Pacific region currently consumes 30\ of 

the world chemicals and by the end of the decade it 

would be a potential market for 40\ of the world 
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chemicals. The expansion in Asia Pacific therefore 

present a severe threat of competition in the commodity 

market. The capacity additions announced in the Asia 

Pacific would have profound impact on the chemical 

industries of the industrialized nations. The export 

markets of both Western Europe and US are likely to be 

severely affected. 

In terms of world chemical market by type, petro

chemicals share is more than 400 billion US $ or nearly 

40% of the total chemicals requirement. 

The raw materials used in petrochemical production 

are classified according to their stage of transforma

tion through various technical processes towards the 

final products as follows: 

Basic raw materials Petroleum and tlatural Gas. 

Basic intermediates : These include olefins, paraffins 

and aromatics - ethylene, propylene, butylene, methane 

and homologs, toluene, xylenes etc. 

secondary intermediates : These include basic interme

diates that have been processed into: acetaldehyde, 

acetone, styrene, caprolatam, acetic anhydride, 
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vinyl chloride, methanol, ammonia, glycol, polyisobu

tylene, and polyolefins. 

Final or end ~ products : These include plastics, 

synthetic rubber, synthetic fibres, detergents, nitro

gen fertilizers, automotive chemicals, resins and 

pesticides. 

In the past, the petrochemical industry has shown 

a relatively high rate of technological change. Howev

er, proven technology has predominated in recent years. 

Petrochemical plants are highly automated, continuous 

often operating with catalytic promotion, and conse

quently requiring to be large to be economically vi

able. Petrochemical plants utilize natural gas, gas 

condensate (specifically ethane and liquif ied petroleum 

gas "LPG" and oil products "naphtha") as both feedstock 

and energy source. The two third of these hydrocarbons 

are used as feedstock to synthesize various compounds. 

The remainder supplies needed energy including elec

tricity (5). In U.S. 70\ of ethylene produced comes 

from condensates like propane, butane and ethane ob

tained fr.om natural gas. In Europe and Japan, on the 

other hand naphtha refined from oil is used as feed

stock to produce ethylene. 
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The outlets for petrochemicals are the highly 

developed chemical processing industries. Value adding 

conversions and transformations are required before 

petroleum based olef ins, ammonia or aromatics reach the 

consumer as garments, fertilizers, plastic bags, rubber 

tyres etc. 

6.1.2 GLOBAL VIEW OF PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY: 

The global petrochemical industry went through a 

very interesting phase during the eighties. The indus-

try saw : 

Recession 
Rationalisation 
Restructuring 
Resurgence 
Recovery 
Reinvestment 

From the mid eighties, the world economy showed 

stronger growth. Demand for petrochemicals grew at a 

much faster pace than expected. In fact, growth of most 

of the commodity thermoplastics was at much faster pace 

than GDP of these nations. This was the period of 

resurgence and recovery. With demand outstripping 

supplies petrochemicals became scarce and prices spi

raled. In fact the return on investment became so 

attractive that it started a fresh spate of invest

ments Today the industry is facing over capacity and 
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recession, the effect of which is more felt in 

developed countries. The developing countries c.re also 

not unaffected by this situation. 

6.1.3 OUTLOOK FOR WORLD OIL: 

The world crude oil supplies are sufficient to 

meet the demand of petrochemical sector i:1 the foresee

able future. The current reserves are a?proximately 1 

trillion barrels. With two third of this reserves in 

the middle east including 1/4 of this in Saudi Arabia, 

the world can expect continued influence of price and 

supply by the Saudis. Crude oil and refined products 

will remain a primary source of energy well into the 

21st century. 

Between 1973 & 1980, the real price of oil rose 

approximately ter. fold. This increase led to the cost 

escalation of petrochemicals manifolds. Though long

term prices are upward, it is predicted that they would 

be at slower rate and with less volatile swings. 
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6.1.4 PETROCHEMICAL FEEDSTOCK&: 

The major petrochemical feedstocks are naphtha, 

natural gas liquids (NGL) and gases. Olefins are de

rived from gas oil, propane/butane, ethane, refinery 

gases also. Today, worldover, 60\ of olefins are de

rived from naphtha and 27\ from ethane/refinery gases. 

12\ comes from propane/butane predominantly used in 

USA. Though naphtha is still the primary feedstock for 

petrochemicals, with shifting of capacity build up to 

natural gas rich countries the imp~rtance of gas as an 

alternate route is growing. Competitiveness of gas 

based petrochemical expansion however, primarily depend 

on the price of crude oil and the valuation of gas. 

Natural gas resources worldwide is about equal to 

world's crude oil reserves. However, for petrochemical 

needs their use has been at a much slower pace than 

crude oil. Canada, Mexico, Middle East, Asia and N. 

Africa are belts where potential of growth of petro

ch0micals from gas is good. The gas production is a 

direct result of oil production to the extent of about 

500 million cubic feet of gas for each million barrels 

of oil produced. Total reserves of associated gas are 

estimated to be in excess of 100 trillion cubic feet in 

Saudi Arabia alone (3). 
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6.1.5 BUILDING BLOCKS OF PETROCHEMICALS: 

The building blocks for petrochemicals are ethyl

ene, propylene & butadiene. Ethylene is the driving 

force behind petrochemical growth. 

The present global ethylene capacity is about 

70.90 million MTs. The total capacity is projected to 

increase to about 15.3\ and 23.6\ by 1995 and 1997 re 

spectively as shown in Table 6.1(6). This capacity 

increase will be about 72.40\ in Middle East, 69.24% in 

Asia Pacific, 40% in East/Central Europe and 15.4\ in 

Latin America by 1997. In China alone, the projected 

ethylene capacity growth will be about 63% with the 

expansion of 5 existing plants and proposed 13 new 

plan~s. The capacity of ethylene based complexes in 

China will be about 5.9 million MTs/Year by the end of 

the decade (7). Amongst the Latin American countries, 

Brazil and Argentina are the countries who will con

tribute for ethylene capacity in the next 5-6 years. 

The projected growth in developed· countries is only 

about 10.60% but they will continue to dominate in 1997 

with their 40\ market share. The beginning in the 

petrochemical sector in Africa is with ethylene capaci

ty of 0.855 million MTs and this will increase by about 

48\ by 1997. 
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TABLE - 6.1(1) 
GLOBAL E'l'JIYLElfE CAPACX~Y ' ITS PROJECTION 

A. Developed countries 

i) USA & Canada 
ii) West Europe 
iii) .Japan 

SUB TOTAL 

B. Developing countries 

1. Asia Pacific 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

i) China 
ii) South Korea 
iii) Taiwan 
iv) India 
v) Thailand 
vi) Other Asia/ 

Pacific countries 

SUB TOTAL 

Middle East 

East/Central Europe 

Latin America 

Africa 

1992 

23435 
17910 

6204 

47549 

2255 
2715 

845 
570 
315 

1060 

7760 

3165 

7505 

4091 

855 

1995 

25355 
19875 

7004 

52234 

3080 
3155 
1065 
1170 

728 

1650 

10848 

4537 

8380 

4521 

1255 

(Fig. in •ooo MTs) 

1997 

25355 
20230 

7004 

52589 

3680 
3155 
1515 
1420 

728 

2635 

13133 

5457 

10505 

4721 

1265 

Increase from 
1992 to 1997 

1920 
2320 

800 

5040 

1425 
400 
670 
850 
413 

1615 

5373 

2292 

3000 

630 

410 

----------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 70925 81775 87670 16745 

----------------------------------------------------------------
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With the shift in feed stock to gas, propylene as 

a coproduct would not be available in large quantities. 

In fact, the present propylene capacity would go upto 

46.70 million MTs in 1995. Technology innovations are 

on the way to supplement propylene availability. Pro

pane dehydrogenation is being tried out and once the 

process is commercially proven, it will free propylene 

from ethylene and could have an independent price base. 

The world's butadiene capacity with its steady growth 

will go upto 7.9 million MTs by 1995. The other feed

stock styrene has attracted major investments and the 

world capacity would rise to about 20 million MTs by 

1995. Amongst Asia/Pacific countries a major expansion 

of styrene is planned in Indonesia & Thailand in order 

to produce plastic materials and rubber to meet their 

demand (8,9). 

On one side when the global petrochemical industry 

is heading towards large expansion especially in Asia 

Pacific, Middle east and central / east Europe, the 

present recession has been forcing to slash down the 

prices of petrochemical products. As a result of this 

some of the petroche~ical industries in West Europe are 

either being closed down / reducing production or 
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incurring losses. In Asia Pacific, South Korea is 

producing ethylene 20' above the domestic demand and 

its government has imposed ban on the present expansion 

plant (8). 

This over capacity situation in the world is 

likely to prevail even in the next few years with 

capacity of ethylene, propylene and styrene being more 

than the demand by 16\, 17t and at respectively in 1995 

(Table 6.1(2)). 

TABLE - 6.1(2) 
PROJECTED GLOBAL SUPPLY/DEMAND BALANCE OF SOME KEY 

PETROCHEMICALS - 1995 

(Fig. in million MTs) 

Product Capacity Demand Imbalance t Use 

Ethylene 86.00 72.00 14.00 84 

Propylene 46.70 39.00 7.70 83 

Styrene 20.00 18.40 1.60 92 

Source : Compiled at UNIDO Secretariat from various publica
tions. 

6.1.6 PETROCHEMICALS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES : 

Looking at the world's statistics of some of the 

petrochemical products such as thermoplastics, rubbers 

& synthetic fibres, it can easily be seen that the 
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developing countries, despite laying on rich reservoirs 

of hydrocarbon, ·raw materials & minerals, have negligi

ble share of production of chemicals and petrochemi

cals. For example, Japan alone with no reservoirs of 

hydrocarbons, bas llt share of world production of 

these materials, while the total share of all develop-

ing countries is about 12\. 

Developing countries have been mainly depending on 

imports from developed nations to meet their local 

demand of petrochemicals. The scenario is now changing 

and the oil/gas rich develo~ing countries are speedily 

developing/expanding their inhouse petrochemical capac

ity which will not only be sufficient to meet their 

local demand but also make them competitior in ~xport 

market. 

Some of the growth features in petrochemical 

sector of developing regions are given below : 

6.1.6.1 MIDDLE BAST, AFRICA ' WBSTBRll ASIA: 

The Gulf states have 2/3 of the world's oil/gas 

reserves. Gigantic downstream petrochemical units 

producing about 6.30 million MTs of petrochemical have 

been set up in Saudi Arabia alone. They are in a posi-
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tion to export huge quantities of petrochemicals to 

developed and other developing countries. Saudi Arabia 

and Iran are fast expanding and adding new petrochemi

cal products in their production range. North African 

countries also plan to expand their capacities and will 

be in a position to export their products to the de

veloped countries due to less local demand. The whole 

region will be a major exporter. Their own per capita 

consumption will however remain substantially lower 

than the developed countr~~s for next several years. 

These countries have yet to expand their infrastructure 

for the conversion of petrochemical products into 

finished goods and make efforts for new application 

development for local consumption. 

6.1.6.2 EAST, SOUTll EAST ' SOUTH ASIA : 

These regions have large consumers like India and 

big produces like Singapore, Korea and Taiwan and share 

about 30t primary as well as endproduct production and 

consumption of the developing countries. 

India having idP-ntif ied large oil and gas reserves 

is in for good growth in petrochemical capacities which 

~ay not be sufficient to meet the domestic demand for 

the end products and hence imports in large quantities 
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will continue in coming years. Pakistan with its gas 

reserves has yet to build up capacity for petrochemi

cals and it is expected to go on stream by 1995. 

Indonesia with its large reserves has good pros

pects for petrochemical industries growth. Singapore 

and South Korea have set up refineries and petrocheai

cal complexes based on iaported crude and will be 

largely exporting their primary and finished petrochem

ical products to third world countries. Thailand and 

Malaysia, with their petro resources are having good 

prospects for petrochemical industry. 

The demand for the petrochemical products may 

force the region to import olef ins from oil rich coun

tries but still they are likely to remain net importers 

of endproducts even though some countries like Indone

sia may turn out to be net exporter. 

6.1.6.3 LATIB AllBRICA : 

These countries have huge hydrocarbon reserves and 

also have substantial demand for petrochemicals. Mexi

co, Brazil, Venezuela and Argentina have registered a 

healthy growth of petrochemical industry and they are 

emerging as exporting countries with sound base for 
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petrochemicals. 

6.~.7 MAJOR PETROCBEllICAL BRD PRODUCTS : 

The aajor petrocheaical end products are plastics, 

synthetic fibre and synthetic rubber, having their 

share of 60\, lOt and 10\ respectively the remaining 

20\ is of other products. The production capacity, 

capacity utilization, demand and consumption of these 

major petrochemical end products in the past, present 

and future have been discussed in the following sec

tion. The future growth has been estimated by using the 

technique of trend transplantation. 

'fllBllD TRAllSPLallTATIOB ; 

The technique of transplantation is one way of 

forecasting future apparent codsumption of various 

petrochemicals based on their growth trends. The main 

hypothesis behind this approach is th3t the growth of 

petrochemical is basically derived by the growth of 

user industry sectors of the economy. Since petrochemi

cals find applications in almost all the industrial and 

household sectors, the growth of petrochemical industry 

is a barometer of overall industrial progress. 7.·he life 
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cycle of overall economy progress of countries has been 

assUDled to be similar which is probably a valid propo

sition in general. In order to forecast future growth 

trend of petrochemical products, past apparent consump

tion and population data have been used as the base 

aaterial. Mathematically the model can be explQined as 

under: 

Cij = Ij * Pi (j- 1) 

Cij = Apparent consumption forecast for petrochemical 

product 'i' for the year j. 

Ij =Country/region's population in the year •j•. 

Pi(j-1) = Per capita consumption petrochemical product 

'i' in given country/region for the year (j-1). 
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,.1.7.1 PLASTICS: 

Plastics are the dominant and most versatile group 

of downstream petrochemical industries and as such are 

characterized by ever increasing substitution of tradi

tional materials and penetration into new fields of 

application. Commodity plastics embrace polyvinyl 

chloride (PVC), polyethylene (low density polyethylene, 

linear low density polyethylene, high density polyeth

ylene, ultra high molecular weight polyethylene, poly

propylene (PP) and polystyrene as main constituents in 

all economic sectors. Their versatile use includes pipe 

and fittings, tubings, siding and window profiles, wire 

and cable covering, bottles, films and sheetings, blow 

moulded food containers, auto fuel tanks, injection 

moulded thin walled bottles, industrial pallets, crates 

and cases, bullet proof vest, fire-retardant safety 

clothing for industry, food trays, refrigerator liners, 

luggage, video cassette covers, business machine hous

ings, automotive duct work and panels, household appli

ances, electronic equipments, trims, stadium seats, 

power tools, business machine and appliance housings. 

Some of the main factors contributing to the 

progressive demand for plastics and to their emerging 
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potential for substitution of traditional materials are 

the following : 

(i) Conservation of natural resources like forest, 

land, and water, while avoiding pollution associated 

with extraction of metals; 

(ii) lighter products to save energy; 

(iii)durability and recyclability; 

(iv) easier-to-form products to save machine and man

power hours; 

(v) easier-to-handle products to save manpower and 

costs; 

(vi) more competitive products on the basis of cost and 

performance; 

(vii) more corrosion resistant, better-quality products 

to save maintenance and capital cost; 

(viii) improved materials with respect to thermal, 

mechanical, electrical and physical properties to 

withstand severe operating conditions; 

(ix) new systems and technologies to cater to innova

tive engineering applications; 

(x) cost-effective systems in sectors like agriculture, 

water distribution, etc.; and, 

(xi) new and better products to improve living condi

tions and satisfy aesthetic demands. 
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The needs explain, to a large extent, the dramatic 

growth of commodity plastics, often surpassing GDP 

growth rates, despite heavy restructuring in the up-

stream petrochemicals and the overcapacity situations 

reflecting an established cyclic phenomenon for the 

industry. 

The increase in the standard of living in the 

developed regions was largely due to the availability 

of downstream petrochemical products. In the year 1989, 

the highest consumer of plastics in terms of kg/head 

was Belgium, where people consumed on average 144 kg. 

of plastics. They were closely followed by Germany 

(131 kg/head), the us (108 kg/head), Austria (102 

kg/head) and Switzerland (93 kg/head) (10). Similar 

trend of high per capita consumption of some commodity 

plastics is reported in developed countries for the 

year 1991 (Table 6.1(3)) (11). 

TABLE - 6.1(3) 
RIGIOBAL PER CAPITA COBSUKPTIOB OP THERMOPLASTICS, 1991 

(Fig. in Kgs.) 

LOPE LLD PE HOPE pp Total 

North America 9.00 6.80 11.60 9.00 36.40 
west Europe 11.70 3.10 8.10 10.10 33.00 
south America 2.56 0.28 1.40 1.36 5.60 
East Europe 3.20 1.00 1.40 1.10 6.70 
Afric-a 1.00 0.20 0.60 0.50 2.30 
Asia - Pacific 1.20 0,50 1.20 1.64 4.54 

source : Paper presented on Polyolefins by Mr. Gary K. Adams at 
CMAr seminar on Petrochemicals, held in Houston USA on 
March 25-26, 1992. 
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The consumption in de?eloping countries is far 

below than even the present world average of about 16 

kg/head. In India, it is just about l kg. and this is 

expected to reach 2.5 kgs. by the turn of the century. 

China's present consumption is 3 kg/head and despite 

~ill reach to 6 kg by 2000 AD. 

In 1940, world plastics production was estimated 

to be in the region of one million MTs. In 1990 it 

stood at over 100 million MTs (10) (this figure most 

likely includes both commodity and engineering plas

tics). The capacity of commodity plastics al~ne will 

grow to about 33\ from 1990 to 1995 and is likely to 

touch a figure of 105 million MTs. (Table 6.1(4)). 

TABLE -6 • 1 (4) 
WORLD POLYKER CAPACITIES 

(Million MTs) 

Polymer 

LDPE 
LLDPE / HOPE 
pp 
PVC 
PS 

TOTAL 
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1985 

13.86 
12.74 

8.69 
15.71 

8.14 

59.14 

1990 

15.689 
21. 271 
11. 451 
20.925 
10.000 

79.336 

1995 

17.812 
28.587 
21.527 
24.815 
12.702 

105.443 



The global polymer industry performed exceedingly 

well during late eighties. Strong demand growth and 

excellent margins turned even the least profitable 

petrochemical company into profit. The world consump

tion of plastics is given in Table 6.1(5). The region

wise consumption of major commodity plastics is shown 

in Tables 6.1(6) and 6.1(7). According to the conserva

tive estimates, by the year 2000 the plastic industry 

will be at least 50\ larger than the present size (12). 

Annual average qrowth rate of major polyolef ins is 

shown in Table 6.1 (8). Factors like better fabricating 

equipment, better lot-to-lot uniformity, new speciality 

grade and products, technological innovations, use of 

reactor gran~les instead of pellets for reducing costly 

manufacturing step in making polymer will contribute to 

the growth of the industry. The Asia - Pacific, Latin 

America, Middle East, Africa, CIS countries and East 

European regions will be growth areas for commodity 

plastics. 

6.1.7.la POLYETHYLENE: 

The global capacity of LOPE is currently 7 million 

MTs. ~his capacity is going to see a substantial rise 

in the next 5 years. The capacity expansion programmes 
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TABLE -&.1(5) 

GLOBAL POLYllER COllSUllPT:IOll 

(Fiq. in '000 MTs) 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Product 1980 1985 1990 1995 CGR\ 

----------------------------------------------------------------
PVC 

LDPE / LLOPE 

PS 

HOPE 

PP 

ETP 

ABS 

TOTAL 

11300 13160 

11250 14460 

5310 6380 

5130 7630 

4910 7591.) 

670 1160 

1160 1610 

----- -----
39730 51990 

15180 

17410 

7860 

9960 

10130 

1650 

2010 

-----
64200 

18300 

23300 

10100 

12600 

15600 

2320 

2500 

-----
84720 

3.8 

6 

5 

4.8 

9 

1 

3.9 

5.6 

-----------------------------------------·----------------------
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WORLD CONSUMPTION PATTERN TABLE 6.1 (&) or LOPE. HDPB AlfD '' 
(Fig. in 'OOO MTs/year) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Region LOPE HOPE pp 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------1988 1995 2000 1988 1995 2000 1988 1995 2000 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A - Developed Countries 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North America 

Western Europe 
Japan 

5071 
5080 
1353 

6231 
5900 
1600 

7274 
7352 
1867 

3679 
2600 

760 

5291 
3500 

905 

6278 
3004 
1144 

2705 
3000 
1450 

4515 
5000 
2150 

B - Developing countries 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------Africa 

Middle East 
Asia I Pacific 
Latin America 
Eastern EuropE" 
Other Developing 
countries 

Source : Report of the 
2000 AD) Government of 
@ - Far East & Oceania 
I - south Asia & South 
* - CPE Europe only. 

347 420 210 260 125 225 
397 520 1741 140 220 488 185 325 

2510 4187 2855@ 1571 2479 2103@ 1910# 3040# 
983 1380 3199 505 910 1572 520 1160 

1968 2401 3648• 856 1363 2300* 740 1240 2400· 

- - 695 - - 428 

Committee for Pe.rspective Planninq ot PP~rochemical Industry (1988 -
India. Report of Sub - Group on Polymers, Vol.4, July 1986, paqe 229,230. 
only. 
East Asia only. 



-\0 
\0 

A - Developed countries 

TABLE 6.1 (7) 

WORLD CONSUMPTION PATTERN OF PVC J\ND PS 

1990 

10180 

PVC 
1995 

12034 

2000 

14209 

(Fig. in 'OOO MTs/year) 

1990 

6534 

PS 
1995 

8199 

2000 

10236 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------North America 
Western Europe 
Japan 

3942 
4815 
1423 

4879 
5482 
1673 

5975 
6245 
1989 

3568 
2158 

808 

4655 
2480 
1064 

5980 
2849 
1407 

---------------------------------------------~·------------------------------------------------------B - Developinq countries 6532 9014 12607 2516 3821 5380 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Africa & Middle East 610# 1084 1516 180# 482 716 
Asia * 2129 3302 4833 838 1308 1964 
Latin America 1261 1698 2501 635 919 1291 
CPE Europe 2100 2371 3049 748 962 1218 
Other developing 
countries. 432 559 708 115 150 191 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Source : Report of the committee for perspective planning of Petrochemical Industry (1986-2000 AD) 

Government of India. Report of Sub - Group on Polymers, Vol.4 July 1988, page 229, 2301. 

1 - Does not include Centrally Planned Asian ~conomics. 
# - Figures include only N. Africa & Middle East. 
• - South Asia & South East Asia. 



TABLE - S.1(8) 

WORLD'S ANNUAL AVERAGE Gll011TH RATE OP POLYOLBPXRS 

1988 - 1995 

---------------------------------------------------------
Region LDPF. HOPE PP 

---------------------------------------------------------
North America 

Latin America 

Western Europe 

Eastern Europe 

Middle East 

Japan 

Asia / Pacific 

Africa 

Total Average 

3.26 

5.77 

2.30 

3.14 

4.42 

2.60 

9.54 

3.00 

----------
3.97 

----------

6.26 7.6 

11.45 12.1 

4.94 7.6 

8.46 7.7 

8.16 8.4 

2.72 5.8 

8.25 6.0• 

3.40 8.8 

---------- -----------
5.68 7.5 

---------- -----------
-------------------~-----------------~-------------------

* - Far East/Oceania. 
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of LOPE and HDPE in different regions can be seen from 

the tables 6.1(9) and 6.1(10). 

TABLE - 6.1(9) 
REGIONWISE LDPB CAPACITY BUILD-UP 

(Fig. in 1 000 MTs) 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Region 1985 1995 

----------------------------------------------------------------
North America 
Western Europe 
Japan 
Eastern Europe 
Latin America 
Asia Pacific 
Mid East 
Africa 

TOTAL 

3466 
4~91 

571 
1802 

971 
1109 

416 
139 

4275 
5878 
1425 
2137 
1425 
1960 

534 
178 

------------------------------------------------13865 17812 

-----------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE 6.1(10) 
RBGIONWISE CAPACITY OF HDPE IN '.fllE WORLD 

(Fig. in •ooo MTs) 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Region 1988 1995 

----------------------------------------------------------------
t\orth America 
Latin America 
Western Europe 
Eastern Europe 
Middle East 
Japan 
Asia / Pacific 
Africa 

TOTAL 

3730 5066 
497 932 

2380 2790 
940 2305 

903 964 
1309 2924 

100 265 

-------------------------------------------------9859 15246 

------------------~----------~----------------------------------

The woi·ld Polyethylene consumption growth peaked 

in 1987 at 9% and then slowed down subsequently. The 
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Pacific Rim and Latin America showed the strongest 

growth of PE. Much of the growth in the Pacific Rim was 

directly attributable to the e•ergence of China as a 

aajor consumer of Polyethylene in this regions ((Table 

6.1 (11)) {13). 

TABLE 6.1(11) 
CAPACITY UD DRKBT DBllAJID OP JIADf PLASTICS IR CRIB 

(Fig. in •ooo MTs) 

Item 

LDPE 
HOPE 
pp 
PS 
PVC 

Capacity 

557 
470 
662 
128.3 

-900 

Market demand 

850 
450 
720 
229.5 
7~0 

In order to meet its own requirement, China is 

expanding its production capacity of polyethylene 

(LOPE, HOPE & LLDPE) by about 440,000 MTs. It will 

reach to about 1,567,000 MTs by 2000 AD (14). capacity 

expansion is under way to meet the local demand in 

India. During the next 5 years Pacific Rim is likely to 

continue leading the world in Polyethylene c~nsumption. 

Amongst ASEAN countries, polyethylene producers 

have been mainly Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, Singa-

pore (Fig.6.1.lF). Indonesia's first polyethylene plant 

of 200,000 MTs capacity has been commissioned recently 

(7). Since the~e is no gas/naphtha cracker, Indonesia 

will procure ethylene for other countries like Japan/ 
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Malaysia Singapore' --
-
• 

---------~ .. .. .. ...... -
jgl&isling ~New prujccls 

" n n PIC 

OIExisling llJNcw projects 

Thailand Phiippines 

• -
• 

• 

- • 

"' ,. " nc -
jg)&lsling f3New projects 

.. .. .. --
Ol&isling (l)New projects 

Rg. 6.1.1 F: Existing production capacities and new projects In various countries 
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s. Korea. Capacity expansion of polyethylene is under 

way in Malaysia and with the addition of 300,000 HTs, 

its production capacity will increase by more than 3 

tiaes. The deaand of thenaoplastics in ASEAN countries 

is shown in Fig.6.l.2F. The deaand, production and 

import of Indonesia as an emerqing player is also shown 

in Fig. 6.l.3F-SF (15). 

Amongst the middle east countries, Iran, Iraq and 

Saudi Arabia are expanding the capacities in a big way. 

Iran was not producing polyethylene so far but its 

demand has been about 400,000 KTs which will not even 

be •et through their indigenous production in the 

coming years (Fig.6.l.6F) (18). The demand is also 

increasing at a faster pace in Saudi Arabia. 

The expansion plans in Latin American countries 

indicate that their production capacities will be more 

than domestic requirement and hence they will be ex

porting their excess material to North America ' West 

Europe. Out of the total consumption of low density 

polyethylene, over 63\ is consumed for film and sheet 

applications. This trend is likely to continue and the 

film and sheet market will contribute to the growth of 

LOPE. Wire ' Cable is another sector which will con

tribute significantly to the growth of the market. 
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FIG.~ 6·1 (3F) PROJECTED DEMAND OF PLASTICS IN 

INDONESIA. 

SOURCE : MINISTRY OF INDUSTRV, lNOONESIA 
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Fig. 6.1.6F: Expected demand and production of plastics in Iran by 1995 
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6.1.7.1.b POLYPROPYLENE 

Polypropylene has been a star performer amongst 

all polymers. The growth rate of polypropylene has been 

phenomenal and as a result, the world polypropylene 

capacity expansion is projected to grow at a CARG of 

13.4\ over the next few years. In Western Europe alone 

16 new plants have been planned by 1995 totaling about 

7 million MTs and raising the capacity from 3.2 million 

MTs to well over 5 million MTs in 1995. However, capac-

ity expansion is not limited to industrialised country. 

Many newly industrialised countries particularly in the 

Pacific Rim have also announced large capacity expan-

sions. The regionwise break-up of capacity for the 

1985-95 period can be seen from the table 6.1(12) 

TABLE 6.1(12) 
REGIONWISE PPBP CAPACITY BUILD-UP 

(fig. in '000 MTs) 

----------------------------------------------------------------1985 1995 

----------------------------------------------------------------
North America 
Western Europe 
Japan 
Eastern Europe 
Latin America 
Far East & Oceania 
Mid East/Africa 

2900 
2700 
1150 

625 
175 

1050 
90 

5300 
6200 
2300 
1075 
1292 
4500 
1000 

---------------------------------------
8090 21527 TOTAL 

----------------------------------------------------------------The polypropylene technology have gone though 

repeated upgradations and now very efficient catalysts 

produce new products with wide range of performance 
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properties. These new polymers can serve the lower end 

of the engineering polymer markets. This possibility of 

new market has made petrochemical companies to invest 

in polypropylene business. While in the developed 

nations, polypropylene end use patterns are shifting; 

the rest of the world continues to use the resin in 

film, fibre and moulding applications. The greatest 

potential for polypropylene appears to be in the large 

consumer non durable and automotive markets. With the 

growing demand in Pacific Rim countries, the world PP 

production shift is taking place towards the newly 

industrialised countries. 

6.1.7.1.c POLYSTYREllB: 

Polystyrene like all other polymers has enjoyed 

good growth rate worldwide primarily due to better 

economic performance of most developed and developing 

regions. Between 1983 to 1990, the world polys~yrene 

consumption grew @ 6\ (plus) per year. 

The polystyrene qrowth is dependent on qrolri·th of 

the packaqing and appliances sector. With t~o large 

consuming regions - us & Western Europe showing de

pressed demands, the polystyrene gro~~h in the next few 

years is likely to be moderate. The world production 
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capaci~y of polystyrene in 1990 was 10.5 million MTs 

and is expected to reach 12.5 million MTS i.e. over 2ot 

of 1990 in a six year period. The regionwise break up 

of capacities is given in the table 6.1(13). 

TABLB 6.1(13) 
RBGIORWISB POLYSTYllE1fE CAPACITY BUILD-UP 

(Fig. in •ooo MTs) 

----------------------------------------------------------------1995 1985 

----------------------------------------------------------------3048 
3176 
1778 
1016 

North America 
Western Europe 
Japan 
Eastern Europe 
Latin America 
Far East & Oceania 
Others 

2606 
2525 
1059 

733 
489 
734 

635 
2922 

127 

--------------------------------------------
8146 12702 

TOTAL ----------------------------------------------------------------
The world demand of polystyrene was 8. 5 million MTs in 

1990 and is expected to reach more than 11.4 million 

MTs by 1996 representing a compound growth rate of st 

per year. Amongst developing countries China's require-

ment for PS is double than the production capacities 

(Table 6 .1 (11)). 

Amongst ASEAN countries, almost all the countries 

take care of their local demand through indigenous 

production except Singapore. The capacity expansion is 

on way in Malaysia by 3.6 times (Fig. 6.1.lF (15)). 

Thailand will be adding the capacity of 75,000 MTs by 

1995 with its indigenously available feedstock (15). 
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This has been attracting Japanese moulders of appliances 

& electronic products and they are moving to Thailand 

to use their easily available cheaper PS. Indonesia's 

styrenics complex producing PS, HIPS and other products 

will be on stream by 1994 (16). This will make them 

self sufficient in polystyrene. 

Although, the growth of polystyrene has primarily 

been affected due to waste disposal problem because 

fast food service products are one of its largest 

outlets. In US, on environmental considerations, the 

consumption of polystyrene p~oducts may be affected. In 

Taiwan environmental protection administration has 

ruled that all manufacturers, importers and retailers 

of p~. jstyrene containers will be responsible for 

collecting a~d recycling their products. Despite cer-

tain growth constraints, it has recently been reported 

that polystyrene is taring the best of all the commodi-

ty polymers and the prospects look even better for the 

next few years (18a). 

6.1.1.1.4 Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC): 

The global capacity of PVC stands at ~l million 

MTs. This is expected to rise to 25 million MTs by 

1995. The regionwise PVC capacity build-up during 1985-

95 can be seen from the table 6.1(14) 
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TABLE 6.1(14) 
REGIONWISE PVC CAPACITY BUILD-UP 

(fig. in 1 000 MTS) 

Region 

North America 
Western Europe 
Japan 
Eastern Europe 
Latin America 
Mid East/Africa 
Far East/Oceania 

TOTAL -

1985 

3770 
5185 
1728 
2356 

678 
315 

1728 

15710 

1995 

5707 
6204 
2233 
2578 
1985 

994 
4315 

24815 

The global PVC consumption grew at a healthy rate 

during the late eighties. Much of this growth was 

through the housing markets. Both in US and other 

developed economies, its share in housing grew substan-

tially. The pipe market has been the major consumer. 

Other end uses like siding and accessories, wall cover-

ings, floorings, window profiles did especially well. 

Hospital and health care products also showed good 

growth rate in developing countries. PVC film has been 

growing steadi 1 y over th·e years. The world demand for 

PVC is forecasted to grow around 3.St average upto 

1995. The region with the higher growth rate would be 

the Pacific Rim and slow growth rate in us & Western 

Europe. The leading end-use segments will continue to 

be housing, packaging and medical applications. The net 

trade balance would be more in favour of Latin America 

and Asia pacific countries. 
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6.1.7.2 FIBRE INTERMEDIATES ' FIBRE: 

6.1.7.2.a FIBRE INTEIUIEDIATBS : 

( i) Para zylene: 

World para xylene capacity reached almost 9.6 

mil~ion MTs in 1991-92 and will reach 12.3 million MTs 

by 2000 AD under current plan {Table 6.1(15)). The Far 

East is the major contributor alonqwith Japan. The 

other capacity will be installed in the regions/loca

t1ons like Middle East, China, India and a few other 

developing Asian countries. 

Due to the present excess capacity, the utiliza

tion is expected to be as low as 73% during 1991-92 

which may go up slowly to 82% by 2000 AD. Thus it 

appears that there will be a very competitive scenario 

for para xylene during 1992 - 2000 AD (19). The demand 

will continue to grow much faster in Asian countries 

and hence the consumption in this region is expected to 

remain higher than rest of the world. 

The present capacity share in developing countries 

is about 38.92% (about 4 million MTs). This will reach 

to about 56.76% (5.67 million MTs) by 1997. The CARG in 

will be about 9\ from 1991 to 1997. The total increase 
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in the capacity from 1991 to 1997 in developed countries 

will be about 4.85\. 

A. 

B. 

TABLE-6.1(15) 
GROWTH TRERD OP PARA XYLEHE PRODUCTION CAPACITY 

IN DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Region 

Developed 
N. America 
W. Europe 
Japan 

A. Total 

Developinq 
L. America 
E. Europe 
M/East Africa 
S/SE Asia 
E. Asia 

Total 

CARG, \ 

Total (A + B) 

Capacity Utilization 

1991 

2965 
1360 
1965 

6290 

450 
785 
225 
449 

1438 

3347 

9637 

( \ ) 75.6 

1993 

2805 
1315 
2190 

6310 

450 
785 
265 
719 

1803 

4022 

9.0 

10332 

78.3 

(Fig. in •ooo MTs) 

1997 

2805 
1475 
2315 

6595 

735 
785 
319 

1699 
2138 

5676 

12271 

79.3 

The major contributors for this capacity growth in 

developing countries are given below. 

Latin America 
Mexico 

:tL.. East/Africa 
Iran 
Iraq 
~Mil 

India 
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E.Asia 
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There is likely to be no further growth in E. 

European countries till 2000 AD. 

(ii) DllT/PTA : 

The polyester industry is utilizing more and more 

PTA as compared to DMT and the share of PTA which is 

around 65% at present will qo upto around 70t by 1995. 

World DMT and PTA consumption is projected to grow at 

an average annual rate of l.Bt and > 6.2t respectively 

over the period 1991-97. 

The present world capacity of DMT is likely to 

remain static with a little expansion in Brazil, 

India, Iran, Mexico offsettinq a decline in other 

areas. The estimated capacity during 2000 AD will be 

around 4.9 million MTs (Table 6.1.(16)). Due to stagna

tion in DMT capacity, the capacity utilization will 

remain at a healthy level of 90% plus up to 2000 AD. 

The present capacity share of DMT in developinq 

countries is about 42.St and with a little increase by 

1997 it will reach to about 44.llt (2.14 million MTs). 

The CARG from 1991 to 1997 in these countries will be 

<2t as compared to a negative trend (i.e. - 2.16\) in 

developed countries. 
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TABLE - 6.1(16) 
GROWTH TREND OF DKT PRODUCTIOH CAPACITY 

IH DEVELOPED AKI> DEVELOPIHG COUllTRIES 
(Fig. in 1 000 MTs) 

Region 

A.Developed 
N. America 
W. Europe 
Japan 

A. Total 

B.Developinq 
L. America 
E. Europe 
M. East/Africa 
S/SE Asia 
E. Asia 

B. Total 

CARG, % 

Total - (A + B) 

Capacity utilization (%) 

1991 

1410 
995 
365 

2770 

528 
689 
120 
143 
365 

1845 

1993 

1350 
995 
365 

2710 

620 
689 
180 
153 
365 

2007 

<2 -----
4620 4722 

86.2 87.8 

1997 

1350 
995 
365 

2710 

695 
749 
180 
153 
365 

2142 

4857 

91.3 

The world PTA capacity was around 8.75 million MTs 

with a capacity utilization of 82% (Table 6.1(17)). 

However, with the growth of the polyester industry, the 

capacity utilization is expected to go up to 94% by 

2000 AO with a production capacity of about 11.2 mil-

lion MTs. 
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TABLE - 6.1 (17) 
GROWTH TREND OF PTA PRODUCTION CAPACITY 
IN DEVELOPED ARD DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. 

( Fig. in '000 MTs) 

Region 1991 1993 1997 

A. Developed 

B. 

N. America 
W. Europe 
Japan 

A - Total 

Developinq 
L. America 
E. Europe 
M. East/Africa 
S/SE. Asia 
E. Asia 

B - Total 

CARG. % 

Total - (A+B) 

2240 
1152 
1440 

4832 

455 

70 
355 

1440 

3921 

8753 

Capacity utilization (%) 82.0 

2310 
1162 
1440 

4912 

545 

70 
425 

1440 

4891 

>10 

9803 

83.1 

2310 
1212 
1440 

4962 

575 

70 
1675 
1440 

6996 

11958 

86.3 

In developing countries the capacity expansion in 

the period of 1991 to 1997 will increase upto 78.4\ 

i.e. from.3.9 million MTs to about 7 million MTs with 

CARG of > 10\. The major contributors in developing 

nations for this capacity increase are listed below. 

L.America 
Brazil 
Mexico 

SISE Mil 
India 
Indonesia 
Thailand 
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Developing Asian countries will continue to domi

nate in the production of PTA. The growth in China 

alone will be doubled from the present of 0.74 million 

MTs to 1.31 million MTs by 1997. The present capacity 

growth trend will lead to the dominance of developing 

countries over developed countries by 1997 with their 

world share of 58.5\. The contributors for capacity 

growth of PTA may increase after 1995 with the expan

sion/new installations in middle East, S/SE Asia, 

E.Europe & Africa, which are under consideration. 

(iii) MOHOETHYLENE GLYCOL (MEG): 

Compared to other intermediates of polyester 

fibre, the capaci~y expansion of MEG has taken place 

both in developed and developing countries upto about 

16\ and 38\ respectively in the period of 1989 to 1993. 

The average growth rate in developing countries in this 

period has been about 7.5\ (Table-6.1(18)). This growth 

will be about 10.8\ and 15.5\ in the period of 1993 to 

1996 in developed and developing countries respective

ly. However, the share of developing countries will 

remain much lower than developed countries. USA alone 

is likely to maintain its share above 40\ of the total 

world capacity. Amongst developing countries the major 

share holders are Saudi Arabia, China, South Korea, 
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Taiwan, India, Mexico and Brazil. In the period of 1993 

to 1996 the capacity expansion/new installation will 

continue to take place in Brazil, Iran, Saudi Arabia, 

Nigeria, India, Indonesia and China. 

TABLE - 6.1(18) 
GR01ITll TllEllD OP KEG PRODUCTIOB CMl'ACITY 
IR DEVELOPED All!> DBVELOPIBG COUHTRIES. 

Region 

A. Developed 
N. America 
W. Europe 
Japan 

A - Total 

&.Developing 
L. America 
E. Europe 
M.East/Africa 
S/SE Asia 
E. Asia 

B - Total 

CARG, \ 

Total - (A + B) 

1989 

3415 
995 
707 

5117 

(37 
633 
693 
175 
603 

2541 

7.5 

7658 

(Fig. in •ooo MTs) 

1991 

3300 
1125 

782 

5207 

497 
628 
770 
208 

\ 

881 

2984 

8191 

1993 

3715 
1350 

874 

5939 

587 
628 
775 
455 

1073 

3518 

4.5 

9457 

1996 

4360 
1350 

874 

6584 

617 
628 

1200 
495 

1123 

4063 

10647 

The capacity utilization upto 1995 will remain 

around 80\ in the world. The growing capacities in 

developing countries will keep pace with the growth of 

local polyester industry. The production in Saudi 

Arabia will share the export market with USA with its 

production of 0.52 million MTs (20). However, import in 

Asian countries will fluctuate with their capacity 

utilization and its cost variation in the market. 
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(XV) ACRYLOllYTRILE (ACll): 

ACN consumption for acrylic fibre is about 60l of 

its total production (Table- 6.1(19)). The other major 

usage are for the production of ABS/SAN and adiponi

trile. Thus the growth of ACN is mainly dependent upon 

the growth of acrylic fibre. In the next couple of year 

the growth of acrylic fibre will be negligible with the 

estimated production of 2.2 million MTs in 1991 to 2.4 

million M'l's by 2000 AD. Therefore, it is expected that 

capacity increase in case of ACN will be marginal 

during 1991 - 2000 period. The estimated capacity of 

ACN during 1993 is 4.26 million MTs which is expected 

to grow marginally upto 1995 and about 5 million MTs by 

2000 AD with the c~pacity utilization of about 90l 

throughout the decade. Table - 6.1.(20) given the 

scenario of expansion of ACN worldwide up 1995 (21). 

Amongst developing countries/regions the capacity 

expansion is expected in China, CIS countries and 

M.East/Africa. 
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TABLE- 6.1 (19) 
ACRYLOMITRILE - WORLDWIDE 

(Fig. in •ooo MTS) 

----------------------------------------------------------------
1993 1994 1995 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Capacity to produce 4269 4286 4286 
Production 3933 4069 4115 
Production capacity 
utilization - ' 92.1 94.7 96.0 
Consumption in 
Acrylic Fibre 2299 2347 2366 
Others 1634 1712 1759 

------ ------ ------
Total. •. 3933 4059 4125 

------ ------ ------
----------------------------------------------------------------

TABLE - ,.1(20) 
GR01fTH TREND OF ACRYLOMITRILE PRODUCTIOM CAPACITY 

IN DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
(Fig. in '000 MTs) 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Region 1993 1994 1995 

----------------------------------------------------------------
A. Developed 
N. America 
W. Europe 
Japan 

1338 
1075 

608 

1338 
1075 

608 

1338 
1075 

608 

-----------------------------------------------------------
A - Total 3021 3021 3021 

-----------------------------------------------------------
B. Developing 
L. America 266 266 266 
E. Europe 377 377 377 
M.East/Africa 80 92 92 

S/SE. Asia - India 30 30 30 
East Asia 495 500 500 

-----------------------------------------------------------
B - Total 1248 1265 1265 

----------------------------------------------------------------
World capacity 4269 4286 4286 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Capacity utilization - \ 92.1 94.7 96.0 

----------------------------------------------------------------
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(V) CAPROLAC'l'AM: 

About sot of caprolactam is consumed in the pro

duction of nylon fibre and balance goes for resin. The 

demand of textile yarn is gradually decreasing in 

industrialised countries while resin are shewing some 

growth. 

Amongst developing countries the major growth of 

caprolactam between 1990 to 1996 is with the capacity 

increase in Asian countries. The CARG in developing 

countries is about 7t in this period (Table 6.1(21)). 

However, there is no further growth is expected by the 

turn of the century due to the saturation in the mar

ket. 

The global capacity utilization continues to be 

around 90\. This is with the production of nylon fibre 

to about 2.3 million MTs in 1991 which is expected to 

grow marginally upto about 2.7 million MTs by 1996. 
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TABLE '· 1 (21) 
GROftll TllBllD OP CAPROLACTAll PRODUCTIOB CAPACITY 

IR DEVELOPED AllD DEVELOPIBG COUllTRIBS. 
(Fig. in 1 000 MTs) 

----------------------------------------------------------------Region 1990 1993 1996 

----------------------------------------------------------------A. Developed 
N. America 
W. Europe 
Japan 

622 
776 
510 

650 
871 
562 

684 
871 
562 

-----------------------------------------------------------A - Total 1908 2083 2117 

-----------------------------------------------------------B. Developing 
L. America 157 159 159 
E. Europe 881 821 829 
M. East / Africa 25 25 25 
S I SE Asia 22 112 192 
E. Asia 510 562 562 

-----------------------------------------------------------B - Total 1293 1375 1723 

-----------------------------------------------------------
CARG, \ 7 

----------------------------------------------------------------Total - (A + B) 3201 3458 3840 

----------------------------------------------------------------World Production 3015 3125 3445 

----------------------------------------------------------------Capacity utilization - \ 94.2 90.2 89.7 

----------------------------------------------------------------
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6.1.7.2 b SYNTHETIC FIBRE : 

After plastics, synthetic fibres are the most 

important petrochemical products. Their main applica

tion is in textile sector and fulfills the basic human 

need for clothing. Apart from use in textile, synthetic 

fibres are finding increased application in the car 

industry for safety belts, upholstery, tyre card and 

carpets. They provide greater reliability due to their 

more durable nature. Other applications of synthetic 

fibre include carpet backing, filler in the industrial 

conveyer belt as vell as truck tarpaulins. 

As the major share goes for clothing, developing 

countries are producing mostly the grades suitable for 

the production of cloths. It was observed that most of 

the developing countries have reached a production 

level of 1 kg per capita of synthetic, while in India 

it was about 0.3 kg per capita. Even a country like 

China has achieved the synthetic production of 0.69 kg 

per capita in 1984. Indonesia and Brazil had achieved a 

figure of 0.96 and 1.67 kg per capita respectively 

(21) • 

synthetic fibre is continuously increasing its 

share of total fibre consumption. In 1991, it accounted 

for 39.5\ of the global fibre consumption. Amongst 
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natural fibres, cott~n is dominant and maintains higher 

share than synthetic fibre. However, the increasing 

demand of clothing is being met through synthetic fibre 

since the growth rate of cotton and other natural fibre 

like silk and wool is relatively much lower. The pro-

duction of cotton also depends on the rainfall in the 

region, the~efore, the supply varies every year. 

The world share & production of synthetic fibres 

in 1991 is shown in Fig.(6.1(7F)) and Fig.(6.1(8F)) 

respectively (22). The world production of textile 

fibre/yarn from 1981 to 1990 shows an increasing growth 

of non cellulosic fibre at the rate of about 4\ whereas 

natural fibre shows a growth rate of about 2t (Table 

-6.2(22)). However, the latter is maintaining its share 

of about 53\ of the total fibre. The cellulosic fibre 

had a negative trend and its production decreased from 

3.2 million MTs to 2.84 million MTs from 1981 to 1990. 

One of the major reason has been the environmental 

pollution prQblem in its production. 

The most commonly used synthetic fibres arP pol

yester, acrylic and polyamide. A few of their features 

are given below. 

Polyester fibre 

Silk/Wool like !eel 
Fully used for clothing & can be blended with 
natural fibre like.cotton, wool & viscose. 
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Western Europe (18.7%) 

us (2:!.0%) 

Other countries (59.3%) 

Fig. 6.1.7.F: Global share of synthetic fibre production 
Ref: Chemical Week April 8, 1992. p.52 
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TABLB -· .1 (22) 
WORLD PRODUCTION OF TEXTILE FIRRES/YARH 

(QTY. IN '000 MTs) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TYPE OF FIBRE 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A. Man-Made Fibres 
CELLULOSIC FIBRES 
Yarn + Monof ilaments 
Staple + Tow 

1104 
2100 

1023 
1922 

1040 
1989 

1029 
2065 

924 
2007 

924 
1935 

910 
1941 

948 
1939 

925 
1952 

901 
1945 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUB TOTAL 3204 2945 3029 3094 2931 2859 2851 2887 2877 2846 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------HON-CELLULOSIC FIDRES 
(Synthetic Fibres) 
Acrylic + Modacrylic 2090 2058 2221 2298 2381 2446 2525 2440 2352 2326 
Nylon + Armid 3139 2854 3196 3354 3442 3497 3630 3789 3806 3765 
Polyester Filament 
Yarn 2221 2131 2318 2493 2763 2858 3104 3486 3705 3910 
Polyester Staple Fibre 3244 2974 3217 3560 3739 4000 4341 4568 4785 4711 
Others 133 130 127 144 164 140 144 138 151 157 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SUB TOTAL 10827 10147 10836 ll.506 12489 12941 13744 14363 14.,99 15634 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------
TOTAL 14301 13092 13865 14600 15420 15800 16595 17250 17676 18480 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------a. Natural Fibres 
Raw cotton 15296 14639 14217 19060 16565 18280 18243 18484 18733 18714 
Raw Wool 1626 1629 1641 1682 1722 1790 1785 1883 1887 1964 
Raw Silk 57 55 55 55 59 63 63 64 66 66 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 16979 16323 15913 20797 18346 20133 20141 20431 20686 20744 

GRAND TOTAL 31010 29415 29778 35397 33766 35933 36736 37681 38362 39224 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SOURCE : TEXTILE ORGANON (JUNE-1991) 



Acrylic Fibre 

Gives more wool like finish. 
About 65\ share goes for clothing, 
25\ for sports & sUJllJller garments. 
10% for furnishing, carpets, building 
construction etc. 

Nylon Fibre 

More cotton like feel. 
25\ share goes for clothing i.e. 
especially ladies wear. 
Industrial application includes furnishing, 
felt, tyre, etc. 

The production capacity of synthetic fibre is fast 

growing in Southern and south East Asian countries. 

This region has undergone intensive capacity expansion. 

Taiwan and South Korea now have larger polyester fibre 

capacities than all the Western Europe; each producing 

about 1.2 million MTs per year of polyester staple 

fibre and filament (23). Indonesia also increased 

capacity by 64,000 MTs per year in 1991. Despite this 

increase Indonesia continues to import all kinds of 

fibres and export a good amount of finished textile 

products, using its weaving capacity of 5,628 million 

meters (15). Table-6.1 (23) shows the production growth 

of synthetic fibre in China. At present, the fibre in 

China is mainly used for garments' production. The 

percentage share of fibre for garments, industries and 

decoration is 60%, 25% and 15% respectively (13). The 
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terylene (polyester) holds a leading position in fibre 

production. Its output accounts for 60\ or more of the 

total output of synthetic fibres. This is depending on 

dress demand of 1.2 billion of Chinese people. However, 

the present proportion of polyester filament to staple 

is 45 : so, which will be adjusted according to market 

demand. 

TABLE - ,.1(23) 
ASSORTMDIT OP FIBRES HD THEIR OUTPUT Ill CRilfA 

(Fig. in '000 MTs) 

Synthetic fibres 
Terylene 
Staple 
Filament 

Polyamide fibre 
Filament 

Acrylonitrile fibre 
Vinyl on 
Polypropylene fibre 
Other fibres 

1980 

314.1 
118.3 
115.6 

2.7 
31. 7 
22.3 
58.0 
96.7 

3.3 
6.1 

1990 

1432 
1042 

622 
420 
112 
102 
122 

55 
75 
26 

2000 

2150 
1600 

850 
750 
280 
260 
400 

50 
150 

30 

Amongst synthetic fibre, polyester has its major 

share with the highest production growth rate of 5.2\ 

from 1981 to 1990. The capacities and capacity utiliza-· 

tion of polyester fibre (staple & filament) in de-

veloped and developing countries is shown in Tables 6.1 

(24), 6.1 (25) and 6.1 (26). This shows that capacity 

growth rate in developing countries is much higher 

(i.e. >5\) in developing countries than the developed 

countries. The world share of 61\ in 1987 is likely to 
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increase upto 74\ by 2000 AD (Table - 6.1(24)). The 

capacity utilization which has been ranging from 86 to 

89t will also reach 100\ with the economic growth by 

the turn of the century. There has been an overall 

increase in the capacity and production in developing 

countries. Africa, Middle East, Asia & Far East are 

fast growing. This will not only meet local requirement 

but also make a few of them competitor in the export 

market. Polyester staple fibre will continue to have 

there capacity share 1.3 to 1.5 times more than fila

ment yarn. It will also hold its large share in the 

blend of natural fibre like cotton in developing coun

tries. {Tables - 6.1 (25) and 6.1(26)). 

The latest technological advancement of polyester 

fibre is the development of micro filament yarn. This 

is technically called micro filament yarn of 0.5 dpf. 

and provide a much higher degree of comfort and dupli

cating the look of silk. (19) 

On one side, when polyester maintain its highest 

share of about 50\, polyamide and acrylics account for 

only 24% and 15\ respectively. The growth of acrylic 

fibre is expected to be about 2.5\ by the year 2000 

(24). Table 6.1(27) shows that the global capacity will 

increase only by about 6.7\ from 1992 to 1997. Acrylic 
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TABLE - 6.1(24) 
POLYESTER FIBRE CAPACITY i PRODUCTION IN DEVELOPED 

AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. 

Region 1987 1990 1993 1995 2000 Growth-\ 

Polyester Fibre capacity 
(Fig. in •ooo MTs) 

A. Developed 
N. America 1477 1610 1745 1745 1745 1.3 
Western Europe 1041 1078 1266 1266 1266 1.5 
Japan 813 802 802 802 802 (0.1) 

Total - A 3331 3490 3813 3813 3813 

B. Developing 
Latin America 556 621 735 735 735 2.2 
Eastern Europe 868 904 931 1106 1312 3.2 
Africa/Middle East 305 341 425 632 632 5.8 
Asia I Far East 3565 4934 6662 7009 8151 6.6 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Total - B 

TOTAL - (A + B) 

A. Developed 

B. 

N. America 
Western Europe 
Japan 

Total - A 

Developing 
Latin America 
Eastern Europe 
Africa/Middle East 
Asia I Far East 

5294 6800 8729 9306 10830 

8625 10290 12542 13119 14643 

Polyester Fibre production 
(Fig. in •ooo MTs} 

1709 
877 
606 

3192 

429 
736 
281 

3013 

1566 
972 
680 

3218 

463 
739 
309 

4118 

1746 
1062 

710 

3518 

578 
807 
376 

5569 

1796 
1104 

730 

3620 

647 
921 
442 

6615 

1856 
1136 
800 

3792 

720 
1193 

614 
8895 

>5.0 

4.2 

6.0 
2.0 
2.2 

4.1 
3.8 
6.2 
8.7 

--------------------------------------------------------------
Total - B 4459 5729 7330 8635 11422 >6.0 

TOTAL - (A + B) 7651 8847 10848 12255 15214 5.4 

Capacity utilisation,\ 89 86 86 93 100 
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TABLE - 6.1(25) 
POLYESTER STAPLE CAPACITY AND PRODUCTION 

IN DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES. 

Region 1987 1990 1993 1995 2000 Growth-\ 

Polyester Staple Production Capacity 
(Fig. in '000 MTS) 

A. Developed 
N. America 1191 1236 1306 1306 1306 7.0 
Western EUrope 560 596 708 708 708 1.8 
Japan 359 351 351 351 351 (0.2) 

Total - A 2110 2183 2365 2365 2365 

B. Developing 
Latin America 249 292 391 391 391 3.5 
Eastern Europe 586 586 596 761 916 3.5 
Africa/Middle East 147 152 194 229 395 7.9 
Asia I Far East 2105 2801 3848 4084 4922 6.8 
--------~-----------------------------------------------------
Total - B 3087 3831 5029 5465 6624 

TOTAL - (A + B) 5197 6014 7394 7830 8989 4.3 

-----------------------------------------------------------------Polyester Staple Production 
(Fig. in '000 MTS) 

A. Developed 

B. 

N. America 
Western Europe 
Japan 

Total - A 

Developing 
Latin America 
Eastern Europe 
Africa/Middle East 
Asia/Far East 

1153 
451 
283 

1887 

196 
473 
130 

1723 

1045 
521 
310 

1876 

229 
454 
135 

2252 

1175 
566 
325 

2066 

304 
507 
170 

3100 

1215 
586 
335 

2136 

350 
612 
204 

3740 

1250 
611 
35C 

2211 

386 
857 
327 

5205 

6.0 
2.4 
1.6 

5.4 
4.7 
7.4 
8.9 

--------------------------------------------------------------Total - B 2522 3070 4081 4906 6775 

TOTAL - (A + B) 4409 4946 6147 7042 8986 5.6 

Capacity utilization, \ 85 82 83 90 100 
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TABLE-6.1 (26) 
POLYESTER FILAMENT CAPACITY Alm PRODUCTION IN DEVELOPED 

AND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

1987 1990 1993 1995 2000 Growth\ 

Polyester Filaaent Production capacity 
(Fig. in •ooo MTs) 

Developed 
N.America 286 374 439 439 439 3.4 
w. Europe 481 482 558 558 558 1.1 
Japan 454 451 451 451 451 
a) Total 1221 1307 1448 1448 1448 

-----------------------------------------------------------------Developinq 
Latin America 307 329 344 344 344 0.9 
Eastern Europe 282 318 335 345 396 2.6 
Africa/ 
Middle East 158 189 207 227 237 3.2 
Asia/Far East 1460 2133 2814 2925 3229 6.3 
b) Total 2207 2969 3700 3841 4206 <6 

Total (a+b) 3428 4276 5148 5289 5654 3.9 

Polyester Filaaent Production 
(Fig. in '000 MTS) 

Developed 
N. America 556 521 571 581 606 0.7 
w. Europe 426 451 496 518 525 1.6 
Japan 323 370 385 395 450 2.6 
a) Total 1305 1342 1452 1494 1581 

oevelopinq 
Latin America 233 234 274 297 334 2.8 
Eastern Europe 263 285 300 309 336 1.9 
Africa/ 
Middle East 151 174 206 238 287 5.1 
Asia/Far East 1290 1866 2469 2875 3690 8.4 
b) Total 1937 2559 3249 3719 4647 

-----------------------------------------------------------------Total (a+b) 3242 3901 4701 5273 6228 5.2 

capacity Utilization (%) 

95 91 91 99 100 
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TABLE 6.1(27) 
WORLD PRODUCTION CAPACITY OF FIBRE ' FIBRE 

INTERMEDIATES PRODUCTS 

(Fig. in ooo MTs) 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Estimated Production Capacity to Production 

Production 

1989 1990 1991 1992 1997 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
1. PX 6792 6943 7287 9927 12326 

2. PTA 6080 6726 7180 9613 11708 

3. DMT 4076 4022 3983 4787 4857 

4. MEG 5861 6153 6230 8911 10860 

5. ACN 3617 3648 3655 4202 4589 

6. PFY 3705 3901 4163 4965 ~435 

7. AF 2352 2208 2175 2995 3195 

------------------------------------------------- --------------
fibre has also not got much attention in developing 

countries as it is clear from the list of new projects 

(Table 6.1 (28)). Amongst Latin American countries 

Mexico is expanding its Acrylic fibre capacity. Tah.an, 

Thailand, s.Korea, India, Indonesia and China share 

their capacities of acrylic fibre in Far East/South 

East Asia. Special grades of acrylic fibre for housing 

and construction has continued to be a product of 

import in developing countries and export of developed 

countries like Japan. 
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TABLE -6.1(28) 
STATUS or NEI PROJECTS - INTERNATIONAL 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Name of the company country Product Capacity (MTA) Start up 

•chedula 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Pertamina Indonesia PX 3,70,000 Q-1, 1995 
Slovnaft State Enterprise• Czecho•lovakia PX 1,20,000 1994 
Kuwait Petro Kuwait PX 4,00,000 1992 
Kuwait Petro Kuwait EG 1,65,000 1994 
Eaetern Petro s. Arabia EG 63,000 (Exp.) 1993 
Pr ala Venezuela 10/EG 86,000 mid-1992 
National Petro Iran EG 3,00,000 1994 
Union carbide/Mitsui Canada EG 3,00,000 1994 
Arak Petro C~rp. Iran EG 1,05,000 1993 
Sharq s. Arabia EO/EG 7,20,000 (Exp.) 03-1993 
Monomers Colombo Venezuela PTA 1,30,000 1992 
Amoco Indoprakaaa Indoneeia PTA 2,50,000 Q,.-1994 

Hitaubiehi Indonesia PTA 2,50,000 1992 
Mitsui Petrochemical• Indoneaia PTA 2,50,000 Ql-1992 
Mitsui Petrochemical• Sumatra PTA 2,50,000 1993 

Tuntex Thailand Thailand PTA 3,50,000 mid-1994 

State Corporation USSR Corpe. 88,000 1992 

Tong Young Nylon s. Korea corpo. 1,20,000 1992-93 

Namhae Chemical Corp. Korea Corpo. 1,40,000 1994 

Formica Plaetica Taiwan ACN 70,000 1993 

Saratov USSR ACN 75,000 1992 

Petkim Tur~ey ACN 15,000 1992 

Sasol Industries s. Africa AF 36,000 mid-1993 

Soficar West France carbon-Fibre 700 (Exp.) June 1992 

Sunkyong Industries s. Korea PE-chip• 2,20,000 (Exp.) Q3-1992 

Sunkyong Keri• Indonesia PSF 23,100 Q2-1993 

Allied-Signal France PSF 19,000 Q4-1993 

Eaatman/Texmaco Ireland/Indonesia PSF 1,80,000 mid-1992 

Hoechst Tejin Fibres Japan PFY - Q4-1993 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



Despite the continued requirement for garments, 

upholstery, decoration & rubber reinforcement, the 

growth rate of nylon fibre has been much lower compared 

to other fibres. 

Polypropy~ene fibre has picked up market in 

developed countries with its major applications like 

upholstery, carpets etc. This fibre has also been 

penetrating the market in developing regions like 

India, China and other Asian countries. However, its 

demand is largely meet through the import of fibre 

grade polypropylene from developed countries. 

Specially fibres like Carbon fibre, Kevalar & 

Aramide have their applications in defence aerospace 

and other industrial sector. The total requirement of 

these reinforcing fibres is met through import in 

developing countries. Only a small production capacity 

of carbon fibre exist in India and China. The produc

tion cost with small capacity plants in these countries 

is much higher, which prohibits their marketa

bility. 
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6.1.7.3 SYNTHETIC RUBBER: 

Synthetic rubber is a strategic petrochemical 

product of considerable significance in the world 

economy and has maintained growth rate of about 6-7 ' 

during the last decade. It will continue to grow in 

future with the industrial and agricultural growth. 

The world's transport industry more or less depend upon 

the rubber industry. 

Natural rubber is mainly produced in the tropical 

areas of the world. This is unable to meet the raw 

material demand for manufacturing industries. As a 

result, synthetic rubber has been developed which 

accounts for about 67' of the total rubber at present. 

6.1.7.3.1 BUILDING BLOCKS POR RUBBER: 

Main buildinq blocks for the production of 

synthetic rubber are butadiene & styrene. Butadiene 

occupies a special place among synthetic rubber 

monomers. 

6.1.7.3.la BUTADIEHE: 

The bulk of butadiene is produced either by 
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catalytic dehydrogenation of n-butane or high tempera

ture cracking cf petroleWD distillates. The consumption 

of butadiene in developed and the developing country is 

given in Table 6.1(29). 

TABLE - 6.1(29). 
WORLD COllSUllPT:IOll PATTBRll OF BUTAD:IEllE 

(Fig.in •ooo HTs) 

A.Developed countries 
North America 

Western Europe 

Japan 

TOTAL 

B.Developinq Countries 
CPE Europe 

Latin America 

N. Africa & Middle 

Other developing 
countries 

South East Asia 

South Asia 

TOTAL 

Share of developed 
countries, \ 

Share of developing 
countries, \ 

1990 

3550 

1616 

1207 

6373 

136 

430 

East 0 

90 

278 

53 

988 

87 

13 
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1995 2000 

44~5 5685 

1912 2252 

1706 2365 

8113 10302 

164 196 

579 775 

0 0 

110 134 

431 658 

73 97 

1359 1860 

86 85 

14 15 



The consumption in the developed countries has 

already reached to a saturation stage. The sha1~ of 

developing countries is expected to increase by 20' 

from 14' till the end of century. There is a full 

utilisation of the production capacity and hence the 

expansion in developing countries is going to be more 

than in developed countries. 

6.1.7.3.lb STYRENE: 

Styrene is the second major monomer being used in 

production of rubber. Currently there are more than 80 

units in the world engaged in the manufacture of sty-

rene. Styrene capacity is increasing steadily. Many new 

plants especially in North America are coming up. Table 

6.1(30) gives world plant capacities for styrene 

monomer. USA has 30' of the total installed capacity 

fnllowed by West Europe, Japan and s. Korea. 

TABLE - 6.1 (30). 
WORLD CAPACITIES FOR STYRENE 

Vear 

1980 
1995 
1990 
1995 

(Fig. in 1 000 MTs) 

Capacities 

World 

11635 
12622 
17000 
20000 
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U.S.A. 

4000 
3782 
4800 



The expected global consumption of st}•rene during 

1990; 1995 and 2000 AD in given in Table 6.1(31). The 

demand of styrene is estimated to be lower than produc-

tion capacity in 1995 (Table 6.1(2)). End usage of 

styrene includes in the manufactures of polystyrene, 

ABS, SAN, & SBR besides being used in polyester resins 

as a cross linking agent. Styrene is also used in 

textile as a binder and in a number of other chemical 

products. 

TABLE - 6.1(31) 
EXPECTED STYRENE COllSOMPTIOll Ill THE WORLD 

A.Developed countries 
North America 
Western Europe 
Japan 

TOTAL 

B.Developinq Countries 
European CPE 
Latin America 
N.Africa & Middle East 
South East Asia 
Other developing 
countries 

TOTAL 

WORLD TOTAL 

(Fig. in •ooo MTs) 

1990 

5918 
3643 
2287 

11848 

1084 
907 

0 
768 
201 

2997 

14845 

242 

1995 

7708 
4281 
3276 

15265 

1384 
1318 

0 
1248 

263 

4359 

19524 

2000 

9894 
5012 
4581 

19497 

1742 
1835 

0 
1920 

335 

5889 

25396 



6.1.7.3.2 WORLD RUBBER PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION: 

The world's rubber production is expected to 

grow @ 3.4\ per annum and will exceed to about 18.8 

million MTs by 1995. The production of natural and 

synthetic rubber is projected to rise up to 6.7 million 

MTs and 12.1 million MTs respectively according to a 

study of world markets for "tyre and rubber" by leading 

edge reports. World's consumption figures of natural 

and synthetic rubber in tyre & non tyre sectors and 

their percentage compound growth rate upto 1995 is 

given in Table 6.1 (32). 

TABLE - 6.1 (32) 
WORLD RUBBER CONSUMPTION SECTORWISE: 

(Fig. in '000 MTs) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
CARG, \ 

1986 1989 1995 1986-89 1989-95 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
1. Rubber 13,678.3 15,633.3 18,673.0 4.55 3.01 

consumption 

2. Natural 4,434.1 5,353.4 6,716.5 6.48 3.85 

Tyre 3,183.2 3,860.6 5,015.7 6.64 4.46 

Non-Tyre 1,250.9 1,492.8 1,700.8 6.07 2.20 

3. Synthetic 9,244.2 10,297.9 11,956.0 3.60 2.55 

Tyre 3,970.7 4,370.0 4,757.3 3.25 1.43 

Non-Tyre 5,273.5 5,909.9 7,198.7 3.87 3.34 
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From the above table it is clear that in 1989, 

share of natural and synthetic rubber consumption in 

tyre & non tyre sector was about 34.2\ and 65.8\ 

respectively. The average compound growth rate of the 

latter was 4.5\. World rubber consumption is expected 

to grow 3\ annually and reach more than 8.6 million MTs 

by 1995. 

Developing countries will continue to have high 

growth rate. However, the developed countries alongwith 

Japan will continue to account for more than 71% of 

total world tyre consumption. The consumption of rubber 

in developed and developing country is given in Table 

6.1 (33). 

In 1990 synthetic rubber consumption was merely 

0.4\ and it further declined by 7\ as compared to 1990 

due to slump in the automobile and construction sec

tors. Due to the economic and political changes in 

Eastern Europe and USSR, the synthetic rubber is ex

pected to grow at @ 1.5\ per year reaching to 9.1 

million MT& in 1995 & subsequently 9.9 million MTs in 

1996 (according to the analysis of the international 

institute of synthetic rubber producers). Among all 

other rubbers, styrene butadiene rubber is the most 

widely used synthetic rubber. 
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TABLE - '·1 (33) 
WORLD RUBBER COHSUMPTIOH COUllTRYWISE 

(Fig. in '000 MTs) 

-----------------------------------------------~-----------------

1986 1989 1995 
CARG, t 

1986-89 1989-95 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
A.DEVELOPED COUHTRIES 

1. United States 2,762.6 3004.8 3420.0 2.84 2.18 
2. Canada 276.2 276.0 285.0 (0.02) 0.54 
3. West Germany 640.7 668.6 1.43 
4. Germany 1023.0 
5. France 273.7 568.2 690.0 6.25 3.29 
6. Italy 418.0 444.0 493.0 2.03 1. 76 
7. Other EC 268.3 296.5 340.5 3.39 3.31 
8. West Europe 227.6 226.8 254.0 0.12 1.91 
9. United Kingdom 325.0 372.5 429.0 4.65 2.38 
10.Japan 1,445.0 1760.0 2175.0 6.71 3.59 

B.DEVELOPIHG COUllTRIES 

1. Brazil 360.2 408.7 480.0 4.30 2.72 
2. Mexico 170.0 179.0 209.0 1. 73 2.62 
3. Latin America 231.0 253.0 291.0 3.08 2.36 
4. Spain 266.0 286.0 325.0 2.45 2.15 
5. U.S.S.R. 2,335.0 2604.0 3098.0 3.70 2.94 
6. Africa {Mideast) 377.0 428.0 510.0 4.32 2.96 
7. China 710.0 925.0 1190.0 9.22 4.29 
8. India 321.1 423.2 545.0 9.64 4.31 
9. South Korea 349.0 530.0 710.0 4.94 4.99 
10.0ther Asia 695.0 846.0 1065.0 6.77 3.91 
11.oceania 94.9 117.0 144.0 7.23 3.52 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
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Other synthetic rubbers are polybutadiene with 

about 17t market share ; Ethylene-propylene, Butyl, 

Nitrile, Polyisoprene, & Polychloroprene rubbers have 

about 29t share in the market. 

Non Tyre uses of synthetic rubber particularly 

polybutadiene fall in two categories one which goes to 

modify plastics such as polystyrene and accylonitrile 

butadiene styrene (ABS) to give improved impact resist

ance. A small amount goes to various kinds of mechani

cal goods; some of which are used in the automotive 

industry. These mechanical goods are hoses, gaskets, 

seals and wire coatings. The low expected demand of 

rubber in mechanical goods may not have any effect on 

the growing consumption. Consumption pattern of differ

ent types of rubber is shown in the Table 6.1(34). 

Market share of various synthetic rubber will 

change to a limited extent : The role of synthetic 

rubber is well illustrated by looking at rubber con

sumption in the U.S.A. They produce a total of about 2 

million MTs of synthetic rubber per annum out of which 

about 2/3rd accounts for two principal rubbers i.e. SBR 

and BR. Centrally planned economies will have consump

tion of 2.9 million MTs of synthetic rubber by 1995. 
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TABLE - 6.1(34) 
WORLD PRODUCTION OF DIFFERENT RUBBER 

(Fig. in •ooo HTs) 

1986 1988 1990 

Synthetic, t 67.2 67.0 66.S 

SBR Solid 2,477 2,417.0 2,440 
SBR Latex 254 264.4 271 
carboxylated SBR Latex 1,332 1,139 1,150.0 
Polybutadiene 1,136 1,176.0 1,172 
Ethylene-Propylene 558 589.4 603 
Polychloroprene 249 248.4 248 
Nitrile solid/latex 250 244.2 249 
Other synthetic 967 984.4 997 
(include butyl & isoprene 
rubbers in addition 
to others) 

Total synthetic 7,060 7,073.8 7,178 

Natural Rub~r 4,169 4,216 4,301 

Total New Rubber 11,229 11,290 11,479 

Synthetics, t 62.9 62.7 62.5 

Source : Chemical Business April 5-19, 1991, p-15. 
Except CPEC and East Europe. 

1995 

64.5 

2,649 
294 

1,198 
1,324 

721 
260 
290 

1,132 

8,002 

4,902 

12,904 

62.0 

Excluding CPE countries and Eastern Europe, global 

consumption of polybutadiene is expected to grow more 

than 1.3 million MTs by 1995. Relatively low growth 

pattern for PBR & SBR will be caused by the little 

increase in tyre production and continuing shift of 

truck and bus tyres towards the radial ply design. 

Tyre and tyre products are expected to account for 

more than 61\ of total new rubber consumption in 1995. 
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About 51% of all synthetic rubber produced will go into 

tyres & tyre products. Replacement demand is expected 

to average 2.5% annual growth upto 1995. The replace

ment market will benefit from the expanding base of 

world motor. Vehicle registration and longer lasting 

tyres will decrease the demand for replacement tyre. 

Natural rubber also holds a significant share of 

the total rubb~r market. The radialisation of automo

bile tyres, is no longer a primary course for change. 

Competitive demand position is the main reason for 

continued growth of natural rubber in tyre sector with 

synthetic rubber. The major synthetic rubber produced 

throughout the world is styrene butadiene rubber (SBR). 

Other major general purpose rubbers like polybutadiene 

shows lesser growth rate while the market for speciali

ty rubbers is expanding. Thermoplastic elastomers are 

growing at a rate which outstrips the percentage growth 

rate of all other synthetic rubber. More and more of 

general purpose synthetic rubber producers are commenc

ing market penetration for speciality thermoplastic 

elastomers. Thermoplastic elastomers consumption is 

expected to rise from 6,83,000 MTs to 8,58,000 MTs in 

1994 with an average annual growth rate of 7% in the 

world market. However, the yearly growth of total new 

rubber is at the rate of 2.1% world wide. 
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An examination of natural rubber versus synthetic 

rubber consumption in developing country like India and 

that of the developed countries reveals that the ratio 

of NR/SR consumption in India & China is 80/20 whereas 

it is 30/70 in the developed countries. This ratio of 

consumption holds good for both the sectors of consump-

tion such as Tyre and Non Tyre as evident from the 

Table 6.1 (35). 

TABLE - 6.1(35) 
RUBBER COBSUMPTIOB TYRE ARD BON TYRE SECTOR 

----------------------------------------------------
(Natural rubber versus synthetic rubber) 

Percentage 
---------------------------------------------------

Country Tyre Non Tyre 

---------------------------------------------------
NR SR NR SR 

---------------------------------------------------
U.S.A. 
U.K. 
France 
Germany 
Italy 
Japan 
Canada 
Brazil 
India 
China 

30 
42 
43 
65 
41 
39 
29 
30 
78 
65 

70 
58 
57 
35 
59 
61 
71 
70 
22 
35 

13 
23 
20 
17 
23 
21 
16 
16 
82 
80 

87 
77 
80 
83 
77 
79 
84 
84 
18 
20 

---------------------------------------------------
Source IISRP 

Developing countries like India & China have 

indeed a very low per capita consumption compared to 
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the developed economies. This is due to the low per 

capita GDP and slow growth in automobile sector. The 

per capita consumption is not likely to rise to the 

level of those countries whose population growth is at 

a lower level than the countries like India & China in 

the near future . 

The present over capacity situation and speedy 

expansion of production capacity of synthetic rubber in 

developing countries for their captive consumption may 

face stiff competition in export market and if import 

is liberalised local rubber manufacturers may face 

under utilization problem due to lower import cost in 

certain cases. Today, rubber industry is also passing 

through a difficult phase due to global recession in 

automobile sector. 
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&.2 IllTBGRATIOR OF DOWllSTRBAll PETROCHEMICAL IllDUSTRIBS 

WITH OTHER SECTORS OF llATIOllAL ECONOMY TO CAPITALIZE ON 

SYllERGBTIC EFFECTS 

The basic human need of materials is largely met 

through natural products like cotton, wool, silk, jute, 

wood, leather, latex etc. These products have always 

been in short supply and even in future their growth 

rate will ·not be able to keep pace with the increasing 

demand in highly populated countries. The demand supply 

gap of materials can only be met through synthetic 

products. The emergence of petrochemical industry has 

now made it possible to fulfill the increasing human 

needs. The effective utilisation of valuable petrochem

ical products can only be possible through its linkage 

with core sector of national economy. 

The downstream petrochemical products are be 

broadly classified into : 

6.2.la. PLASTICS: 

6.2.lb. SYNTHETIC FIBRE & FIBRE INTERMEDIATES 

6.2.lc. RUBBERS (ELASTOMERS) 

6.2.ld. CHEMICAL ' CHEMICAL INTERMEDIATES 
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The core sector of national economy considered for 

studying the synergetic effects are : 

6.2.2a. Agriculture and Food Processing; 

6.2.2b. Irrigation and Water Management; 

6.2.2c. Housing and Shelter; 

6.2.2d. Clothing; 

6.2.2e. Medical and Health care; 

6.2.2f. Industrial components and Engineering Products; 

6.2.2g. Transportation; 

6.2.2h. Telecommunication; 

6.2.2i. Solvents and Chemicals 

6.2.la Plastics 

The major plastic materials are Low Density Poly

ethylene/Linear Low Density Polyethylene (LDPE/LLDPE), 

High Density Polyethylene (HOPE), Polypropylene Homo

polymer (PPHP), Polypropylene Copolymer (PPCP), Poly 

vinyl chloride (PVC), Polystyrene (PS), Acrylonitrile 

Butadiene Styrene (ABS), Polyethylene Terephthalate 

(PET), Polyphenylene Oxide (PPO), and Polycarbonate. 

The major synthetic Fibre and Fibre Intermediates are : 

6.2.lb{i) Fibres : Nylon, Polyester, Acrylic 

6.2.lb(ii) Fibre Intermediates : Para xylene, capro-

lactam, ACN, DMT, PTA, MEG. 
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6.2.lc Rubbers : Synthetic rubbers like polybutadiene, 

polybutylene, SBR, and nitrile rubber are the petro

chemical products. Other synthetic rubbers are silicon 

rubber, chloroprene, polyisoprene, etc. The natural 

rubber has its share in various applications even as a 

bland with synthetic rubbers. The recent entry of 

thermoplastic elastomers have opened up new areas of 

applications. 

6.2.ld Chemicals k Chemical Intermediates 

The major chemicals and chemical intermediates 

are: Ethylene oxide (EO), Linear Alkyl Benzene (LAB), 

Xylenes and other solvents. 

The growth in petrochemical industry has been 

proved to be an indicator of overall growth in the 

developing countries, since it fulfills the basic human 

needs of clothing, housing and food. This impact has 

been very well experienced in developed nations. 

Some of the gains due to the synergistic effect 

are given below : 

i) overall industrial growth due to the expansion of conver

sion industries (to produce finished goods) and ancillary 

units (for manufacturing of moulds/dies, industrial compo

nents, additives etc). 

ii) Employment generation. 
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iii) Increase in productivity of food & clothing. 

iv) Increase in the standard of living of the people. 

v) In addition to the basic needs, people get better means 

for communication, energy transfer, transportation and 

housing etc. 

vi) Energy conservation 

vii) Pollution control 

In order to avail the gains from the synergetic 

effect of downstream petrochemical industries with 

other sectors, planning and growth monitoring is con

stantly needed. 

The growth of petrochemical industries is now 

mainly concentrated in the Asian region which will take 

care of the demand suppl) ~~P of the products in the 

region. The per capital consumption will also increase 

with the availability of more material by 2000 AD. 

Although a number of end use applications have been 

developed over the years, more efforts will be needed 

in this are~ in order to capitalise on synergetic 

effects while integration with other sectors of nation-

al economy. 

Developing countries rich in natural gas/oil have 

gone in for speedy expansion in petrochemical sector 
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mainly for export. In such cases local consumption is 

also increasing speedily but the lack of in~egration 

with other sectors may not give required impact for 

overall growth of these countries. The integration in 

some areas will be possible with the management con

trol, equity participation in units in end use sector 

by the downstream petrochemical units. Some of the 

sectors covered are discussed in the following section. 

6.2.2a. AGRICULTURE AND FOOD PROCESSING: 

With the availability of plastics such as LOPE, 

LLDPE and PVC, a great thrust has been given on their 

applications in agriculture and water management. The 

direct use of these synthetic materials has been only 

2.4% in this sector {3.lF). Th~ packaging of raw and 

processed food is generally taken in packaging sector. 

Countries like U.S.A, Israel have made extensive use of 

plastic products for increasing the productivity of 

food. Some of the major applications are : 

i) wide width agrif iln for canal lining and for cap 

covers used for storage of food products 

ii) green houses 

iii) ~ulching, 

iv) drip and 

v) sprinkler irrigation system etc. 
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Water management has be~n an area of great concern 

in various developing nations. In India, a National 

Committee of Plastics in Agriculture was formed to 

provide direction and guidance for integrated develop

ment. The committee comprised of experts from the 

Ministry of Agriculture, Department of Chemicals and 

Petrochemicals, representatives of plastic manufactur

ers, processors , the manufactures of irrigation and 

sprinkler system, research institutes, Planning Commis

sion and other allied agencies. The major objective of 

this committee was to create an awareness amongst 

various departments of the Government including irriga

tion department, amongst farmers, agricultural research 

institutes, financial institutions and others about the 

concept of use of plastics in various applications in 

agriculture and water management where hitherto the 

conventional methods were being adopted which were not 

only expensive on a long term basis but were also less 

efficient in terms of use of water. With the continued 

efforts of this national committee supported by IPCL 

and other agencies, enthusiasm was generated amongst 

the irrigation department, farmers, system manufactur

ers and others. 

The easy availability of PVC has also led to 

better irrigation systems using PVC pipes; particularly 

important are the manufacture of specially designed 
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pipes (well screens) for filtration and desalination. 

Various solvents like xylenes have also given 

thrust to pesticide sector which forms an important 

input into agriculture. Here the manufacturers of 

solvents have effectively integrated their efforts with 

pesticide manufacturers in the initial period to enable 

developing suitable solvents for effective formula

tions. 

Despite the efforts made in a few developing 

countries, large unused land is available which can be 

us~d for cultivation of crops with the integrated 

efforts to meet the requirement of increasing popula

tion especially in Asia / Pacific region. This shows 

that there is large scope for increasing the productiv

ity of food by the use of plastics and other petrochem

ical products. Efforts are required to be made in 

or.ganised manner by developing countries • 

.[QQQ PROCESSING 

Virtually a revolution took place in the processed 

food industry because of availability of wide variety 

of polymers, a judicious selection and combination of 

which could be used for different types of multilayer 
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packaging, providing suitable barrier properties re

quired by different type of processed food. This also 

led to the thrust in export of processed food. 

6.2.2b HOUSING ARD SHELTER 

Housing sector is the second largest consumer of 

plastics. The application of the petroche~ical products 

are plenty as can be seen from Table 3.2(5). 

The plastics like PVC and LOPE have played a very 

important role in the housing and shelter. Certain 

important applications in the housing sector are those 

of PVC extruded profiles and corrugated sheets for 

roofing and PVC floor tiles. The other applications in 

the housing sector have been the use of PVC pipes for 

drainage and water system, fixtures & conduits for 

underground or concealed wiring. Articles made from 

acrylic sheet are for bathrooms including light weight 

bath tubs. 

Wide width black coloured low density polyethylene 

sheets provide ready app~ication for roofing as shelter 

to flood affected area. PVC cables are providing a 

thrust in the electrification in general and rural in 

particular. Polystyrene and polyurethane have wide 
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acceptability in the application for thermal insula

tion. 

PVC red mud rooting and PVC coated mud houses are 

the other applications which f~und usage in rural 

sector of the economy. Because of close synergy between 

plastics and the housing sector it is supplementin9 the 

need for low cost housing. In India, the plastic manu

facturers, National Building Construction Corporation 

(NBCC) and other allied agencies have provided an 

integrated approach to use of plastics in construction. 

There is large scope for support to this sector by 

providing the technology of low cost housing using 

plastic materials to meet the requirement of millions 

of people in rural and urban areas in developing coun

tries. 

6.2.2c. CLOTHING 

Developing countries generally with large popula

tion have more requirement for food and clothing, 

whereas land for cultivation is limited and the 

agricultural yields are generally lower. Considerable 

land can be spared for agricultural products like 

foodgrains, edible oils, seeds etc. For the require

ment of fibre in textile, clothing cotton can be 
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supplemented by synthetic fibres like polyester & nylon 

and also the demand for wool by acrylic fibre. The 

development of synthetic fibres have not only supple

mented the availability of cloth but due to the high 

durability it has reduced the expenditure on clothing, 

its maintenance and upkeep besides improving the ap

pearance and feel of the fabric. Availability of nylon 

and polyester filament have given a boost to powerloom 

industry which is labour intensive and there are a 

large number of self employed weavers. 

6.2.24. MEDICAL A.ND HEALTH CARE 

Availability of various types of plastics, elas

tomers and chemicals have revolutionised the medical 

and health care sector of the economy. These downstream 

petrochemicals have been very well integrated with 

industry developing various applications such as dis

posable syringes, IV bottles, blood bottles, blood 

bags, artificial heart valves, artificial limbs, cathe

ters, suture, contact lenses requiring a large variety 

of commodity, engineering and speciality plastics and 

rubbers. These provide a convenient, better, safe and 

sterilized medium for medical and health care at af

fordable cost. These items are available in the dis

posable packaging and pre-sterilized using advanced 
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methods (employing ethylene oxide sterilization or 

gamma radiation). For some of the items polymers like 

PTFE and silicon are used since they are biocompatible 

materials. 

Extensive use of plastics and synthetic rubber is 

being made in this sector by developed countries (Table 

3.4(1)). The developing countries are able to produce 

only hospital, home care and paracorporeal products 

using commodity plastics for local consumption. The 

demand of these finished products has been growing fast 

replacing conventional materials like glass and ceram

ics. The paracorporeal products require a large variety 

of plastics and rubber which are not produced in de

veloping countries and hence for their production 

developing countries have to mainly depend on developed 

countries to meet demand of speciality plastic materi

als. 

6.2.2e. INDUSTRIAL COMPONEJl'l'S AND ENGINEERING PRODUCTS 

The birth of a few industrial/engineering products 

was not possible without petrochemicals. Some cf these 

products are consumer electronics, business machines, 

electrical & automobile components. Various commodity 

and engineering plastics have their share in this 
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sector. However, their consumption in quantitative 

terms is relatively lower than other sectors. Some of 

the major consumer areas are refrigerators, electron

ics, automobile, textile engineering components, audio

visual products, computer and communication equipments. 

These products are not considered to be consumer goods 

but rated as luxurious items in developing countries, 

since the per capita GDP in these countries is very 

low. The demand growth of such products is not very 

high. However, a large variety of sophisticated equip

ments/products are manufactured in developing countries 

like Taiwan, Singapore & South Korea & India mainly for 

export under buy-back mechanism. These countries have 

gained good expertise to process the engineering and 

specially formulated plastics and rubber. They will 

remain dependent on developed countries to meet their 

raw material requirement. 

The consumption of engineering plastics is largely 

dependable on production of high value added industri

al/engineering products and vis-a-vis. This is the 

reason of strong synergistic effect of engineering 

plastics with this sector of national economy which 

provide all benefits associated with the standard of 

living of the people of developing countries. 
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6.2.2f. TRANSPORTATION 

Plastic industry has found a great synergy in the 

transportation sector particularly automobiles like 

passenger cars, motorcycles and cycles. With the in

creasing cost of fuel, the emphasis has been to develop 

fuel efficient vehicles and one factor in achieving 

fuel efficiency has been to reduce the weight of the 

automobile. In this direction plastic moulders, the 

automobile manufacturers, ancillary product and tool 

makers integrated their efforts in developing plastic 

components, replacing heavier metallic components by 

plastic. Apart from reducing the weight of the compo

nent, they also provided opportunity for having better 

finish and polish besides being resistant to corrosion 

due to weathering etc. In India, Maruti cars for exam

ple, has replaced large percentage of components by 

plastics. similarly Hero Honda, Kinetic Honda and Bajaj 

have also introduced large number of plastic components 

thus achieving economy in fuel consumption. 

Bicycle industry particularly the racing cycles 

for exports and domestic use have also taken advantage 

of light weight of plastic and substituted some parts 

such as seat, paddle, handle covers etc. and it is 

providing important thrust for export. 
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In the transportation of chemicals like ethylene, 

ethylene oxide etc. specialised road tankers have been 

developed with emphasis on safety and security. Bulk 

method of transportation using pneumatic loading and 

unloading system have also been developed. In the 

aviation sector use of performance plastic and carbon 

fibre is becoming increasingly invogue due to high 

strength and low weight of these plastics. 

The tyre industry largely utilizes the synthetic 

rubber and depending on the requirements, blends with 

natural rubber are also largely used in this applica

tion. The demand of two wheelers will continue to grow 

in developing countries as compared to four wheelers 

and hence need of petrochemical products due to the 

growth of former will increase rapidly. 

6.2.2q. TELECOMMUNICATION 

With the availability of various plastics like 

LOPE, LLDPE, PVC and specialised wire and cable com

pounds, the telecommunication sector had a big boost 

with revolution in information technology. Some of the 

major applications are as under : 

i) Telephone instrument. 
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ii) Junction box 

iii) Cable, fax and other such machines. 

Some of the applications demand engineering plas

tics which are not produced in developing countries 

that is optic fibre cable and junction boxes require 

the material like nylon 11, polyester (reinforced) etc. 

Such products are not manufactured in developing coun

tries and their material demand is met through import. 

6.2.2h. SOLVENTS AllD CHEMICALS 

The easy availability of chemicals like ethylene 

oxide have given a boost to dye-intermediates sector 

like vinyl sulphone which is an important area for 

export market. Besides various surface active agents 

used in oil industry as pour point depressant, sur

factants for health care products. Similarly ethylene 

glycol is used in coolants for automobiles. Availabili

ty of acrylonitrile and byproduct HCN have given a 

boost to acrylates. 

Abundance of Carbon Black Feedstock (CBFS) has led 

to setting up of units to manufacture carbon black 

largely used in rubber and tyre industry and in plastic 

industry as filler and UV stabiliser. Availability of 
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solvent as byproduct from petrochemical industry has 

led to setting up of fractionation and distillation 

units in the decentralized small scale sector which 

manufacture tailor made solvents for paints and pesti

cide industry. 

Linear Alkyl Benzene has led to a mushroom qrowth 

of detergent manufacturers. The efforts of LAB manufac

turers in the initial period were integrated with 

detergent manufacturers developing various formula

tions. Some of the large detergent manufacturers may 

plan in terms of backward integration for manufacture 

of normal paraffins. Likewise certain refineries are 

thinking in terms of manufacturing normal paraffins 

from kerosene for manufacturing LAB. With easy avail

ability paints manufacturers have carried backward 

inteqration for manufacture of phthalic anhydride. The 

enerqies and efforts are also being channelised in the 

field of development of catalysts, additives and an

tioxidants, UV stabiliser and spin finish for textile 

industry to take advantage of synergy between down

stream petrochemical industry and its end usages. 
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6.3.A TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AND LOCAL ABSORPTION OF 

IMPORTED PROCESS TECHNOLOGIES 

Petrochemical industry is not only affected by 

energy crunches and advances in the same technology, 

but the effect of new technologies is all-pervading. 

All emerging technologies are primarily "Fusion Tech

nologies" in nature rather than total "Break-through 

Technologies". Technological evolution is desired to 

catch-up with the race for : 

- use of non-toxic materials 

- low energy usages 

- high efficiency processes to create economically new 

products with superior applications. 

- ecologically friendly & better waste-management 

Fusion technologies are demand-led, i.e. customer 

compels evolution of desired products. Break-through 

technologies are evolved from internal requirements to 

lower the cost or increase production efficiency. 

Either of these can be for commodity or speciality 

products. The later one being high-tech are basically 

knowledge base industries and therefore need high level 

of human skill which is rare in developing countries. 
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In most of the developing countries very little 

research (applied or fundamental) is being carried out. 

Due to various constraints, they need to divert avail

able resources for more applied work. This is true for 

academic institutions, national laboratories and indus

trial R&Ds. Ti1is research then needs transformation to 

commercialization. 

Technologies are related to the production of 

petrochemical building blocks (xylenes, ethylene, 

propylene, butadiene, benzene) from mother plants and 

product manufacture (elastomers, plastics, fibres, 

chemicals) from down-stream units. Every time develop

ing nations debate which technology to import and which 

one to develop. The technologies can be with 

- Repetitive need 

- One time need 

- Guarded/costly (High-tech) 

It is uesired to develop repeatedly required 

technologies which do not require long time or high 

skill for development. One time technology needs should 

be imported only. Development of technologies for third 

category is based on specific need of a developing 

country. 
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Subsequent details will cover technology transfer, 

its prerequisites, some practical tips, imported tech

nology absorption, chemical plant and processing equip

ments of capital goods nature. 

6.3A.1 TECBlfOLOGY (T): 

Technology is a major base for the grow~h and 

success of a country and needs better understanding. It 

is not only limited to the art of making a product. In 

its real sense it means and include : 

- Process 

- Know-how 

- Patents 

- Knowledge/capability for commercial improvements 

Companies license out those technologies mostly 

which relate to products, that a licenser no l~nqer 

intend to produce, do not intend to spend capital for 

new facility or where it loses potential in a geograph

ical area. New technologies for coJIU"lr~i +-·· ..,roducts are 

invariably not parted or parted at ·.l = ·. , ·~;..' i:. Technolo-

gies relating to high tech/strategic areas are mostly 

not parted with. 
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It is, therefore, important for a "licensee" to 

know which technology to buy, with what conditions of 

sale and the expected after sale services from "licen

ser". In the game of successful plant commissioning, 

the role of two other players viz. "Detail engineering 

contractor" and "Equipment suppliers" is also vital. 

6.3A.2 TECllNOLOGY SELECTXON (TS): 

Today world needs petrochemical processes which 

are technically efficient, safe, environment friendly 

and economically attractive. Technologies are rapidly 

changing and the fear of obsolescence is increasing. 

Selection of best technology is often done under a 

number of constraints like 

- limited study, budget and time 

- incomplete information 

- need to keep final selection confidential 

The first &tep under above constraints is to 

identify "available technologies for licensing". Best 

approach for a licensee is to make an in-house team, 

who should collect information from published and elec

tronic sources. Technology selection team should keep 

in mind the product market g£ades/quantity requirement 
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and plant location. With the knowledge of feedstock, 

minimum economic size of unit, market and locational 

infrastructural support, one can visualize target plant 

capacity, technology choice and level of sophistication 

requirement. This is important for a developing nation • 

The technology and licenser selection are based on 

- technology features 

- technology transfer/cooperation experience 

- product grades/marketability 

- process economies 

commercial features and experience 

A model of technology selection chart is as per 

Fig.6.3(1F). It is desirable to visit plants operating 

with technology which is under final selection to 

assess their real commercial performance. 

6.3A.3 TECHNOLOGY LICENSING (T.L): 

Once process is selected, next step is to secure 

the license agreement. This is a contract between 

"Licenser & Licensee". Process license involves trans

fer of know-how and patent rights. It often includes 

~eference to equipments which are of proprietary 

nature. 
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Normally number of separate agreements for part of 

process licensing efforts are being made. They cover 

initial confidentiality or secrecy agreement (CA) and 

the actual license agreement (LA) covering patents and 

know-how transfer rights, engineering services, train

i~g, catalyst supply, technical support during start

up, commissioning, market development and technical 

exchange. 

C.A. is signed during final process selection, 

when licensee narrows down the list of potential licen

sers to one or two. It remains in effect till it is 

replaced by confidentiality (secrecy) clause in L.A. 

"Grant back" is plugged in L.A. for exchange of future 

commercial improvements upto a fixed period. 

In order to effectively tie-up licenser, L.A. 

should be subjected to thorough scrutiny. Licenser 

needs to provide all information which an experienced 

detailed P.ngineering contractor needs for designing 

rather than facing fresh requirement of generating 

basic information from other party. Occasionally im

provements are not timely disclosed and charged later. 

6.3A.4 TECJl)10LOGY TRANSFER (TT): 

Upon entering into contract with "licenser", 
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proposed "Design Basis" document is prepared by "detail 

engineering contractor" in consultation with 

"Licensee". This is then frozen between above three 

during Design Conference. 

Under the process license agreement, T.T. normally 

involves: 

-Process specifications (Basic engineering) book 

- Operating and laboratory manuals 

- Technical manuals 

- Raw material & additive 

- Process control 

- Product details and applications 

- Fire/safety and waste disposal 

- Expatriate assistance during design 

- Erection and operation 

- Operator training 

- Market seeding/development assistance 

Till recently, all this formed one time activity 

from licenser side. We share our experience briefly to 

provide tips of caution for a developing nation. 

- Technology transfer details for ISBL is only provided 

by licenser. All OSBL details are developed by detail 
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engineering contractor with meager help from 

licenser/licensee. 

- All basic engineering information and suggested 

detail engineering information for critical areas 

should come from licenser. 

- Licenser's interest is to maximize package units, 

which reduces engineering work from their side. At best 

they need to provide complete operating linkages be

tween all units including package items. 

- Normally licenser gives narrow range of process and 

operating parameters only. To better adapt the technol

ogy, it is desired to know the process/operating beha

viour beyond the operating narrow range, through their 

R&D work or from actual operating information. 

- Manuals as stated are heart of know-how. The tendency 

is to make chemical specifications stringent which 

makes indigenisation difficult for licensee and easy 

escape of process guarantee for licenser. 

- Regarding expatriate assistance, the terms dictated 

by licenser are invariably too costly. Licensee has to 

get be~t assistance for optimum time usage. 
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- L.A. normally includes operator's training for short

time at reasonable cost with a clause for additional 

training at higher cost. The training at first instant 

itself should be such that trained staff can take 

charge with full confidence and can deal with emergen

cies independently. Like operation, laboratory, mainte

nance and marketing exhaustive staff training is also 

essential. 

- Market seeding/development efforts ensure smooth 

entry of product to be manufactured in the market. 

Licenser may help to seed the new product in applica

tions he is familiar with. However, geographical area, 

socio-economic background and availabl~ infrastructure 

dominate locational market development. For this forma

tion of an in-house team is the best way to steer. 

It has been our experience that the success of 

technology transfer/technology co-operation largely 

depends on operating, maintenance services, skilled 

human resources and the harmony. This is possible when 

an efficient leadership is provided. Beside this, 

locational infra-structure requirement is a must. 

A new concept of technology transfer (TT) is now 

mooted. "Business council of Sustainable Development", 
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an international body of businessmen for promoting eco

fr iendly industrial development, supports the concept 

of "Technology Co-operation (T.C.)". 

T.C. encompasses T.T. with respect to constant 

manpower development and upgradation of technology. 

T.C. includes process and design concepts of pollution 

prevention/control and waste management. For technology 

assimilations extended R&D co-operation in selected 

technology areas is a must. It is a worth while concept 

to provide primary waste water treatment facility 

within I.S.B.L. even when a unit forms a part of an 

integrated complex rather treating in central waste 

water facility only. 

Licensers are also under pres~ure to transfer 

technologies to safe hands only due to disasters in 

chemical industries all over the world. This gives them 

an opportunity for accepting a licensee only with 

requisite background. 

6.3A.5 ABSORPTION OP IMPORTED TECHNOLOGIES: 

Absorption of an imported technology involves 

Licensee's capability to absorb, the suitability of 
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technology for new environment and how smooth technolo

gy transfer has been effected by licenser. The part of 

detail engineering contractor and equipment suppliers 

is also equally important. 

The three terminologies, normally in use are 

- Absorption 

- Adaptation 

- Assimilation 

Absorption is only the first stage of knowledge of 

the technology. As explained under T.T., licenser gives 

operating process control and maintenance manuals. 

TECHNOLOGY ADAPTATION : 

When a licensee understands process control param

eters even beyond the narrow ranges as provided for 

operation/control by licenser, we mean that the tech

nology has been adapted by licensee. 

TECHNOLOGY ASSIMILATION: 

When a licensee under~~ands the intricacies of 

entire techn~logy through applied research and engi-
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neering and is in a position to make substantial com

mercial improvements independently, it is considered 

that licensee has been in a position to assimilate the 

technology. Thus it include design expertise also. 

In a step towards technology absorption, develop

ing nations have to develop their human resources at 

various levels so that a receiver can catch the signals 

and filter out the right once. This requires constant 

orientation in the desired area in the field of theory 

and on the job practice. 

Well planned and executed initial system 

flush/checks (static & dynamic), pre-operational, 

precommissioning and commissioning activities help in 

faster technology absorption be made available from 

institutions. 

Technology absorption will be easier if plant 

interruptions are least which calls for stable external 

supplies like utilities and feedstocks. Availability of 

pilot plants give better in sight of technologies. Very 

high automation, occasionally proves detrimental to 

technology absorption. 
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6.3.B CAPITAL GOODS REQUIREMENTS: 

CHEMICAL PLANTS AllD PROCESSING EQUIPMENTS: 

The two terms invariably used with process plants 

are unit processes and unit operations. It is these 

"unit operations" which call for hardware of static or 

rotary type. Besides equipments for ISBL, they are also 

needed for OSBL and utilities. 

Equipment manufacturer requires design, fabrica

tion, inspection test facilities and proper material 

availability. Developing countries continue to import 

special critical, large size or sophisticated equip

ments. This is due to limited skill or rarely needed 

frequency of such items. 

In each area, there are only handf~l of such 

specialised/proprietary equipment suppliers. For var

ious petrochemical manufacturing or processing units, 

such equipments for specialised services can be as 

stated: 

- Glass lined vessels, reacto~ ;, blowers, pumps, com 

pressers, pneumatic conveyors 

Mixers, separators (centrifuges, sieves with rotary 
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values) 

- Process heaters, heat exchangers 

- Process driers 

Extruders, balers, Bagging/wrapping machines 

- Flare stack system 

Refrigeration, high efficiency boiler packages 

ELECTRICAL: 

- Large synchronous motors 

- Plant communication systems in hazardous areas 

- Flame proof phones, lifts, refrigerators 

INSTRUMENTAL: 

- Computer based process control 

- Control valves 

- Safety valves, breather valves, emergency vents, 

rupture discs 

- On-line analysers 

- Robotics 

The steps need to be taken by developing countries 

include standardisation of capital goods, hardwares. 

This will assist developing countries to venture for 

manufacturing at least some of these items. One such 

attempt is to maximise use of swing technologies or 
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technologies with identical process. Manufacture of 

LLDPE, HOPE, by swing process is a classic case. M/s. 

Mitsui has developed new technology for LLDPE, LDPE, 

HOPE in single production facility. 

New process called •super Polyethylene• combines a 

unique catalyst with high polymer designing techniques 

to ensure continuous production of polyethylenes having 

different densities, molecular structures and composi

tions. Minimisation of duty on import components for 

actual users of such items meant manufacture of these 

selective items under licensing arrangement in the 

country itself. 

- Since provenness of major items is of significance 

(due to large investment at stake), manufacture of only 

proven models need to be attempted first. 

- In overall balance, some equipments continue to be 

imported due to prohibitive cost of one time manufac

ture over a long time. 

- Encourage and motivate domestic industry. 

In fact product processing machines get least 

priority in developing countries. This leads to low 

availability of specific sector finished goods even if 

raw polymer products are available. With more and more 
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availability of petrochemical products, there needs to 

be commensurate growth of processing machines for 

better and autoaatic processing/printing of petrocheai

r..als. 

In the above context, it is foremost for develop

ing nations to direct their antenna and catch various 

signals fro• their nation and the world for: 

- Technology data Dank with their merits as existing. 

- Coming up fusion and break-through technologies 

- Technology forecast scenario 

- Maintain reqister of experts with details of special-

isation. 

- Link research to applied field for better technology 

adaptations/assimilations. 

- Develop human skills at various levels 

- Petrochemicals product (supply/demand) data base. 

- Impetus to this in national level and industrial 

corporate levels. 

- Exchange programme between developing nations. 

These are applicable for all technologies related 

to petrochemicals including building blocks, elastomer, 

plastics, fibre and chemicals. 
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6.4. llUKAll RESOURCE REQUXREMEllTS 

Population and poverty are integrally linked in 

developing economies. Petrochemicals have come to be 

regarded as symbol of economic development. It also 

helps in generating employment. There is a misconcep

tion that petrochemical industry is capital intensive 

and not labour intensive. The job generated will not be 

commensurate with the investment being made. If we take 

the petrochemical industries in totality (the mother 

plant, downstream petrochemical plants and the process

ing units) then this perception is not correct. The 

mother cracker and the downstream petrochemical plants 

are capital intensive and do not require large number 

of manpower. However, the products coming from these 

are not directly marketable. These are to be processed 

by the downstream petrochemical processing industry 

which are highly labour intensive. In addition to this, 

the employment opportunity also develop with the growth 

of ancillary industries, manufacturing hardware, ma

chinery etc. for down stream petrochemical industries 

and their processing ur.its. Table-6.4 (1) shows the 

relationship of manpower utilization in a typical 

mother cracker, downstream petrochemical plants and in 

the processing industries. 
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'l'ABLB-6.4(1) 
RBLA'l'IOBSBIP OP KABPOWBR UTILISA'l'IOB 

I• KOTBBR cncm, DODS'lllBMI PftllOCBBllICAL PLAll'l'S 
AllD PROCBSSIBG IllDOSftY 

----------------------------------------------------------------
Mother cracker For 1000 Tonnes 2 Persons 

Downstream For 1000 Tonnes 3 Persons 

Petrocheaical 

Plant 

Processing 

Industries For 1000 Tonnes 100 Persons 

Technology being the most predominant factor in 

the industry, it requires sufficient traininq effort to 

develop the required skill-base. This will basically be 

in two areas. Firstly, manpower required for the Crack

er units and the intermediate petrochemicals manufac-

tur1ng units that are projected to be set up in future. 

Manpower in this area will require higher educati~nal 

background and greater skills. Secondly the manpower 

will be required tor downstrea~ processing industries 
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for the do•estic or export market. Besides thesa two 

directly concerned areas for petrochemicals, manpower 

require•ent also exists in relat~d sector dealing with 

the transportation and storage. 

'. 4. 2. DllP01IBR RBQUXRBllBllT FOR CRACKERS DD XllTEIUIBDX

&TB PBTllOCBBlllc&L DllUFACTURillG UIDUSTRXBS : 

Taking into account the future investments in the 

petrochemical sector, an assessment has been made for 

the aanpower needs in petrochemical industries. The 

estimation of manpower has been made on the basis of 

planned investment till 1995 AD. For estimating manpow

er requirement, the manning standard of a typical unit 

in a developing country has been used. The manpower 

rec;uirement has again been broken down into managerial, 

supervisory and non-supervisory categ~ries. In the 

technical cadre, the estimation again has been divided 

into various technical streams. 

on the basis of a typical petrochemical complex 

with the latest technology in a developing country and 

the investment projection, manpower requirement in 

petrochemical industry is 3S per Tables - 6.4 (2) and 

6.4 (3). 
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'TABLB-5.4(2) 
COUllTR.Y PROPXLE-

DJOR P~OCllEllXCALS XllDUSftXES COIURG UP 
( upto 1995) 

------------------------------------------------
Naae of the country Approx.investment 

(in Million us $) 

------------------------------------------------
Alqeria 
Arqentina 
Banqladesh 
Bahrain 
Brazil 
Bulqaria 
China 
Taiwan 
Colombia 
Czechoslovakia 
Hunqary 
India 
Indonesia 
Iran 
Libya 
Malaysia 
Mexico 
Niqeria 
Philippines 
south Africa 
Thailand 
Trinidad 
TUrkey 
CIS 
Venezuela 
Vietnam 
Yugoslavia 

Total : 

250 
1000 

200 
200 

2400 
200 

8000 
4000 

60 
200 
100 

3000 
6000 
3500 

600 
4000 

3000 
3500 

600 
17 

2800 
1000 

300 
6000 
2500 

800 
100 

54327 

------------------------------------------------
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00 
co 

TABLB &.4 (3) 

BASIS or MANPOWER A88B88MBHT 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-----
A. INVESTMENT 

(Mn.US $) 

MANAGERIAL 

Tech. Non- Total 
tech. 

Tech. 

SUPERVISORY 

Non
tech. 

Total 

NON-SUPERVISORY 

Tech. Non
tech. 

Total 

GRAND 
TOTAL 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!. > 1000 70 30 100 325 75 400 1200 300 1500 2000 
Il. 750-1000 55 25 80 260 60 320 960 240 1200 1600 
Ill. 500-750 42 18 60 195 45 240 720 180 900 1200 
v. < 250 11 04 15 48 12 60 180 45 225 300 

B. TYPICAL CQMPOSITIOH C'> 

sup1rvi19ry Bon-1up1ryi1ory 

Chemical 20 30 
Mechanical 35 25 
Ele:::trical 15 14 
Instrumentation 15 17 
other (Quality Assurance, 15 14 
(Fire & Safety, Metallurgy, etc.) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



• 

There has been an imbalance in growth of petro-

cheaical industries and availability of manpower in a 

few developing countries. The countries like Saudi 

Arabia, Iran, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia etc., 

despite inadequate facilities for education and train

ing have built up large capacities for petrochemicals 

and down stream products. They aainly depend on other 

countries to aeet their skilled manpower requirements. 

In order to meet the local requirements of finished 

petrochemical products, it is necessary for them to 

develop their local facilities to produce a skilled 

manpower. Manpower requirement for synthetic fibre 

manufacturing units are estimated on the basis of 

standardised sizes (Table-6.4 (4)). 

TABLE 6.4 (4) 
JIAJIPOWBR RBQUIRBllBllT FOR SYll'tllBTIC FIBRE 

TVRI•G UllITS 

Plant 

PSF 
PFY 
NFY 
AF 

Capacity 
(TPA) 

30000 
15000 
12000 
12000 
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employees 

(direct) 

515 
580 
480 
520 



, .... 3. llAllP01IBR RBQUIRBllEllT Ill PROCESE IllDUSTRY : 

The manpower requireaent for the process industry 

will be of three categories viz. aanagerial, superviso

ry snd skilled. These can be further sub-divided into 

areas of polymer, fibre and oth~r petrochemicals. 

Basically, the aanpower assessment in these areas will 

be (based on the investment; made on the following 

basis: 

(a) Manpower required for synthetic fibre manufactur

ing unit are estimated on the basis of standard sizes. 

(b) Requirement of skilled manpower for conversion 

industry is assumed at 10 technical personnel for every 

100 MTs per annum of polymer processed. 

(c) Additional employment include replacement for 

staff erosion through retirement etc. 

, .... 4. TRAillIBG FACILITIES : 

(A) l'OR CRACKERS AllD Ul'l'BRKZDIA'l'B PBTROCBBKICAL JIUU-

J'AC'l'URIBG IllDUS'l'RIBS : 

Universities, engineering institutes and polytech

nics g-.nerally have established courses for training of 

different categories of personnel required by petro-
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chemical industry. These may be classified as courses 

in polymer chemistry, polymer technology, plastic 

technology, plastic engineering, textile engineering/ 

technology, fibre chemistry, rubber technology, tech-

. nicians depending on the emphasis on any specific area 

of specialisation. Most of the institutes impart train

ing at post-graduate or diploma level and are typically 

of one to four years• duration. The nature of training 

includes theoretical lectures, laboratory practicals, 

project work, dissertation and a very limited practical 

training in related area. Countries like India and 

China have got institutional infrastructure for such 

education and training. The output from these insti

tutes may have fairly good background knowledge about 

petrochemical industry. However, their knowledge base 

often is on outdated technologies as there is very poor 

interaction between universities and petrochemical 

industries. There is an imperative need for the petro

chemical industries in such cases to interact closely 

with universities to ensure that the curriculum of 

training is updated constantly to meet the need of the 

industry. Petro~~emical companies should endow a few 

seats for a professor in chemical en~ineering depart

ment in atleast one ot the universities. They should 

also invest in upgrading the infrastructure facilities 

in the universities ' polytechnics. Each major petro-
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cheaical unit should identify at least one university 

and one/two polytechnics as the affiliate university/ 

polytechnics. 

The output from aost of the universities and 

technical institutes have theoretical knowledge and 

they cannot be inducted into the industry directly. 

They need further practical and on the job training. 

For this countries have limited scope and have to 

depend upon licensers training facilities which becomes 

very expensive. 

(B) FOR PROCESS INDUSTRIES : 

As regards processing industries, the methodology 

to be adopted for training of manpower at various 

levels is given below : 

(i) Polyaers : 

·there is generally a dearth of skilled operation 

in the plastic industry. Alth~ugh it appears that very 

large number of training institutes will be required to 

be set up to meet the estimated demand of supervisory 

and skilled manpower of the process industry during the 

coming year, experience in ·several countries has shown 
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that the industry itself is also capable of creating 

reasonable number of trained manpower by imparting "on 

the job" training. For instance, during 1985-86 nearly 

17,000 people in the supervisory cadre and 30,000 

skilled operators were employed in the industry in a 

given country whereas there existed hardly any facility 

for training such manpower in the country. This was 

possible primarily because bulk of the processing 

equipments were of the conventional type manufacturing 

established products. With the shift towards more 

sophisticated plants for the manufacture of both con

ventional as well as new products, this type of "on the 

job" training both in terms of quality and number was 

not adequate. More and more well structured institu

tional training facilities were required to handle 

complicated plants and machineries for the manufacture 

of superior quality of existing as well as newer 

products. 

(ii) SYllTJIE'l'IC FIBRE : 

The synthetic fibre industry is highly capital 

intensive and the employment opportunities are generat

ed indirectly in the intermediate petrochemical manu

facturing units/trades. Clusters of such downstream 

processing units like texturising, twisting, dyeing and 
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decentralised weaving not only create dispersal of 

industries but also provide local employment thereby 

discouraging migration of skilled labour towards crowd

ed metropolis. 

(iii) PETROCHEMICALS OTHER TJIAll POLYMERS, SYllTHETIC 

PIBRES INCLUDING Ill'l'ERKEDIATES 

In all these products manufacturing, technology is 

being continuously upgraded with better and improved 

conversion and separation technique5, and reduced 

energy consumption. There is also increasing sophisti

cation in instrumentation and process control. It will 

be fair to expect most of the new units to go in for 

micropr.ocessor based DCS systems. The net effect of all 

such technology and process improvements will be reduc

tion in manpower. Even today, the existing units manu

facturing these products do not have high employment 

intensity. In the future, employment per tonne of 

output will be even less. 

6.4.5. TRAINING FACILITIES IN RELATED AREAS : 

Large number of personnel will be employed in 

related areas like transportation and storage. Their 

training need can be met by existing training facili-
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ties for such category of people employed in other areas 

of industries. However, since petrochemical industry 

deals with hazardous and inflammable materials, there 

is a need to give training to such persons in safety 

aspects of handling petrochemical products • 

6.4.6. GENERAL APPROACH : 

(a) Petrochemical industry should interact closely with 

universities and technical training institutes to 

ensure that the curriculum of training is updated 

constantly to meet the need of the industry. 

(b) Petrochemical companies should endow one seat of a 

professor in chemical engineering department in at 

lea~t one of the universities. 

(c) Petrochemical industries should invest in upgrading 

the infrastructure facilities in the universities/ 

technical institutes. 

(d) Each major petrochemical unit should identify at 

least one university and two polytechnics as its aff il

iated university/polytechnic. 

(e) There may be a need to introduce courses in process 

control, electronic instrumentation and corrosion & 

inspection in the existing universities and technical 

institutes. 

(f) There may be a need to set up a Safety Institu~e 
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6.5 PHYSICAL PD :IllSTI'l'UTIODL :IllPRASTRUCTURB 

The physical and institutional infrastructure 

plays an important role for development of down stream 

petrochemical industry. It is imperative that the 

infrastructural needs such as transport, communication, 

ware housing, distribution network, well developed rail 

and road network, port terminals etc. are essential to 

ensure sustainability over the long term. Understanding 

the systematic linkages of these vital forces is cru

cial in formulating infrastructural strategy. 

6.5.1 TRAllSPORTATIOll 

Unlike other products, need for transportation of 

petrochemicals is of different nature. This involves 

handling of highly inflammable, hazardous & toxic 

gases, liquids and solids. 

Transportation scenario for the future in develop

ing countries will depend on income growth, supply of 

petroleum products, environmental protection norms and 

the growing political demand for equity. Transportation 

like most other sectors is considered to be mainly 

technology dependent. India as one of the producers an~ 

major users of petrochemical products looks for better 
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planninq of the transportation of all variety of goods 

including petrocheaicals to different destinations. A 

National Transport Policy Collllittee in India subaitted 

its report in 1980 projecting that the freight of 

consumer qoods aore than double and the aechanised road 

transport would increase from 77 billion ton kilometers 

in 1977-78 to 1982 billion ton kilometers in the year 

2000. It is generally observed that water and air 

transport are relatively less prevalent when compared 

to the surface transport. 

India has a high ratio of public vs priva~e trans

port. According to a detailed study it would be desira

ble for major portion of goods traffic to be shifted to 

rail. For the transportation of solid products by road, 

trucks of increased capacities with a provision to 

protect the material during the rainy season are essen

tial. The transportation of hazardous monomers and 

chemicals require special arrangements like refrigera

tion, nitrogen blanketing etc. and these will add 

considerably to the transportation cost. Products like 

rubbers and fibres are normally packed in baleG and 

these are then crated. Facilities like fork lift etc. 

should be available for loading and unloading. Informa

tion on production schedules, inventory/stock levels, 

dispatch planning etc facilitate logistics of transpor-
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tation. The availability or port terminal facilities, 

either own or hired near the production site is a major 

infrastructural facility, ~acilitatinq bulk exports. 

The new major exporters of petrochemicals products 

like Saudi Arabia. Indonesia have to depend on the 

transport technology available in developed countries, 

but to suit the same to the local conditions, they 

require indigenous developmental efforts. Various other 

new entrants in petrochemical sector require careful 

planning for the transport of their raw material and 

product to meet the local requirements as well as 

export. Other countries who are expanding their capaci

ties will further need to strengthen this area for 

efficient marketing of ~heir products. 

6.5.2 COJIMtJBICATIOB 

Improvement in communication system is a healthy 

sign for growth in trade and business, since it im

proves the overall working efficiency. Over the years 

and especially in the last decade developing countries 

have developed a fairly extensive coJ11Dunication infra

structure. The telecommunication infrastructure has 
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been rapidly expanded and aodernised in recent years. A 

very larqe nuaber of places are now interconnected 

throuqh subscriber trunk dialing and even international 

subscriber dialing for telephone comaunications. Fur

ther these lines can now be used for data coaaunica

tions too, providing access to data bases and linking 

up computers. Satellite communication, indigenously 

produces small rural exchanqes and the Multi-Access 

Radio Relay (MARR} systems are taking high quality 

telecomaunication into rural areas also. Much of this 

growth in comm~nications has been made possible and 

catalyzed by advent of INSAT system and domestic satel

lite communication. In the context of the development 

of downstream technologies the communication system 

becomes important in view of the crucial role of infor

mation and education it provides on processes and 

products. 

The effectiveness of the communication media 

depends on the clarity of objectives and mappinq out a 

coherent and appropriate strateqy. Feedback from the 

customers, information on technical and aesthetic 

quality of the products are all important factors. 

Information about the methods, sources for physical 

supplies and for further details are to be effectively 

communicated. The communication strateqy would need to 
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include a aix of local and wider programmes. 

The dissemination or transfer of information has 

for long been considered a pri~e goal of marketing 

strategy. One of the mc~t important and obviously aost 

difficult tasks in effective co .. unication is creating 

change-changing beliefs and attitudes of people towards 

acceptance of new products. The role of stimulating and 

catalyzing an analysis of the situation of the new 

information provided, is best done through interperson-

al collllunication. 

An important but little used role of the communi

cation media is to act as a feedback channel. Feedback 

programmes can be used to keep manufacturers informed 

on quality and applications of goods. They can also be 

used to put pressure on the supply system. The need for 

horizontal communication between different groups of 

people is particularly high for tasks related to market 

development. 

Enhanced volume of movement of products demands 

effective communication among transporters, distribu

tors etc. The communication media should be effectively 

used to cater information on production schedules, 

inventory/stock levels, dispatch planning etc. Facili-
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ties for rapid co11J1unication between head off ice and 

regional centres on aaterial receipt status through 

road/rail, feedback on warehouse space, dispatch plan, 

product classification and aovement priorities will aid 

the aarket developaent of new products. 

6.5.3 STORAGE 

The creation of optimum storage facilities both at 

manufacturing site and distribution centres is needed 

to meet customer's demands in time. Solid products are 

stored in warehouses with stacking facilities. Forklift 

facilities are essential for the distribution of these 

products. For storing liquid products, storage tanks of 

right material of construction should be made available 

at distribution centres. It may be required to provide 

these tanks with glass lining nitrogen ~lanketing or 

water sprinkling facility to take care of the special 

storaqe needs of the liquid products. In certain cases 

special certification of tanks is required. It is 

necessary t~ obtain insurances of the material while it 

is in transit. All warehouses should be properly venti

lated with emergency exit etc. They should also have 

all modern communication facilities and suitable per

sons to man and maintain proper records. The construc

tion of warehouses outside the battery limit at produc-
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tion units facilitate quick transportation of materials 

and safety. 

~.s.c. DISTRIBUTION llETWOU 

Materials are nor•ally sold P-ither through con

signment stockists or through distributors. It is 

advisable to have at least a distributor/consignment 

stockist within a radius of so-100 kms, thereby assur

ing easy and ti•ely availability of materials to con

sumers. Further to ensure timely availability of mate

rials to distributors/stockists it is preferable to 

have feeder warehouses in addition to warehouses at 

head quarters and regional centres. For the ease of 

handling distributors and stockists, they should be 

made to interact with the relevant regional off ices. It 

is essential that the delivery of short weight to 

distributors should be recorded immediately as it 

becomes very difficult to handle such complaints later. 

There should be periodic interaction by the region with 

the distributors and also among the distributors within 

the region so that problems/constraints can be sorted 

out. It is the responsibility of the regional manager 

to ensure that timely and right quantity of material 

are supplied to various c~stomers by distributors 

falling within the range. Here again communication 
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aedia plays a vital role for the success of a vast 

distribution network which is essential for the growth 

of downstream technologies. 

The fast expanding petrochemical industry will 

need strong link with material outlet point in order to 

minimise the investment on storage of huge quantities 

of products. This require an efficient distribution 

system both at national and international level. More 

input is therefore required for effective and efficient 

distribution of material. Highly trained and qualified 

manpower will therefore be required to meet this chal

lenge. Developing countries have to make sincere ef

forts in this area by integrating them with their plans 

in petrochemical sector. 

In addition to this, indigenous facilities are to 

be created for training to develop managerial, market

ing/business skills since the demand of such manpower 

is bound to grow with the growth in petrochemical 

sector. Developing countries especially higher growth 

centres like Asia/Pacific has to encourage processing 

industries to meet the local demand of finished 

products and this will also require financial support 

with the creation of new financial institutions • 
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6.6 EllVIROMKEHTAL AMD SAFETY ASPECTS OF DOWNSTREAM 

PETROCBEKICAL IHDUS'l'llIES 

The petrochemical industry encompasses a 

wide spectrum of synthetic products produced through 

diverse production processes. This industry is current

ly undergoing the most prominent and long lasting 

changes due to the environnental regulations and laws. 

These changes are largely as a result of the increase 

in understanding on the importance of clean environ

ment, availability of sensitive analytical methods and 

increasing public awareness. 

Environmental and safety aspects of the down 

stream petrochemicals have great bearing to developing 

countries which constitute about half of the human 

settlement. Having recognised the significance of 

petrochemicals in·the core socio-economic sectors, 

countries like Algeria, India, Brazil, Mexico, S.Korea, 

Venezuela, Iran, Iraq etc. have acquired capabilities 

for the production of many petrochemicals. 

A large fraction of chemicals added each year in 

the inventory of chemical substances are derived from 

petrochemicals. some of these possess carcinogenic, 
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~utagenic, and teratogenic effects. The survey con

ducted by Process Research Inc., for the generation of 

hazardous wastes in petrochemical production processes 

showed presence of many chemicals which are classified 

as the priority pollutants by the US-EPA. Thus, Petro

chemical industries are characterized as high polluters 

and hazards prone. The environmental management in 

petrochemical industries involve activities right from 

the planning stage to the ultimate disposal and in

volves many socio-economical and political issues. 

6.6.1 PLANNING FOR EllVIROllMENTAL llANAGEKENT 

It is now very well recognized that, if proper 

care is taken at the planning stage many environmental 

and safety related problems can be avoided. This is 

particularly true in the developing countries where the 

rapid industrialization is causing simultaneous and 

almost irreversible damage to the environment. After 

realizing this fact many developing countries have 

evolved strategies most appropriate at the local/re

gional/ national levels and the regulations have been 

clamped. The important aspects for ~nvironmental 

management during planning stage include; 1) Selection 

of clean technology, 2) Location of plant, 3) Envi

ronmental impact assessment and 4) Risk assessment. 
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6.6.2 PETROCHEMICAL WASTE MANAGEMENT 

Downstream petrochemical industries generate many 

pollutants in gaseous, liquid and solid states varying 

characteristics. Liquid wastes may contain floating, 

suspended or dissolved organic and inorganic pollu

tan~s. Air pollutants in this industry include oxides 

of nitrogen and sulphur, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons 

and mercaptans. The solid residues are often flammable, 

corrosive, toxic and reactive. A list of the major 

pollutants is given in Table 6.6 (1). 

TABLE-6.6(1). 
MAJOR POLLUTANTS FROM AN INTEGRATED PETROCHEMICAL 

COMPLEX 

---------------------------------------------------------
Oil, Hydrocarbons, Sulphides, Organic cyanides, Acrylic 

acid, Polymer organics, Sulphates, Acrolein, Acryloni-

tri~e, Sulphuric acid, Acetic acid, Hydroquinone, 

Phenols, Ethanol, Phenothizine, Fluorides, Kerosene, 

Chloroethanol, Chloral compounds, Ethylene dichloride, 

Solvents like Toluene, Xylenes, Butanol, Heptane, 

Benzene, Rubber crumb, Mono and poly glycol, Organic 

acids, Formaldehyde, Methyl benzoate. 

---------------------------------------------------------

over a period of time petrochemical indus-
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tries have learned many hard lessons. It is now very 

well established that for the sustainable development 

following hierarchy is assuming a top priority in 

petrochemical waste management. 

1) Source reduction, 

2) Waste recycling, 

3) treatment and 

4) disposal. 

The treatment of petrochemical waste water is 

illustrated.in flow sheet diagram (Fig. 6.6(1F)). 

6.6.3 :ISSUES RELATED TO EllV:IRONMENTAL MARAGEKEllT 

Basically following issues are related to the 

environmental management in petrochemical industries. 

1) Compliance of the regulatory standards 

2) Occupational health 

3) Ecological effects and 

4) Hazards due to accidental release of toxic 

substances. 

The purpose of legislation and envi~onmental 

regulations is to protect people in their work place 

and in the environment fr~m hazards to health or safety 

from products either consumed internally or released 
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into the environment. Several countries have enacted 

environmental & safety laws that have impact on the 

desiqn & operation of petrochemical industries. In 

India, the Government has laid down the standards for 

wastes th=ouqh the environmental protection act (EPA)-

1986. The central pollution control board (CPCB) has 

also set up the Minimum Allowable National Standards 

(MINAS) for petrochemical industries. 

Occupational health activities are directed to

wards the prevention of diseases and to maintain 

worker's health at the optimum level for maximum pro

ductivity. During manufacturinq, workers are exposed 

to various chemicals. The effective management of the 

occupational environment requires continuous monitorinq 

of work place environment, enqineerinq controls at the 

high exposure zones and generation & dissemination of 

relevant data on the subject. 

To maintain the ecological balance between differ

ent ecosystems following are essential. a) Environmen

tal impact assessment for new projects, b) Assessment 

of waste management systems, c) Development of environ

mentally compatible technologies or waste recycling 

methods, d) Ecology as a part of social responsibility 

in corporat~ planning and e) Environmental awareness 
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in the l~cal population. Assessment of hazards is one 

of the important part in hazard management. Commonly 

used techniques for hazard assessment are a) Fault tree 

dnalysis, b) Event tree analysis, c) Failure mode & 

effect analysis and d) Random number siaulation. 

6.6.4 SAFETY ASPECTS 

With the increase in economic size of petrochemi

cal plants and technological complexities to deal with 

highly toxic, reactive and hazardous chemicals, safety 

has to be looked as an integral part of planning and 

design. Loss prevention or safety is emerging as a 

series of procedures in identification and evaluation 

of process hazards, provision of mitigating measures 

and protective devices, concern for fugitive emissions 

and above all awareness and training of personnel. 

At present, there are no specific legislations 

applicable for safety in petrochemical industries alone 

in most of the developing countries. The executing 

agency like ministry of Environment brings legislation 

on various aspects of hazardous substance handling in 

most countries. According to ILO Regional Off ice for 

Asia and Pacific, legislation on chemical safety is at 

present in an evolutionary phase in most countries and 
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varies from one state to another with in a given coun

try. However, the common feature is a multiplicity of 

statutes and their implementing agencies. In many 

developing countries various policy measures have 

promoted the development of small scale industries. As 

a result a large proportion of chemical processing is 

carried out in small scale operations, which are not 

equipped to handle the environmental and safety 

aspects. 

Thus, the major components of a comprehensive 

environmental and safety programme for petrochemical 

units include, a system of classification, packaging 

and labeling of chemicals (to be supplemented by chemi

cal safety data sheets (CSDS) furnished by the suppli

er), choice of safe technology, &ite selection for 

installations, control & monitoring of exposure to 

chemicals in work environment, treatment of occupation

al diseases, safe transportation of hazardous chemicals 

within and outside the industrial complex and treatment 

and safe disposal of chemical wastes. It is also now 

very well recognized that legislation alone will not 

ensure environmentally safe plant operations.The devel

opment of successful safety and environmental manage

ment programmes is closely linked with the commitment 

of these industries to move progressively towards the 

"Self Regulation". 
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7.0 RBCOIOIBllDATIOllS TO POLICY JllllRS AND TRI INDUSTRJ 

1) A drop in demand as a consequence of economic 

recession, declin~ in profitability and global 

overcapacity situation exist today in the 

petrochemical sector. The overcapacity of primary and 

secondary petrochemical products is the result of 

speedy expansion in t.~e west, new units in developing 

countries, a race for earning through export and to 

meet the local demand. It is therefore, necessary that 

investment in this sector for expansion should be done 

in a more planned way for at least next 8 to 10 years. 

2) A wide variation in the production cost has made 

the market more competitive and hence the selection of 

technology/ product should be based on the following 

criteria. 

a) Energy efficient processes. 

b) Speciality grades/products. 

c) Single or multiproduct/multigrade process. 

d) Environmental consideration. 

3) survival of petrochemical industries in 

developing countries requires more regional 

cooperation through striking a balance of production 

and demand and should launch joint ventures. 
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4) In the long term planning, the investaent for 

expansion should be made while keeping in view (i) the 

availability of other products for similar 

applications in order to effectively use and take 

maximum advantage of petrochemicals. (ii) the deaand 

growth of these synthetic products. (iii) growth of 

GDP. This is also required in the case of prospective 

exporting countries for their target importers. 

5) In order to avail the opportunity of 

liberalization in export/import and cost competition, 

it is required that due attention should be paid to 

create infrastn..ctural f acili.ties of handling, 

transport, storage etc. for solids, liquid and 

gaseous petrochemicals and their related products 

which are gene~ally very reactive, toxic and 

inflammable. 

6) In developing countries per capita consumption of 

petrochemicals is likely to increase at a faster rate. 

The effective utilization of these valuable products 

is possible by 

creating facilities for training to develop 

manpower required by downstream and 

conversion industries. 

making efforts for application development as 

per local needs. 
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developing facilities for conversion of 

petrochemicals into finished products. 

This will not only be helpful to meet the 

local demand of finished products but also increase 

the employment potential and opportunities for self 

employment with the growth of ancillary industries. 

7) Industries should have strong interaction with 

academic and research institutions and the 

curriculum of the educational/ training programmes 

should be amended according to the specific industrial 

need of manpower. It should thus be directed towards 

developing stronger managerial and technical skill in 

the prospective planners and technologists. This will 

also require constant upgradation of the training 

facilities. 

8) The plans for expansion and further investment in 

this sector should be based on the benefits which are 

possible to be derived through the synergetic effects 

with other sectors of national economy since 

petrochemical products largely serve various important 

economic sectors related to basic human needs 

e.g.agriculture, water management, housing, clothing, 

health care etc. A strong data base is therefore 

necessary to meet this objective. 
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9) The R'D efforts should be directed towards 

absorption, assimilation and upqradation of 

the iaported technology. 

make the technology more and aore environment 

friendly. 

effective utilization of co-products. 

developaent ~f speciality and value added 

products. 

The political and economic conditions are 

different in different countries, hence the above 

aentioned recommendations can be taken as quidelines 

for the qrowth of downstream petrochemical industries. 
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Appendix 2. 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

ABS 
ACK 
ASEAlf 
BR 
CA 
CARG 
CPE 
DKT 
E.Asia 
EEC 
E. Europe -
EVA 
BAii 
HDPE 
Inds. 
IPCL 
ISBL 
LA 
LAB 
LAN 
L. Alllerica
LDPE 
LLD PE 
MEG 
MF 
MI SIA 
11. East 
NR 
NFY 
OSBL 
PA 
PBT 
PC 
PET 
PE 
PF 
PFY 
Phil 
PMllA 
POii 
PP 
PPBP 
PPO 
PPS 
PS 
PTA 
PTFE 
PUR 
PVC 
ll'D 
81.N 

Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene 
Acrylonitrile 
Association of South East Asian Nations. 
Butadiene rubber 
confidentiality 
coapound annual qrovth rate 
centrally planned econoaies 
Diaethyl terephthalate 
East Asia 
European Economic community 
East Europe 
Ethylene vinyl acetate 
Biqh aromatic naphtha 
Biqh density polyethylene 
Indonesia 
Indian Petrochemical Corporation Limited 
Inside battery limits 
License aqreeaent 
Linear alkylbenzene 
Low aromatic naphtha 
Latin America 
Low density polyethylene 
Linear low density polyethylene 
Monoethylene qlycol 
Melamine formaldehyde 
Malaysia 
Middle East 
Natural rubber 
Nylon f ilamnet yarn 
outside battery limits 
Polyamide 
Polybutylene terephthalate 
Polycarbonate 
Polyethylene terephthalate 
Polyethylene 
Phenol formaldehyde 
Polyester filament yarn 
Phillipines 
Polymethyl methacrylate 
Polyoxymethylene (Polyacetal) 
Polypropylene 
Polypropylene homopolymer 
Polyphenylene oxide 
Polyphenylene sulfide 
Polystyrene 
Purified terephthalic acid 
Polytetratluoroethylene 
Polyurethane 
Polyvinyl chloride 
Research and development 
styrene acrylonitrile copolymer 
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SBR 
spar• 
S/SB Asia 
S•T 
T 
TC 
Thai 
TL 
TS 
TT 
UP 

styrene butadiene rubber 
Singapore 
South/South East Asia 
science and tecbnolqy 
Tecbnoloqy 
Technoloqy cooperation 
Thailand 
Tecbnoloqy licensing 
Tecbnoloqy selection 
Tecbnoloqy transfer 
Urea fonaal4ehy4e 
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